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This dissertation is a cultural history and musical ethnography of the first
Brazilian Baptist hymnal Cantor Cristão. Published in 1891, it was revised and
expanded, and went through thirty-seven editions but remained the only official Baptist
hymnal for one hundred years. Though a second Brazilian Baptist hymnal (Hinário para
o Culto Cristão) was published in 1991, Cantor Cristão still maintains an important place
within Brazilian Baptist congregations today. I trace the trajectory of this book, paying
particular attention to the people connected to its history, including authors, composers,
translators, publishers, editors, and the impact of this very stable repertoire on Brazilian
Baptist life. This dissertation uses a mixed-methods approach, combining historical
research, oral history, and ethnography. I include a description and analysis of the
contents of what is possibly the earliest extant edition of the hymnal (1893), and highlight
the role and significance of the missionary enterprise in Brazilian Baptist life, including
complex interconnections of key individuals—British, Portuguese, Brazilian, and
American— who played crucial roles in the development of the hymnal. I also present

results from my ethnographic study of a prominent present-day Baptist church in Recife,
Brazil, to show Cantor Cristão’s continued importance. In highlighting the process of
musical localization whereby these hymns became a valued Brazilian tradition, this
dissertation advances a more nuanced view of the legacy of the mission enterprise that
takes seriously the role of local agency.
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CHAPTER ONE
“One Lord, One Faith, One Baptism,” and One Hymnal: The Significance of Cantor
Cristão in the Brazilian Baptist Context, Past and Present

Background and Purpose
Among the central teachings attributed to Jesus Christ, the command to go and
make disciples of all nations has occupied a prominent place throughout the history of
Christianity. As a result, for centuries missionaries have been traveling to the far corners
of the world to preach the gospel and to establish Christian communities. In this
enterprise, missionaries face plenty of challenges, many of which have to do with
translating their understanding of Christianity into new cultural contexts. In this complex
work of transnational evangelization, the role of music has been paramount. As Dueck
and Reily point out, “Christian doctrine has never traveled by itself;”1 music has been one
of its preferred traveling companions. In fact, “[m]ission musics play a key part in the
transmission and negotiation of theological, moral, and personal values between foreign
missionaries and local congregations.”2 The purpose of this dissertation is to explore
some ways in which music operates in dynamic and multifaceted missionary and postmissionary environments in Brazil from the late nineteenth century to the present day,
Suzel Ana Reily and Jonathan M. Dueck, “Introduction,” in The Oxford
Handbook of Music and World Christianities, ed. Suzel Ana Reily and Jonathan M.
Dueck (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2016), 1.
1

Fiona Magowan, “Mission Music as a Mode of Intercultural Transmission,
Charisma, and Memory in Northern Australia,” in Reily and Dueck, The Oxford
Handbook of Music, 55.
2

1

helping to connect the foreign and the local, the new and the old, and—as it is frequently
the case—the rich and the poor, the powerful and the vulnerable.
The focus of my dissertation is the first official Brazilian Baptist hymnal, Cantor
Cristão, published in 1891. It was revised and expanded, and went through thirty-seven
editions but remained the only Baptist hymnal for one hundred years.3 Though there was
a second Brazilian Baptist hymnal, Hinário para o Culto Cristão, published in 1991,
Cantor Cristão is still in use today. This dissertation investigates Cantor Cristão from
three distinct perspectives, seeking to understand the changing nature of the hymnal over
time, its history (how and by whom it was produced, shaped, and disseminated), and its
influence (what purposes it has served and continues to serve over its 130-year history).
First, I trace the trajectory of this book, paying particular attention to the people
connected to its history (authors, composers, translators, publishers, editors) and the
impact of this very stable repertoire in the life of Brazilian Baptists. Several sources, most
of which are in Portuguese, are available on the history of this hymnal, including
Henriqueta Rosa Fernandes Braga’s Música Sacra Evangélica no Brasil: Contribuição à
Sua História, a comprehensive volume published in 1961;4 Isidoro Lessa De Paula’s
doctoral dissertation, “Early Hymnody in Brazilian Baptist Churches: Its Sources and

Rolando De Nassau, “As edições do Cantor Cristão,” accessed on July 3, 2017,
http://www.hinologia.org/as-edicoes-do-cantor-cristao-em-ordem-cronologica-rolandode-nassau/.
3

Henriqueta Rosa Fernandes Braga’s Música Sacra Evangélica no Brasil:
Contribuição à Sua História (Rio de Janeiro: Livraria Kosmos Editora, 1961).
4

2

Development” (1985);5 a number of articles published in O Jornal Batista (The Baptist
Journal), an official publication of the Brazilian Baptist Convention (CBB);6 and internet
sites such as www.hinologia.org and www.nassau.mus.br. These resources are not
exhaustive, however, and my research contributes to the topic by describing and
analyzing the contents of a little-known copy of the fourth edition of Cantor Cristão,
published in 1893, which was discovered as a result of archival research for this
dissertation (see chapter two, pages 8 and 24–33). Before this, the earliest known extant
edition was a copy of the sixth edition (1896), so the examination in chapter two adds to
academic knowledge of the history of the hymnal.
Second, I highlight the role and repercussions of the missionary enterprise in
Brazilian Baptist life embedded in the publication and reception history of Cantor
Cristão, including complex interconnections and relationships that it reveals among
Christians in the UK, Portugal, Brazil, and the United States. These connections will be
made clear through my discussion of key individuals—British, Portuguese, Brazilian, and
American— who played crucial roles in the development of the hymnal.
Third, I compile results from an ethnographic study of a prominent present-day
Baptist church in Recife, a city in northern Brazil. As pointed out by liturgical
ethnographer Mary McGann, “If we wish to understand and interpret a community’s

Isidoro Lessa de Paula, “Early Hymnody in Brazilian Baptists Churches: Its
Source and Development” (D.M.A. diss., Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary,
1985).
5

6

American missionary W. E. Entzminger founded O Jornal Batista in 1901; the
publication was adopted as the official newspaper of the CBB in 1909, two years after the
Convention’s organization in 1907. See
http://www.convencaobatista.com.br/siteNovo/index.php (accessed September 20, 2019).
3

current musical practice, it is essential that we understand how these three formative
processes—historical, social, and personal—have shaped its patterns and choices.”7 By
immersing myself in the life of the congregation, gathering information through
participant observation, conversations and interviews, and writing and analyzing
fieldnotes, I demonstrate the continuing importance of Cantor Cristão in the life of
contemporary Baptists in Recife, the birthplace of the hymnal.
My interest in this hymnal and the many questions it raises about transnational
religious traditions and the influence of missionization arises from my own life
experiences. I have sought to avoid engaging in an autobiographical, self-indulgent
narrative (“confessional ethnography”).8 Rather, aware of both insider and outsider facets
of my identity in relation to my research—I have variously inhabited both, sometimes
simultaneously— I practice “an ethnography that acknowledges a reality of sharing and
interaction, one predicated on negotiated relationships,”9 learning from “the critical and
constructive work in the growing field of World Christianity, in which scholarpractitioners synthesize ideas from their own religious traditions with academic models
and use them as tools for reflection and critique.”10 In the brief narrative that follows, I
situate my own life story in relationship to the topic at hand.
7

Mary E. McGann, Exploring Music as Worship and Theology: Research in
Liturgical Practice (Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press, 2002), 23.
Jeff Todd Titon, “Knowing Fieldwork,” in Shadows in the Field: New
Perspectives in Ethnomusicology, 2nd edition, ed., Gregory Barz and Timothy J. Cooley,
ed. (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2008), 34.
8

Kay Kaufman Shelemay, “The Ethnomusicologist, Ethnographic Method, and
the Transmission of Tradition,” in Barz and Cooley, 153.
9

10

Monique M. Ingalls, Muriel Swijghuisen Reigersberg, and Zoe C. Sherinian,
“Introduction: Music as Local and Global Positioning: How Congregational Music4

I was born in Brazil and grew up Baptist, singing from the 1971 edition of Cantor
Cristão, singing in church choirs, and participating in missions education classes for
children, youth groups, and Sunday School. Though I did not realize it at the time,
American influence pervaded my church music tradition: Cantor Cristão was comprised
of mostly American hymns translated into Portuguese, and our church choir’s repertoire
was comprised mostly of translations of American choir pieces. Although there were no
missionaries serving in my home church, the oldest Baptist theological seminary in Latin
America (Seminário Teológico Batista do Norte do Brasil) was just a few city blocks
away, led and supported by the then powerful Southern Baptist Foreign Mission Board.
The majority of my maternal relatives were Baptist; my father’s side of the family was
Roman Catholic, as were my neighbors and school mates. In a city of over a million
inhabitants, most of whom were Catholics, I belonged to an invisible minority.11
In 1984, at the age of twenty-one, I moved to the United States. Former Baptist
missionaries to Brazil welcomed me into their homes, I joined a Baptist church and, in
spite of my limited English, I attended services, sang in the choir, and played in a
handbell ensemble. When I started college at Baylor University a few months later, I was

Making Produces the Local in Christian Communities Worldwide,” in Making
Congregational Music Local in Christian Communities Worldwide, ed. Monique M.
Ingalls, Muriel Swijghuisen Reigersberg, and Zoe C. Sherinian (London, UK, and New
York, NY: Routledge, 2018), 35.
11

According to the Brazilian Census, in the 1970s and the 1980s, over ninety
percent of the country’s population self-identified as Roman Catholics. See
https://www.pewforum.org/2013/07/18/brazils-changing-religious-landscape/ (accessed
September 21, 2019).
5

taught by many professors who, like me, were Baptist, or at least Protestant. Compared to
my life in Brazil, in terms of religion, I was now in the mainstream.
I continued to reside in the United States and have remained in Baptist circles
throughout adulthood. For the past ten years I have lived and worked immersed in the
Mexican and Mexican-American communities of San Antonio. I am a member of a
bilingual Baptist church and use the Spanish language on a regular basis in my role as
director of the church’s congregational music and its choirs. Here again my Baptist
identity is central to my day-to-day living but so is my experience as a member of a
religious minority from Latin America. Although there are many Baptists in San Antonio,
most Mexican immigrants and the Mexican Americans in this city are Roman Catholic.12
One common thread linking all these experiences is congregational music: many
of the hymns I learned in Brazil I now sing in the United States, both in English and in
Spanish. The North American missionaries who established the Baptist denomination in
Brazil did take their music along with their doctrines. Similarly, Baptists in Mexico,
around the same time, were taught the same repertoire by the American missionaries who
traveled to the Southern border of the United States. The members of my congregation in
San Antonio do not question the origin of the music we sing in our worship services.
Neither did my fellow church members in Brazil. To the members of both communities,

12

See Timothy Matovina, Guadalupe and Her Faithful: Latino Catholics in San
Antonio, from Colonial Origins to the Present (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 2005). For a profile of the city of San Antonio see Daniel D. Arreola,
"The Mexican American Cultural Capital" Geographical Review 77, no. 1 (1987): 17-34.
Accessed April 21, 2021. doi:10.2307/214674. For statistical information on Latinos and
Catholicism in Texas see https://www.pewforum.org/religious-landscapestudy/religious-tradition/catholic/state/texas/.
6

many of the hymns and songs that comprise their congregational music may indeed have
been written by foreign authors and composers, but that does not prevent them from
claiming them as “their own.”13
Although Mexico and Brazil are located on the same hemisphere, and the Baptist
missionary enterprise started in both countries during the last quarter of the nineteenth
century, the historical, social, economic, linguistic, and cultural characteristics of these
two countries have marked differences. Thus, this dissertation focuses solely on the
Baptist mission hymnody of Brazil, though containing insights applicable to Protestant
traditions in Latin America more generally. How did this North American congregational
music repertoire take root in these locales? What strategies, processes, and agents
contributed to the realization of this effective transcultural exchange? What practices
assure its continuation? And, finally, what is it about the specific repertoire of gospel
hymnody that allows for such remarkable occurrence?
These questions are the reason why I have selected Cantor Cristão as the
springboard for my research. I believe that my studies in church music history and
ministry, congregational song, and ethnomusicology of Christianity have provided me
with the philosophical, investigative, and analytical tools required to delve into this topic
and offer my contribution to the field of church music.

13

The concept of musical localization, as discussed by Ingalls, Reigersberg, and
Sherinian in Making Congregational Music Local in Christian Communities Worldwide
(2018), elucidates this consequential process. I will return to this concept later, in the
literature review section.
7

Literature Review

World Christianity
The final decades of the twentieth century mark the inauguration of the ‘Age of
Globalization,’ characterized, in part, by the unprecedented speed with which capital,
culture, information, goods, and people crossed national borders all over the world.14
Scholarship in the fields of anthropology and cultural theory took the lead in considering
these processes, showing a special interest in the research of migration and diaspora, as
well as in the rise of “‘imagined communities’ predicated not on the anonymous reading
public of the nation state, but rather on the vast transregional public mobilized via social
media sites such as Facebook or networks such as CNN.”15
Historians joined this scholastic trend a bit later and, in contrast to the
contemporary emphasis of anthropologists, they have “identified periods of ‘archaic
globalisation’ when there was a good deal of transregional or transnational activity and
exchange on economic, cultural and political levels before the nation-state and
industrialization made their appearance.”16 The Roman and Greek empires in the ancient

Joel Cabrita and David Maxwell, “Introduction: Relocating World
Christianity,” in Relocating World Christianity: Interdisciplinary Studies in Universal
and Local Expressions of the Christian Faith, ed. Joel Cabrita, David Maxwell, and
Emma Wild-Wood (Leiden & Boston: Brill, 2017), 25, accessed October 22, 2018,
ProQuest Ebook Central. See also Arjun Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural
Dimensions of Globalization (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1996.
14

15

Cabrita and Maxwell, “Introduction,” 26.

16

Cabrita and Maxwell, “Introduction,” 26.
8

world and the proliferation of European empires in the sixteenth and nineteenth century
are examples of such periods.17
It took even longer for historians of Christianity to adopt a global perspective in
their work. In fact, as anthropologist Thomas J. Csordas points out, “in one of the most
vital contemporary arenas of scholarly debate in human sciences—that having to do with
world systems, transnationalism, and globalization—the role of religion remains
understudied and undertheorized.18 Nevertheless, works discussing the relationship
between religion and globalization have finally begun to appear, among them
Transnational Transcendence: Essays on Religion and Globalization (2009) edited by
Csordas, Boundless Faith (2009) by Robert Wuthnow, and Relocating World
Christianity: Interdisciplinary Studies in Universal and Local Expressions of the
Christian Faith (2017), edited by Joel Cabrita, David Maxwell, and Emma Wild-Wood.
These volumes offer a rich array of perspectives on a number of distinct themes
within the field of world Christianity. I am particularly interested in their assessment of
missions and missionization, discussed in more detail below.

Missionary: Friend or Foe?
Even before the debate over the rising of the “global South” and Christianity’s
shifting center of gravity started,19 missiologists and missionaries had already begun to

17

Cabrita and Maxwell, “Introduction,” 27.

Thomas J. Csordas, “Introduction: Modalities of Transnational Transcendence,”
in Transnational Transcendence: Essays on Religion and Globalization, ed. Thomas J.
Csordas (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2009), 1.
18

Philip Jenkins’ The Next Christendom: The Coming of Global Christianity, has
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raise questions about the way Christian mission was taught and practiced, particularly by
North Americans and European missionaries.20 According to mission scholar Dana L.
Robert, “[b]y the 1970s . . . [a]lthough mission education, literacy training, and ideals of
individual human worth had provided tools that initiated intellectual leadership of
independence movements in Asia and Africa, the perceived alliance of foreign missions
with European domination branded Christianity a henchman of colonialism. In the West,
reacting against the colonial legacy, scholars and historians similarly indicted Christian
missions as a tool of Western domination.”21 In the words of Latin American theologian
Samuel Escobar, “Imperial missiology [. . .] carried on missionary work from a position
of superiority: political, military, financial, technological. [. . .] In the imperial missiology
paradigm, Christianity is thus dependent on the prop and tutelage of another powerful
partner.”22

century . . . the center of gravity in the Christian world has shifted inexorably southward,
to Africa, Asia, and Latin America. Already today, the largest Christian communities on
the planet are to be found in Africa and Latin America. If we want to visualize a “typical”
contemporary Christian, we should think of a woman living in a village in Nigeria or in a
Brazilian favela.” Philip Jenkins’ The Next Christendom: The Coming of Global
Christianity (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2002), 2. For a helpful summary
and critique of Jenkins’ ideas see, for example, Peter C. Phan, “A New Christianity, but
What Kind? in Robert L. Gallagher and Paul Hertig, eds. Landmark Essays in Mission
and World Christianity (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books), 201–18.
20
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The fact that “Christianity has always been a missionary religion with
universalist aspirations”23 should not be overlooked. The work of missionaries did not
start with British and American Christians in the nineteenth-century; it was not an
invention of the Spanish and Portuguese Catholic missionaries who traveled to the New
World in the sixteenth-century; the earliest Christian missionary impulse dates from the
first century A.D., when Christianity “evolved from an obscure sect of Galilean Jews into
a religion of thousands centred upon the Mediterranean world, especially North Africa.”24
In other words, Christianity has long been a global religion whose spread has often—but
not always—gone hand in hand with political and economic power.
African mission historian Maxwell also points to the significance of local agency
in all of these connections and exchanges. For “[t]he transportation and localisation of
Christian ideas and practices raise the issue of agency. Missionaries were not the only
proselytizers; in fact, they often made poor evangelists, not the least because of linguistic
barriers. There is the need to identify those who acted as ‘middle figures,’ mediating
between two cultures, doing the conceptual work necessary to domesticate
Christianity.”25
There is no doubt that globalization, in its most recent manifestation starting in
the 1990s—labeled the “second globalization” by Maxwell— has had an impact on the
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circulation of religious messages and messengers.26 In discussing the “growing diversity
and connections within Christianity across the globe,” he prefers to use the term
‘transnational’ instead of ‘world’ or ‘global.’27 He justifies his preference by explaining
that “[t]ransnational refers to movements and ideas that originate from one base and
operate on a supranational level or at an intercontinental scale, but with uneven and
varied effects.”28 The use of the word uneven in this definition is helpful. I, too, believe
that the task of understanding the manifold expressions of Christianity throughout the
world, past and present, requires the awareness that concepts such as homogeneity,
uniformity, and standardization are probably misplaced.
A World Christianity scholarship informed by a strong binary between “global
North” and “global South” and a prominent focus on numerical growth has produced
gaps within the study of Christian missions.29 In “Historical Perspectives on Christianity
Worldwide: Connections, Comparisons and Consciousness” Maxwell identifies gaps in
the scholarship on the global spread of Christianity—past and present—and suggests new
approaches to its study. He writes, for example, that “[b]y paying greater attention to
issues of connection, comparison and consciousness, and processes of homogenization
and localisation, scholars should be better equipped to analyse the variety and location of
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Christian religion across the world and to examine its ability to travel, cross boundaries
and create communities of an ephemeral or lasting quality.”30
Maxwell’s recommendation points toward scholarship that is better able to
represent the complex relationships in how the Christian faith is lived out at the local
level than the antagonistic position of those who view missionaries as simply agents of
imperialism or colonialism. His argument resonates both intellectually and personally. As
a third generation Baptist, who directly and indirectly benefited from the work of British
and American missionaries, and who maintains close connections to a number of retired
missionaries and their families, I have struggled with the characterization of their work as
exploitative and manipulative or, at least, suspect. I, along with other scholars who are
the “products” of missionization, welcome the possibility of a more nuanced and refined
examination of those complex religious exchanges.
Other “global South” scholars have paved the way for this more nuanced
approach within the field of World Christianity. For example, the work of Africanists
Lamin Sanneh and Kwame Bediako, pioneers in the field of World Christianity,
“[emphasized] indigenous agency and local cultural appropriations of Christianity.”31 In
Translating the Message: The Missionary Impact on Culture (2009 [1989]), for instance,
Sanneh maintains that, “The history of missions [. . .] is more than the account of
organizing the missionary effort in Europe and North America, important as that may be.
It is also about actual reception and operation in the field where the richness of detail
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makes the question of missionaries’ alleged cultural motives somewhat peripheral. If we
accept this shift of focus and follow the missionary story to the receiving societies, then it
makes sense that scholars who propose to study the missionary movement should pay
attention to the forces on the ground.”32 Similarly, missiologist Dana Robert suggests that
“[p]erhaps if historians in the sixties and seventies had been studying Christianity as a
people’s movement rather than a political one, they might have noticed that growth
among grass roots did not mirror the criticisms of intellectual elites.”33 This standpoint
allows for the recognition that local agents had considerable input in the way Christian
traditions came into being.
For this reason, perspectives from the growing field of World Christianity will be
valuable dialog partners as I continue my research on various aspects of the history of
music and Christian missions in Brazil, and, more specifically, on the trajectory of a 130year-old Brazilian Baptist hymnal, Cantor Cristão.

Musical Localization
Two significant historical events in the second half of the twentieth century have
stimulated scholars to examine cross-cultural interactions that are inherent to the
missionary enterprise. First, the reforms resulting from the Second Vatican Council of the
Roman Catholic Church (1960s) had far-reaching consequences, affecting the practice of
Christianity throughout the world. Second, the meetings of the Protestant International
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Congresses on World Evangelization (the Lausanne Movement), gave rise to a marked
interest in promoting liturgies and music derived from local expressions of Christianity.34
In subsequent scholarly discussions about the “translation” of Christian practices
and beliefs into a variety of cultural contexts throughout the world, two related terms
became prominent: Inculturation (preferred by Roman Catholics) and Contextualization
(preferred by Protestants).35 A third term, Indigenization, preferred by anthropologists
and ethnomusicologists, has also been used “to describe the process whereby beliefs and
practices once ‘foreign’ become adopted as ‘local.’”36 These terms are not without
limitations, however, including elements of ethnocentrism, and essentialized notions of
authenticity and cultural preservation.37 A more recent examination of ethnographic case
studies of Christian music-making “show the complex interweaving of political, ethical,
aesthetic, and theological rationales in the localization of congregational music, and how
musical styles marked as ‘foreign’ help communities achieve their goals, often of local
power negotiation, more effectively than styles understood to be ‘indigenous.’”38
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The following case studies conducted by Fiona Magowan in Australia,39 Nicholas
Harkness in South Korea,40 Timothy Romen in Trinidad and Tobago,41 and Kimberly
Jenkins Marshall in the United States,42 demonstrate the amazing diversity of Christian
expressions throughout the world as well as the vital role of music and music making and
their “powerful effect on the transnational linkages that characterize Christianity.”43
In her research among the Yolngu in Northern Australia, Magowan has examined
the way in which hymns and evangelical songs introduced in the 1920s by Methodist
missionaries remain a meaningful element for the Yolngu to this day. Magowan suggests
that the musical exchange that took place between the missionaries and the local people
could be explained by a series of interrelated processes—encounter, reorientation,
reception/agency and leadership/independence—handled with cultural sensitivity and
appropriateness, over a significant amount of time.44 She concludes that “the practice of
hymn-singing has facilitated collectivizing principles of care, concern, and respect for
one another, by embodying long-lasting principles or relational continuity between
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missionaries and Yolngu. Methodist hymns have thus acquired an ongoing significance
within Yolngu generations because singing hymn texts evokes personal and spiritual
efficacy through emotional relationships of the past[.]”45
In Songs of Seoul: An Ethnography of the Voice and Voicing in Christian South
Korea (2014), anthropologist Nicholas Harkness, who is also a singer, examined the
relationship between Korean sŏngak (European-style classical singing) and Christianity.
By taking European-style classical singing as their model, the aim of sŏngak singers is to
develop and cultivate a “clean” voice. According to Harkness, the concept of a “clean”
voice has both aesthetic and ethical dimensions, and is deeply connected to the idea of
progress. As a country, Korea has undergone profound changes in a relatively short
period of time: from poor to rich, from rural to urban, from dictatorship to democracy.
For many Korean Christians, these positive trends are a direct result of the
Christianization of their country. In this case, Koreans have equated European-style
singing with progress and modernity, as opposed to the “dirty,” “muddy” vocal style
associated with the traditional Korean song repertoire. In other words, “to sing sŏngak in
Korea is to present oneself as a certain kind of person.”46
This phenomenon is related to what Timothy Rommen terms “ethics of style,”
discussed in his “Mek Some Noise”: Gospel Music and the Ethics of Style in Trinidad.
Rommen states that “[s]tyle […] is an important vehicle through which individuals
reaffirm or change (articulate) the status of their relationship to community. The ethics of
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style is thus intended to focus attention on the process by which style becomes the
vehicle for the multifaceted discourse about value and meaning, but also about identity
formation.”47 It seems that some of the underlying forces driving Presbyterians
Christians in Korea to cultivate a “clean” voice, are also driving Full Gospel Christians in
Trinidad to choose North American gospel music over other Afro-Caribbean musical
styles. Those choices help to position both groups of actors among a wide variety of
possibilities, locally and globally, within and beyond Christianity.
Furthermore, Trinidadian Christians’ preference for North American gospel music
instead of other local or regional genres associated with Trinidad (such as gospel
dancehall or Gospelypso) illustrates Rommen’s concept of “negotiation of proximity.”
He states that “[t]he negotiation of proximity is thus an exercise in deflection and
disfiguration whereby the near is made far and the far becomes immanent and useful.”48
Offering yet one more dimension of the process of musical localization, in her
discussion of the musical experiences of Navajo Christians, Kimberly Jenkins Marshall
argues that “sometimes indigenization of Christian music does not proceed through
changes in musical style, instruments, or aesthetics, but rather through changes in
performance practice.”49 Here, too, music played a crucial role in the evangelization of
this Navajo community in New Mexico, and hymns taught by missionaries in the past
have been embraced by Christian members of this community as ‘their own.’50 Along
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with Christian doctrines and beliefs, missionaries formed choirs, and taught the locals to
sing hymns from printed hymnals, accompanied by the piano. These practices are
connected to what Marshall refers to as Protestant moral modernity and Webb Keane
terms the “moral narrative of modernity,” practices that “highly value the written word,
order, cleanliness, and other material manifestations of modernity.”51
This description parallels the notions of superiority, newness, and progress
associated with the arrival of Protestantism in Korea (Harkness’ Songs of Seoul). It also
reminds me of some of the narratives of the Protestant ethos—including orderliness,
punctuality, and improvement—I heard growing up as a member of a Baptist community
in Brazil.52 Rommen’s “ethics of style” and “negotiation of proximity” concepts are
particularly useful in explaining many of the congregational music choices in many
cultural contexts.
The case studies discussed above were conducted in places as distant and distinct
as Australia, Korea, and Trinidad, in addition to a Navajo community in the American
Southwest, and are representative of a growing body of research belonging to the
emerging field of “ethnomusicology of Christianity,” a term coined by Jeffers Engelhardt
in 2009.53 By keeping an ethnomusicological focus on musical practices of Christian
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communities across the globe researchers are able to develop a better understanding of
“how Christianity is experienced and lived.”54
Congregational Music Studies is also a new academic field of study to which this
dissertation will contribute. Aiming to benefit from an interdisciplinary approach to the
examination of congregational music making, scholars in this field welcome perspectives
from a variety of related fields such as religious and theological studies, anthropology,
sociology, media studies, and popular music studies, to name a few. Without overlooking
discussions of inculturation, contextualization, indigenization, and hybridization, in one
of the most recent publication in the field, Making Congregational Music Local in
Christian Communities Worldwide (2018), editors Ingalls, Reigersberg, and Sherinian
explore the concept of musical localization. The term is defined as “the process whereby
Christian communities take a variety of musical practices—some considered
‘indigenous,’ some ‘foreign,’ some shared across spatial and cultural divides; some
linked to past practices, some innovative—and make them locally meaningful and useful
in the construction of Christian beliefs, theology, practice, and identity.”55
I find this concept extremely helpful, especially because it seems to embrace a
more dynamic and generous approach to understanding the very complex interactions
that occur in these transnational musical encounters and exchanges. I am particularly
drawn to its more flexible view of the missionary enterprise, which is not blind to issues
of power, ethnocentrism, and wealth, but makes room for a robust examination of all
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sorts of capital transfers and investments (economic, cultural, and social), and the real
phenomenon of individual agency.56
The diverse materials, approaches, and models used by scholars in a variety of
fields of study, including ethnomusicology of Christianity and congregational song, will
certainly help me explore the questions that serve as the basis for my research.

Methodology
In seeking to answer my question about the role of human agency in the changing
nature, history and influence of Cantor Cristão, this dissertation uses a mixed-methods
approach, combining historical research, oral history, and ethnography.

Historical Research Method
Through a detailed study of the hymnal, I show its changing nature over the
course of its history, from the earliest extant edition to which I have access (1893) to its
final version, published in 1971. The goal of this examination will be to supply missing
information on the history of Cantor Cristão (including a detailed description of the
contents of the little-known copy of the fourth edition of the hymnal), and to identify its
key contributors (writers, translations, composers, editors, publishers). This information
is used as the basis of my reflection on the primary purposes of the hymnal, especially in
connection with missions, evangelism, and discipleship. Primary sources I used in this
search include: actual copies of various editions of Cantor Cristão; concurrent articles
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written by pastors, missionaries, and musicians related to individual editions of the
hymnal (as mentioned above, numerous articles describing each new edition of Cantor
Cristão were published in O Jornal Batista); contemporaneous denominational reports,
both in Brazil and in the Unites States; personal papers of former missionaries, especially
Bill Ichter’s (responsible for the 1971 edition of the hymnal); and available records on the
publishing house(s) that printed and distributed Cantor Cristão throughout the years. I
also consulted secondary sources, such as published historical outlines of the hymnal,
theses and dissertations on Brazilian hymnody, and historical accounts of Baptist work in
Brazil.

Oral History Method
I interviewed key people connected to the history of Cantor Cristão, whom I
selected based on three criteria. First, I identified a person closely related to the
publication of the hymnal: Carlos Ichter, himself a musician and former music
missionary. He is the son of the first music missionary appointed to Brazil, William (Bill)
Ichter (1925–2019). Carlos wrote his Master’s thesis on the contributions of his late
father (“William H. Ichter: His Life and Ministry in Brazil”) devoting an entire chapter to
the work of Bill Ichter as editor of the significant 1971 edition Cantor Cristão.
The second criterion in my selection of interviewees concerns missionaries who
used the hymnal while serving in Recife. Fred Spann and Ralph Manuel, retired Southern
Baptist missionaries, provided valuable information about the role of Cantor Cristão in
distinct aspects of their missionary work.
The third group of interviewees included Brazilian Baptist leaders associated with
the North Brazil Baptist Theological Seminary (STBNB), past and present, as well as
22

leaders from particular Baptist congregations in Recife. These people will offer insight on
the influence of the hymnal as a tool for discipleship, evangelism, congregational singing,
and Baptist identity formation. Among those I interviewed J. V. Ramos André, Ademar
Paegle, Jorge Arruda, and Armindo Araújo Ferreira.
Finally, Baptist music ministers and musicians from various Brazilian regions
provided general information on the use of both hymnals, Cantor Cristão and Hinário
para o Culto Cristão in their respective congregations. These ministers were selected
with help from Armindo Araújo Ferreira, who teaches at STBNB and serves in music
ministry at Casa Amarela Baptist Church in Recife, as well as my own network of
Brazilian church musicians. I contacted them by email and telephone, and they helped me
gauge the influence of these hymnals in Baptist life today.

Ethnographical Method
The third component of my mixed-methods approach is ethnography.57 In the fall
of 2019, I conducted a case study of Igreja Evangélica Batista de Casa Amarela, IEBCA
(Casa Amarela Evangelical Baptist Church). I chose this particular congregation for
several reasons: (1) It was founded in 1964 by an influential missionary, David Mein,
who was also the president of the STBNB; (2) Fred Spann served this church as pastor
and music minister; (3) Casa Amarela has a strong, well-known tradition of music-
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making, both choral and—more importantly for my research— congregational; (4) This
church continues to use Cantor Cristão on a regular basis.
This is not an unknown congregation to me and I have attended numerous
services there on a variety of occasions. For my research, however, I participated in the
life of the church as fully as possible for about ten consecutive weeks and I interviewed
church members about their perspectives on hymn-singing both as a communal activity
and as a private devotional practice.
Because in Brazil churches do not supply hymnals for their members, many
people use their personal copies of Cantor Cristão; these personal copies served as
fruitful sources of information on the influence of the hymnal on the religious education
of Casa Amarela church members, as well as their identity as Brazilian Baptists. Several
founding members and their descendants still attend Casa Amarela; my interviews with
three of them offered great insight into the church’s practices and traditions.
My fieldwork also encompassed church archives, where I examined
documentation related to the musical life of the congregation, including bulletins and
orders of services, from distinct periods in the history of the church. These documents
provided information on Casa Amarela’s actual repertoire of congregational song, and
how it has developed and changed through the years.

Dissertation Structure
This section offers a brief summary of each subsequent chapter of this
dissertation, highlighting the findings of my research and key themes associated with the
history of Cantor Cristão and its influence on Brazilian Baptist congregational life.
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Chapter Two: Establishing the Brazilian Baptist Musical Tradition: The History of
Cantor Cristão
This chapter comprises a detailed history of Cantor Cristão, including
information on compilers, editors, writers, translators, composers, editions, and revisions.
Until very recently interested parties assumed that the earliest surviving example of
Cantor Cristão is a sixth-edition copy that belonged to Solomon Ginsburg himself, given
to the South Brazil Baptist Theological Seminary in Rio de Janeiro by Ginsburg’s
daughter, Brazilia Ginsburg Parker.58 However, I have located a fourth-edition copy of
Cantor Cristão (1893), and a sampler of the first edition of Cantor Cristão with music,
containing fifty-one hymns and released in 1923. In addition, I have in hand a personal
copy of the eighteenth-edition of Cantor Cristão lent to me by the great-grandson of A.
B. Deter, one of the pioneers in Baptist work in Brazil. Deter served as the head of the
Brazilian publishing house in the years preceding the publication of Cantor Cristão’s first
edition with music (1924).59 An examination of these sources yielded new information on
the history of this remarkable hymnal.

De Paula included the following statement in his dissertation: “Apparently, this
is the only surviving copy of this particular edition, which contains 153 hymns and
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Chapter Three: Merging of Musical Traditions: The Contributions of Henry Maxwell
Wright (1849–1931) and Solomon Ginsburg (1867–1927) to Portuguese-Language
Hymnody
The relationship between missions and hymnody is the focus of this chapter. The
literature on the missionary enterprise often discuss its entanglements with Western
colonialism. As Marissa Glynias Moore points out, “[d]uring the colonial period, the
‘encounter’ between European missionaries and their prospective converts often revealed
the imperialist ambitions of the West that undergirded evangelization.”60 In the case of
Brazil, Protestant missionaries came from Europe and the United States not to
Christianize the country—that work had already been done in previous centuries by the
Portuguese who arrived in the South American continent in 1500 bringing Roman
Catholicism with them—but to introduce an alternative way of being Christian. This
second layer of foreign influence requires a more nuanced evaluation of missionization,
since British and American missionaries were not technically displacing an “indigenous”
religion or replacing an “indigenous” musical culture to impose a radically new foreign
culture. In exploring an alternative view of this “encounter,” I chose to emphasize the
role of specific individuals, the life and contributions of two prominent human actors
engaged in this particular missionary enterprise: Henry Maxwell Wright (1849–1931) and
Solomon Ginsburg (1867–1927). I summarize their life and career, paying particular
attention to their consequential contributions to Portuguese-language hymnody. Both men
were authors and translators of some of the treasured hymns in Cantor Cristão. Their
lives illustrate well the productive connections between Britain, Portugal, and Brazil
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during the late nineteenth- and early twentieth centuries. While the evangelistic work of
North-American Baptist missionaries—particularly those sponsored by the Southern
Baptist Convention—played a major role in the diffusion of Evangelical Christianity in
Brazil, British-Portuguese efforts were also significant, particularly in the field of
hymnody.

Chapter Four: Strengthening of Brazilian Baptist Musical Tradition: The Work of Music
Missionaries James Frederick (Fred) Spann and Ralph Manuel
This chapter focuses on two former music missionaries: Fred Spann (served 19631993) and Ralph Manuel (served 1980-2004).61 Their selection is based on their place of
service (Recife), their primary roles (musicians), and the potential impact they had as
seminary professors, their combined tenure having covered a period of four decades. In
addition, Manuel was part of the committee that worked on the publication of the second
Baptist Brazilian hymnal, Hinário para o Culto Cristão, published in 1991.
I include their biographical sketches and, most significantly, I report on what I
learned from in-depth interviews with both of them. Spann was one to the first
missionaries ever appointed by the Foreign Mission Board of the Southern Baptist
Convention to work primarily in the field of music; Manuel was one of the last that
received the official title of music missionary. Together they taught at the Baptist
seminary’s music department—itself founded just a few years before Spann’s arrival by
another music missionary, Bennie May Oliver, in 1960—worked on musical resources
for publication, and participated actively in the music ministries of their local
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congregations in Recife. Cantor Cristão remained an indispensable tool for their work as
music missionaries, used as a primer for the teaching of theory and solfège, piano, and
congregational song leading at the seminary, and as the main source of the repertoire
sung by their congregations in worship. Their long tenure at the STBNB combined with
the various dimensions of their ministry allowed them to influence the formation of
generations of church musicians in Recife, ultimately impacting the very character of the
musical life of Baptist churches in the region and beyond.

Chapter Five: Expanding Musical Tradition: The Creation of the Second Brazilian
Baptist Hymnal, Hinário para o Culto Cristão
In 1987, the Brazilian Baptist Convention approved a proposal by the publishing
house to produce a new hymnal.62 With the centennial of Cantor Cristão fast
approaching, it seemed fitting that 1991 would be the year for this landmark feat: this
time, Brazilian Baptists would not have yet another edition of the old hymnal; they would
have a new hymnal altogether.
This chapter focuses on the 1991 publication of the second official Brazilian
Baptist hymnal, Hinário para o Culto Cristão (HCC). I describe the rationale,
circumstances, and processes that brought this hymnal to life exactly a century after the
first edition of Cantor Cristão. I compare the contents of both hymnals, highlighting the
most significant additions to or exclusions from Hinário in relation to Cantor Cristão,
and assess Brazilian Baptists’ reception of HCC.
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I also consider the prominent role of North American missionaries in planning,
developing, and publishing Hinário. Analogous to the publication of the first Brazilian
hymnal by Ginsburg in 1891, the publication of the second hymnal was deeply connected
to the missionary enterprise: Joan Sutton, Ralph Manuel, and David W. Hodges, for
example, contributed significantly to the preparation and publication of the volume.
These discussions shed light on some of the key issues related to the study of mission
hymnody in Brazil.

Chapter Six: Maintaining the Brazilian Baptist Musical Tradition: The Place of Cantor
Cristão at Igreja Evangélica Batista de Casa Amarela
In this chapter I consider the use of Cantor Cristão by a present-day congregation
in Recife. I conducted an ethnographic study of Igreja Evangélica Batista de Casa
Amarela, IEBCA (Casa Amarela Evangelical Baptist Church), as a way of gathering
information on the role of the hymnal in the life of the church. Founded in 1964, Casa
Amarela is a thriving congregation, with a tradition of excellence in music making.
Spann was one of its first pastors as well as its music minister, and the congregation sings
hymns from Cantor Cristão regularly.
Because I had visited Casa Amarela several times during my yearly trips to
Brazil, I was already acquainted with some members of the congregation and with some
of its leaders; I knew enough about the church’s social, theological, and musical culture
to recognize its potential as a fruitful site for my research. On the other hand, Casa
Amarela was not my “home church,” the church in which I grew up, and not being a
member of the congregation helped me to maintain a certain degree of objectivity during
my fieldwork. Thus, in the fall of 2019, I spent several weeks in Recife: I attended
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services at Casa Amarela twice every Sunday, noting worship practices and
congregational repertoire, visited the church archives several times to examine current
and past bulletins and other publications, and conducted several interviews with key
individuals, including some of Casa Amarela’s founding members, members active in the
church’s music ministry, and Casa Amarela recently-retired senior pastor, who served the
church for four decades and remains an active member of the congregation.

Chapter Seven: Music in Missions and Music as Missions in Brazilian Protestantism
The conclusion of the dissertation includes a summary of my comprehensive
research on Cantor Cristão in the life of Brazilian Baptists, past and present, paying
particular attention to the issue of human agency related to the hymnal’s long history and
lasting influence. My ethnographic study of a present-day Baptist congregation in Recife,
Brazil, added to my understanding of the powerful connections between music and
missions, and served to elucidate the concept of musical localization. The fruit of my
investigation and analysis will benefit the advancement not only of the field of church
music (hymnology and Brazilian hymnody), but also the newer fields of World
Christianity (missionization) and Congregational Song (musical localization).
This section also mentions topics and threads connected to the history of the
hymnal, which will require further investigation but fall outside of the scope of this
dissertation, such as the possible use of Cantor Cristão by the Portuguese immigrant
community in New Bedford, Massachusetts in early twentieth century;63 the large number

63

According to Rolando de Nassau, already in 1892, a few dozen copies of the
second edition of Cantor Cristão were brought to the United States to be used by the
Portuguese immigrant community in New Bedford, Massachusetts. See Rolando De
Nassau, “As Edições do Cantor Cristão.” Accessed on July 3, 2017,
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of contributors to Cantor Cristão about whom very little is known, especially Brazilian
authors; and the role of Cantor Cristão in Baptist missionary work by Brazilian foreign
missionaries in Portugal, in former Portuguese colonies in Africa (Angola, Mozambique,
Cabo Verde, Guinea-Bissau, São Tomé e Príncipe), and in present-day Portuguesespeaking congregations in North America (United States and Canada). In addition, the
practices of missionized-turned-missionary Brazilian Baptists could prove useful to
scholars of World Christianity.

http://www.hinologia.org/as-edicoes-do-cantor-cristao-em-ordem-cronologica-rolandode-nassau/.
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CHAPTER TWO
Establishing the Brazilian Baptist Musical Tradition:
The History of Cantor Cristão

The publication of Cantor Cristão in 1891 marked the beginning of a lasting and
meaningful relationship between Baptists in Brazil and their hymnal. More than a
collection of hymn texts in Portuguese, Cantor—as the hymnal is sometimes called—
comprises the core hymnic repertoire embraced by Baptist congregations throughout
Brazil, past and present. The goal of this chapter is to offer an account of the creation and
changing nature of Cantor Cristão throughout its long and influential history. I organize
the chapter into three sections. First, I describe the Brazilian context surrounding the
origins of the hymnal; next, I provide a detailed history of the hymnal including
information on content, editions, editors, writers, translators, and composers. In the final
section, I introduce the earliest extant copy of Cantor Cristão, from 1893. Subsequent
chapters will build on this chapter’s presentation of Cantor Cristão, demonstrating how
the use of this centenary hymnal is still bound to the very identity of Brazilian Baptists.

Historical Background
In order to understand the history of Cantor Cristão, it is first necessary to
consider the historical context in which this unique hymnal was published in the last
decade of the nineteenth century in the city of Recife in Northeast Brazil. Following the
short-lived presence of the Huguenots in Rio de Janeiro (1555–1560), and the frustrated
attempt of the Dutch to establish a colony in Northeast Brazil (1630–1654), Protestantism
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finally began to take root in Brazil in the nineteenth century during the reign of Dom
Pedro II (1825–1891).1 Especially after 1850, the political and economic reforms,
immigration policy, and the tight control that the state exerted on the Catholic Church
(interfering “even with the Church’s most basic functions such as formation and
maintenance of a competent clergy and the effective religious instruction needed to
guarantee the doctrinal orthodoxy and doctrinal purity in the country”) together formed
the context in which Protestant groups began their work in Brazil.2
During that period, the country actively recruited immigrants from Europe and
North America, even offering to pay for their travel expenses. As a result, whereas only
an estimated 2,072 immigrants arrived in Brazil around 1850, in 1888 alone their number
increased to 133,253. Furthermore, between 1891 and 1900, an average of 112,500
immigrants arrived in Brazil every single year.3 Only a small number of the new
immigrants were Protestant; protected by Brazilian imperial laws, these few Protestants
were free to practice their particular form of Christianity in their new home country of
Brazil.4
This was the South-American field that Robert Reid Kalley (1809–1888) and his
wife Sarah Poulton Kalley (1825–1907) entered in 1855.5 A self-financed Scottish

H. B. Cavalcanti, “O projeto missionário protestante no Brasil do século 19:
comparando a experiência presbiteriana e batista” Revista de Estudos da Religião, no. 4,
(2001): 67. For detailed information on the earliest accounts of Protestants in Brazil see
Henriqueta Rosa Fernandes Braga, Música Sacra Evangélica no Brasil: Contribuição à
Sua História (Rio de Janeiro: Livraria Kosmos Editora, 1961).
1

2

Cavalcanti, “O projeto missionário,” 70, 73.

3

Cavalcanti, “O projeto missionário,” 72.

4

Cavalcanti, “O projeto missionário,” 72–73.
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medical doctor, Kalley was an experienced missionary who had already served on the
Island of Madeira (where he had learned Portuguese), in Ireland, Malta, Palestine, the
United States, and England.6 His first wife died while they were in Palestine (she was
buried in Beirut), and soon after he married Sarah Poulton, a wealthy “linguist, musician,
painter, poetess, and Sunday School teacher.”7 In 1858 they established the Igreja
Evangélica Fluminense 8 (“Fluminense Evangelical Church”) in Rio de Janeiro, the first
Portuguese-speaking Protestant church in Brazil.9

Joyce E. Winifred Every-Clayton, “The Legacy of Robert Reid Kalley”
International Bulletin of Missionary Research 26, no. 3 (July 2002):125. Kalley’s long
career was filled with bold moves, unexpected turns, and lasting fruit. His inherited
wealth and medical vocation opened many doors for ministry, facilitated access to a
number of influential people in different parts of the world—the Brazilian emperor, for
example—and helped sustain his independent missionary efforts in various continents.
For detailed accounts of his life and career see William M. Blackburn, The Exiles of
Madeira (Philadelphia, PA: Presbyterian Board of Publication, 1860); João Gomes da
Rocha, Lembranças do passado. Ensaio histórico do início e desenvolvimento do
trabalho evangélico no Brasil, do qual resultou a fundação da “Igreja Evangélica
Fluminense,” pelo Dr. Robert Reid Kalley. v. 1–4 (Rio de Janeiro: Centro Brasileiro de
Publicidade Ltda, 1941–1957); and Michael Presbyter Testa, “The Apostle of Madeira:
Dr. Robert Kalley,” Journal of Presbyterian History, 1962–1985. Part I, 42, no. 3
(September 1964): 175–97 and Part II, 42, no. 4 (September 1964): 244–71.
5

6

Every-Clayton, “The Legacy of Robert Reid Kalley,” 123–25.

7

Every-Clayton, “The Legacy of Robert Reid Kalley,”124.

The adjective “fluminense” is derived from the Latin “flumen” (river, in
English, “rio” in Portuguese). Here it means “of or relating to” Rio de Janeiro (literally,
“January river”).
8

9

Justice C. Anderson, An Evangelical Saga: Baptists and Their Precursors in
Latin America (N.p.: Xulon Press, 2005), 62. Terms such as “Evangelical,” “Protestant,”
and even “crente” (literally, “believer”) are used interchangeably in Brazil, usually to
denote someone who is a non-Roman-Catholic Christian. Bill Ichter, “Dados Históricos
do Cantor Cristão,” accessed September 19, 2019. http://www.hinologia.org/http-wwwhinologia-org-dados-historicos-do-cantor-cristao-bill-ichter/.
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Foremost among the many accomplishments of the Kalleys in Brazil is the
preparation and 1861 publication of the first Brazilian Evangelical hymnal, Salmos e
Hinos (“Psalms and Hymns”), followed by an 1863 edition with music, Salmos e Hinos
com Músicas Sacras (“Psalms and Hymns with Sacred Music”)10 These volumes were
used by most Portuguese-speaking Protestant groups in Brazil until the publication of
Cantor Cristão thirty years later in 1891.11
It was also in the second half of the nineteenth century that American immigrants
founded the First Baptist Church in Brazil in 1871, in Santa Barbara d’Oeste, in the state
of São Paulo. That church does not mark the beginning of Baptist missionary work in
Brazil, however, since it was established by and for American immigrants (also known as
“Confederate exiles”) that had established a colony in Brazil after the American Civil
War.12 Only ten years later did the Foreign Mission Board of the Southern Baptist
Convention decide to send missionaries to work among the Brazilian people.13 In 1882
the first Baptist church for Brazilians was founded in Salvador, Bahia, with five
members: Southern Baptist missionaries William Buck (1855–1939) and Anne Bagby
(1859–1942), Zachary Clay (1851–1919) and Kate Taylor (1862–1892) and one Brazilian

10

For detailed information on subsequent editions of Salmos e Hinos, see Braga,
Música Sacra Evangélica no Brasil.
11

Ichter, “Dados Históricos.”

12

A. R. Crabtree, História dos Baptistas do Brasil: Até o Anno de 1906 (Rio de
Janeiro: Casa Publicadora Baptista, 1937), 39–40. The memory of these immigrants is
still celebrated by their descendants in an annual festival in Santa Barbara: Confederate
flags, Civil War uniforms, traditional hoop skirts (as worn by Southern belles), American
folk music and dances, and samples of American Southern foods are all part of the
festivities.
13

Proceedings of the Twentieth-Fifth Session of the SBC, 24–25.
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convert, Antonio Teixeira de Albuquerque (1840–1887).14 By the end of the nineteenth
century, Brazilian Baptist work had reached multiple regions in the country, comprising
fifty-eight congregations (twenty-three of them fully-established churches), with a total
of 1,524 members.15 Similar to the United States, today there are several Baptist
denominations in Brazil. The largest is the Brazilian Baptist Convention, founded in
1907, comprising 1,682,278 members in 9,941 established churches and 4,905
congregations.16
From the very beginning of Baptist work in Brazil, hymn singing has been used
not only as a central tool in missions and evangelization, but also as a resource for
Christian education and devotion. In his doctoral dissertation titled “Early Hymnody in
Brazilian Baptist Churches: Its Sources and Development,” Isidoro Lessa de Paula
discusses the importance early missionaries and Brazilian writers and pastors gave to
hymnody.17 Both Anne Bagby and Kate Taylor translated and consistently used hymns as

“Thirty-Eighth Annual Report of the Board for Foreign Missions,” Proceedings
of the Twenty-Eighth Session of the Southern Baptist Convention (Louisville, KY:
Courier Journal Job Printing Company, 1883), 11. See also J. Reis Pereira, História dos
Batistas no Brasil 1882–1982 (Rio de Janeiro: JUERP, 1982), 15–20.
14

“Fifty-Fourth Annual Report of the Foreign Mission Board—Southern Baptist
Convention, 1889, Annual of the Southern Baptist Convention, 1889 (Louisville, KY:
Courier Journal Job Printing Company, 1899), 69.
15

16

Information on number of members was provided by the office of the
Convenção Batista Brasileira (Brazilian Baptist Convention) in Rio de Janeiro, via
telephone, on November 30, 2016. The Convention’s website posts the current number of
churches. See http://www.convencaobatista.com.br/siteNovo/index.php.
Isidoro Lessa De Paula, “Early Hymnody in Brazilian Baptist Churches: Its
Source and Development” (D.M.A. diss., Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary,
1985).
17
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part of their missionary efforts.18 Hymn singing often served as the means to connect
with the Brazilian people and in, some cases, to diffuse hostility among the people when
they incited trouble against the missionaries, especially in rural regions of Brazil.19 The
significance of hymn writing and singing is evident in the lives of missionaries such as
Erik Nelson and Solomon Ginsburg, and Manuel Avelino de Souza (1887–1962),20 an
early Brazilian pastor, educator, and denominational leader, who contributed twenty-eight
original hymn texts to Cantor Cristão.21
Cantor Cristão (“Christian Singer”), first published in Recife, Brazil, in 1891,
was the first Brazilian Baptist hymnal. Over the years, it has been revised and
expanded—the thirty-seventh edition was published in 2007— but it remained the only
official Baptist hymnal for one hundred years.22 Furthermore, although a second
Brazilian Baptist hymnal, Hinário para o Culto Cristão was published in 1991, Cantor
Cristão is still in use today.
This is not the first attempt to write the history of this hymnal. Pastors,
missionaries, historians, and church musicians have published numerous articles related
18

De Paula, “Early Hymnody,” 17–18, 24–25.

19

De Paula, “Early Hymnody,” 27–28, 31.

In the literature his name is sometimes spelled “Manoel.” Both versions are
relatively common in Brazilian Portuguese.
20

21

De Paula, “Early Hymnody,” 178–80.

Rolando De Nassau, “As edições do Cantor Cristão,” accessed on July 3, 2017.
http://www.hinologia.org/as-edicoes-do-cantor-cristao-em-ordem-cronologica-rolandode-nassau/. Rolando de Nassau is the nom-de-plume of Roberto Torres Hollanda, who for
decades wrote a column for the weekly Baptist newspaper in Brazil, O Jornal Batista. In
this article he explains that this centenary paper is his main source on the history of
Cantor Cristão.
22
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to the history of Cantor Cristão in O Jornal Batista (The Baptist Journal), an official
publication of the Brazilian Baptist Convention (CBB).23 Sources on the history of
Baptist work in Brazil, the writings of eminent Brazilian scholar Henriqueta Rosa
Fernandes Braga (1909–1983), Isidoro Lessa De Paula’s doctoral dissertation, “Early
Hymnody in Brazilian Baptist Churches: Its Sources and Development” (1985), and
websites such as www.hinologia.org, all include noteworthy information about Cantor
Cristão’s history and development.24 My historical account builds from and enhances
these accounts by including an analysis of a recent finding: a little-known copy of the
fourth edition (1893), the earliest known extant edition of Cantor Cristão (see Figure
2.1).

23

American missionary W. E. Entzminger (1859–1930) founded O Jornal Batista
in 1901; the publication was adopted as the official newspaper of the CBB in 1909, two
years after the Convention’s organization in 1907. See
http://www.convencaobatista.com.br/siteNovo/index.php (accessed September 20, 2019).
De Paula’s D.M.A. dissertation includes a significant section entitled “The
Development of the Brazilian Baptist Hymnal Cantor Cristão.”
24
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Figure 2.1. Fourth edition of Cantor Cristão, published in 1893.

The Changing Nature of Cantor Cristão
The successful trajectory of Cantor Cristão began with Solomon Ginsburg (1867–
1927), a cosmopolitan figure and world citizen, who was an Orthodox Jew turned
Christian convert whose path traversed Poland, England, and Portugal before he arrived
in Brazil.25
Born to strict Orthodox Jewish parents, Ginsburg fled his home in Poland—
escaping an arranged marriage planned by his father—and went to England. He was then
only fourteen years old. There he lived with his uncle, who also hired him as an assistant
bookkeeper.26 However, when Ginsburg converted to Christianity his uncle made him

Chapter Three of this dissertation includes further details about Ginsburg’s
fascinating life and career.
25

26

Solomon L. Ginsburg, A Wandering Jew in Brazil (Nashville, TN: Sunday
School Board of the SBC, 1922), 16–18.
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leave his house and fired him, refusing to recognize him as family.27 He found shelter in a
place called the Home of Jewish Converts, where he learned the art of printing—which
turned out to be essential to the work he would eventually do as a missionary in Brazil.28
After a few years at that institution, Ginsburg felt the need for further Christian
education. He attended Cliff College, a branch of the Regions Beyond Missionary
Training College, and started working among the Jews. It did not take long for Ginsburg
to realize that his calling was to preach “not to the lost tribes of Israel, but to those who
know not God, the true God and his Saviour Jesus Christ.”29 Soon after, he accepted an
invitation from the Congregational Mission to work in Brazil as a self-supporting
missionary. On his way to South America, he spent the early part of 1890 in Portugal
studying Portuguese. He supported himself by writing and selling tracts against the
Roman Catholic Church with incendiary titles such as “Saint Peter Was Never a Pope,”
and “The Religion of Rags, Bones and Flour.”30
Ginsburg arrived in Rio de Janeiro in June of 1890. Once in Brazil, he moved
several times around the country and eventually decided to “throw [in his] lot with the
Baptists,” as he put it. He was baptized again, this time by immersion, and soon after was
ordained into the ministry.31 In 1891 he moved to Recife, the capital city of the

27

Ginsburg, A Wandering Jew, 16–18.

28

Ginsburg, A Wandering Jew, 24–25.

29

Ginsburg, A Wandering Jew, 36.

30

Ginsburg explains that, as a result of his preaching against the Roman Catholic
church, he was told he should leave the country or risk being sent to prison (he believed
the Jesuits were building a case against him). Ginsburg, A Wandering Jew, 42.
31

Ginsburg, A Wandering Jew, 65.
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northeastern state of Pernambuco, where he published a collection of sixteen hymn texts
that became the first hymnal of Baptists in Brazil, Cantor Cristão.32
Although there are no known extant copies of the first three editions of the
hymnal, contemporary sources announced their publication and described their contents.
The monthly Evangelical Newspaper O Bíblia, for example, jointly published by
Ginsburg and Fernandes Braga in Rio de Janeiro, made reference to the first edition of
Cantor Cristão (1891) in both its September and October issues. Based on his archival
research, Rolando de Nassau speculated that Cantor Cristão was published in either July
or August of that year.33 Table 2.1 indicates the contents of the inaugural edition of the
hymnal.

De Paula states that “Cantor Cristão was unofficially adopted by Brazilian
Baptist churches in its first ten years of existence, although it was published under the
exclusive responsibility of Solomon Ginsburg.” Only after the establishment of a Baptist
publishing house in Rio in 1901 (Casa Edictora Baptista then, later Casa Publicadora
Batista) did this hymnal become an official Baptist publication. De Paula, “Early
Hymnody,” 145.
32

Rolando de Nassau, “Fontes Históricas do ‘Cantor Cristão’” O Jornal Batista
(August 28, 1977).
33
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Table 2.1. Hymns in the first edition (1891) of Cantor Cristão34
Portuguese Title and
CC Number

Translation
Place & Date

Author (A) &
Composer (C)

Original Text
and/or Tune

Source

“Chuvas de
Bênçãos” (1971 CC
#168)

Rio de Janeiro,
06/10/1890

Daniel Webster
Whittle (1840–1901)
(A); James
McGranahan (18401907) (C)

“There Shall
Be Showers of
Blessings” /
SHOWERS
OF
BLESSING

Ira Sankey’s
Sacred Songs
and Solos &
Sankey-Bliss’s
Gospel Hymns

“Tão Perto do
Reino” (1896 CC
#5; 1971 CC #237)

Pernambuco (PE),
05/11/1891; 1971
CC Translation by
Ricardo
Petrowsky

Fanny Crosby (1820–
1915) (A); Robert
Lowry (1826–1899)
(C)

“So Near to
the Kingdom”

Sacred Songs
and Solos

“Avançai!” (1971
CC #446)

Recife, PE,
05/24/1891

Ethelbert William
Bullinger (1837–
1913) (A);
McGranahan (C)

Christian
Choir

“Vinde a Mim! Ao
Vosso Salvador!”
(1971 CC #218)

Olinda, PE,
05/26/1891

“Do Deus Santo
Somos Filhos”
(1971 CC #364)
“Conta-me a
História de Cristo”
(1971 CC #196)

Escada, PE,
05/27/1891

Nathaniel Norton
(1839–1925) (A); G.
C. Stebbins (1846–
1945) (C)
Whittle (A)
McGranahan (C)

Cabo, PE,
05/28/1891

Crosby (A); Sankey
(1840–1908) (C)

“Trusting in
the Lord, Thy
God”/
ONWARD
GO!
“Come unto
Me! It Is the
Saviour’s
Voice”
“Sons of God,
Beloved in
Jesus”
“Tell Me the
Story of Jesus”

“Cantarei a Linda
História” (1971 CC
#44)

PE, 1891

Francis H. Rowley
(1854–1952) (A);
Peter P. Bilhorn
(1861–1936) (C)

“I Will Sing
the Wondrous
Story”/
WONDROUS
STORY

Gospel Hymns
and Sacred
Songs and
Solos

“A Cruz Ainda
Firme Está”(1971
CC #197)

Recife, PE, 1891

Horatius Bonar
(1808–1889) (A);
McGranahan (C)

“Hallelujah for
the Cross!”

34

All hymns in this edition were translated or written by Ginsburg.
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Sacred Songs
and Solos

Christian
Choir
Christian
Choir

Gospel Hymns

Table 2.1. Hymns in the first edition (1891) of Cantor Cristão (cont’d)
Portuguese Title and
CC Number

Translation
Place & Date

Author (A) &
Composer (C)

Original Text
and/or Tune

Source

“A Mensagem do
Senhor” (1971 CC
#198)

PE, 1891

William August
Ogden (1841–1897)
(A and C)

“I’ve a Message
from the Lord,
Hallelujah!”
LOOK AND
LIVE

Probably E. O.
Excell’s
Triumphant
Songs

“Cristo, Meu
Salvador, Veio a
Belém” (1971 CC
#200)

Goiana, PE, 1891

[Perhaps A. Nettleton
(A)]
E. E. Hasty (1840–
1914) (C)

“Seeking for
Me”/”Jesus My
Savior to
Bethlehem
Came”

John Wyeth’s
Repository of
Sacred Music

“Oh! Vinde à Fonte
de Sangue” (1971
CC #215).

PE, 1891

Crosby (A); Stebbins
(C)

“Ó Corações,
Considerai” (1971
CC #233).

PE

“Cristo Salva o
Pecador” (1971 CC
#234)

Maceió, Alagoas
AL, 1891

Eliza Reed (1794–
1867) (A);
Sankey (C)
Erdmann Neumeister
(1671–1756 (A);
McGranahan (C)

“Come to the
Fountain”/”Com
e with Thy Sins
to the Fountain”
“Oh, Do Not Let
the Word
Depart”

“Oh! Vem Divina
Luz!” (1971 CC
#263)

AL, 1891

Solomon L. Ginsburg
(1867–1927) (A);
William Howard
Doane (1832–1915)
(C)
Gisnburg (A)

Recife, PE

Ginsburg (A)

“Eu Ouvi a Voz de
Deus” (1896 CC
#13); later removed
from Cantor Cristão
“Oh! Que Farei Pra
Me Salvar?” (1896
CC #29); later
removed from
Cantor Cristão

“Jesus nimmit
die Süunder
an!”/”Christ
Receiveth Sinful
Men”
“O Light of
Light, Shine In”

Evangelischer
Nachklang;
Gospel Hymns

The issuing of each subsequent edition of the hymnal, along with its contents, was
recorded in O Bíblia (later renamed O Christao),35 and later in the Brazilian Baptist

35

Ginsburg, A Wandering Jew, 50.
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newspaper, O Jornal Batista. Nassau, a contributing writer to the denominational paper,
published a series of articles listing the various editions of Cantor Cristão. He composed
those helpful lists based on his own examinations of a variety of sources such as Antonio
Neves de Mesquita’s História dos Batistas do Brasil, Ginsburg’s autobiography, O
Bíblia, O Christao, records from the Brazilian Baptist Publishing House (Casa
Publicadora Batista), O Jornal Batista, and the writings of Henriqueta Braga.36 Table 2.2
illustrates the changing nature of Cantor over the years, specifying date and place of
publication, and the number of hymns included in each edition.

Table 2.2. Editions of Cantor Cristão
Place of Publication

Number of
Hymns

Year

Edition

1891

1st

Recife

16

1891

2nd

Salvador

23

1892

3rd

Salvador

23

3rd edition used by
Portuguese immigrants
in the U.S.

1893

4th

Niterói

63

Earliest extant edition

1894

5th

Salvador

113

1896

6th

Campos

153

1898

7th

Campos

210

1901

8th

Not mentioned

225

1902

9th

Rio de Janeiro

224

1903

10th

Rio de Janeiro

225

1907

11th

Prepared in Recife;
Printed in Rio de
Janeiro

300

36

Notes

As of this writing, all issues of O Jornal Batista may be accessed online at
http://www.convencaobatista.com.br/siteNovo/pagina.php?MEN_ID=12.
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Table 2.2. Editions of Cantor Cristão (cont’d)
Number of
Hymns

Year

Edition

Place of Publication

1911

12th

Prepared in Salvador;
Printed in Portugal

1912

13th

Portugal

?

1914

14th

Portugal

450

1916/1917

15th

1918

16th

Rio de Janeiro

500

1921

17th

Rio de Janeiro

571

1924

18th

Rio de Janeiro

578

1924

Rio de Janeiro

578

Rio de Janeiro

Probably 578

Rio de Janeiro

578

Rio de Janeiro

578

1941

1st edition with
music
Multiple
editions or
reprints
2nd edition
with music
rd
3 edition with
music
28th

Rio de Janeiro

578

1954

29th

Rio de Janeiro

578

1956

30th

Rio de Janeiro

578

1964

34th

Rio de Janeiro

580

1971

36th

Rio de Janeiro

581

2007

37th

Rio de Janeiro

581

1925–1929

1930
1935

?

400

Notes
Adopted as Official
Brazilian Baptist
Hymnal by Brazilian
Baptist Convention

?

1st edition with music

Editions 31st–33rd were
not made available to
the public

Last edition, printed as
an enhancement of the
1971 edition.

The first edition of Cantor Cristão contained three hymns that Ginsburg had
written in Portuguese; the other thirteen were his translations of hymns written by Fanny
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Crosby (“Tell Me the Story of Jesus”), Daniel Webster Whittle (“Showers of Blessings”),
and Francis H. Rowley (“I Will Sing the Wondrous Story”), for example.37 The second
edition, published in the same year, contained twenty-three hymns, suggesting that the
demand for such a publication was high.38
Interestingly, the use of Cantor Cristão was not limited to Brazil, and sources
attest to its transnational influence among Portuguese-speaking Christians. A number of
copies of the third edition were brought to the United States by Methodist Episcopal
missionary George Benjamin Nind (1860–1932) to be used by the Portuguese-speaking
immigrant communities in New Bedford, Massachusetts.39 Nind worked for ten years in
Brazil as a self-supporting evangelist and teacher; he returned to the United States in
1892.40
Within ten years of its first printing this evangelism-aid booklet with sixteen
hymns grew to include 225 hymns. By 1915, Cantor Cristão included 450 hymns and in
the following decade it grew to 578 hymns. In its final edition, in 1971, the hymnal
comprised 581 hymns.

See the complete list in Rolando de Nassau, “Ginsburg no ‘Cantor Cristão’ de
1891,” O Jornal Batista (July 7, 1991): 2. Until 1924, editions of Cantor Cristão
included no musical notation, only the hymn texts.
37
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Nassau, “As Edições.” Nind worked in Brazil, Cape Verde, and Madeira. In
1899 he founded the First Portuguese Methodist Episcopal Church at New Bedford, the
first in the United States. See “Veteran Missionary Goes to His Reward,” The Echo 20,
no. 2 (Wednesday, September 28, 2932):1. Accessed August 31, 2020.
https://pillars.taylor.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1001&context=echo-1932-1933.
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Ginsburg himself was responsible for the publication of the earliest editions of
Cantor Cristão, sometimes using his personal printing press and on other occasions
contracting with a local publishing house to produce the hymnal. Thus, the place of
publication frequently depended on where Ginsburg was working at the time: Recife,
Salvador, Niterói, or Campos, for example. He continued to serve as its editor even after
the Casa Publicadora Batista (Baptist Publishing House), began publishing Cantor
Cristão in 1903.41 In 1911, The Brazilian Baptist Convention adopted Cantor Cristão as
the official Brazilian Baptist hymnal, a position it would hold until the advent of a second
Baptist hymnal, Hinário para o Culto Cristão, in 1991.42
Although the Brazilian Baptist Convention had planned to release the first edition
of the hymnal with music in 1915, World War I prevented Ginsburg from making that
deadline.43 In 1917 he resigned from his position on the editorial committee due to
disagreements with fellow missionary William Edwin Entzminger (1859–1930), director
of the Baptist Publishing House, about the planning for the music edition of the hymnal.44
Like Ginsburg, Entzminger was an important hymn writer and translator who contributed
seventy-two hymns to Cantor Cristão. Despite his dissatisfaction with the manner in
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which the hymnal’s edition was being conducted, Ginsburg continued to work at the
Casa Publicadora Batista until 1920.45
Preparations for the edition with music finally began in 1922 and in 1923 the
Brazilian Baptist Publishing House issued a sampler containing the first fifty-one hymns
of Cantor Cristão. This was certainly a momentous occasion, given that already in 1907,
missionary A.B. Deter included the following paragraph in his report of the Publishing
House submitted to the Southern Baptist Convention: “Brother S. L. Ginsburg has revised
and enlarged our Baptist hymn book, the ‘Cantor Christao’ (Christian Singer), adding
over fifty new hymns to it, making it one of the best, if not the best, hymn book in the
Portuguese language. We are printing a 10,000-word edition and are praying that the
Lord may send us money to print a music edition.”46
A comparison between the contents of this sampler and a copy of the eighteenth
edition of Cantor indicates that the order of these hymns is the same in both publications.
I have been able to examine both personally: Seminário Teológico Batista do Norte do
Brasil (North Brazil Baptist Theological Seminary) owns a copy of the sampler (see
Figure 2.2) and A. B. Deter’s great grandson, Paul Oliver, lent me Deter’s personal copy
of the eighteenth edition of Cantor Cristão (see Figure 2.3).47
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Foreign Mission Board Report, Annual of the Southern Baptist Convention
(1907), 104, accessed October 18, 2016,
http://digitalcollections.baylor.edu/cdm/ref/collection/ml-sbcann/id/10273.
Edith, A.B. Deter’s daughter, was Paul Oliver’s grandmother. She and her
husband, A.B. Oliver, served as missionaries in Brazil for decades. Two of her children
also worked in Brazil: Bennie May Oliver, who founded the Music Department of North
Brazil Baptist Theological Seminary in Recife, and Bruce Oliver (Paul’s father), who
served in different regions of the country as a pilot/pastor missionary.
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Figure 2.2. Title page of 1924 sampler containing first fifty-one hymns of Cantor Cristão com Música, with
a page containing explanatory notes and a picture of the first hymn in the sampler.
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Figure 2.3. Missionary A. B. Dieter’s personal copy of Cantor Cristão (18th edition), with his signature.

Furthermore, the 1971 edition I used as I was growing up in Brazil still maintains
the same order of hymns. This detail has significant consequences for the connection
Brazilian Baptists of many generations have to their hymnal. To this day, in more
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traditional Baptist circles identifying hymns by their numbers is as common as
identifying scripture passages by their chapter and verse: those who are deeply involved
in the community will understand; those numbers are ingrained in their memories.
The first complete edition of Cantor Cristão with music was finally published in
1924 under the supervision of Ricardo Pitrowsky. This edition also incorporated the
textual revisions included in the eighteenth edition of Cantor and was labeled as the
“definitive text.”48
In 1938, a committee was appointed to work on a thorough revision of the
hymnal.49 After two decades of diligent work, the committee presented its report to the
Brazilian Baptist Convention in 1958. The Convention decided to have the proposed
revisions tested by the Baptist leadership for the next few years. In 1962 the final vote
came: due to drastic alterations of the music and text proposed by the committee, the
work was rejected. Pitrowsky, one of the committee members and a pastor, musician, and
hymn writer himself, wrote in a personal copy of Cantor Cristão: “After the publication
of a ‘proof’ edition, there was a movement against the work done. We made a new
revision, finishing it today. We spent 24 ½ years in this service. Now this work is going
to be published with the title of ‘Cânticos Espirituais.’ Rio, September 27, 1962.”50 In

When De Paula wrote his dissertation in 1985, he noted that “[t]he hymnody of
Brazilian Baptist churches [had] remained basically static since 1924,” De Paula, “Early
Hymnody,” 1.
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Committee members were: Manuel Avelino de Souza, Ricardo Pitrowsky,
Moisés Silveira, and Alberto Portela. De Paula, “Early Hymnody,” 163.
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reality, this alternative hymnal was never published. The work of the committee was kept
at the Casa Publicadora Batista’s Music Department office, in Rio.51
Nassau indicates that it is sometimes unclear whether a new publication was in
fact a new edition or simply a reprint.52 Nevertheless, he continues his chronology as
follows: second and third editions with music, 1930 and 1935, respectively; twentyeighth in 1941, and twenty-ninth in 1954; thirtieth edition, 1956, with 578 hymns. The
next edition available to the public (the thirty-fourth) was issued in 1964, and contained
580 hymns. Interestingly, the thirty-first, thirty-second, and thirty-third editions
circulated only among the Baptist Convention leaders; the thirty-fifth edition may simply
have been a reprint of an earlier edition.53
In 1971 the fourth edition with music (the thirty-sixth edition overall) was
published under the direction of missionary Bill H. Ichter (see Figure 2.4 for pictures of
cover page and preface of this edition). This edition stood out in the long history of
Cantor. It contained numerous improvements, including corrections in the harmony of
hymns, textual revisions incorporating official orthographic changes to the Portuguese
language required by a 1971 law, eight indexes (the previous edition had four), and
expanded documentation. Ichter was then the director of the Music Department of
JUERP (Junta de Educação Religiosa e Publicações or Board of Religious Education and
Publications, the publishing arm of the Brazilian Baptist Convention, formerly known as
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the Casa Publicadora Batista).54 Several people assisted him with this project, including
the Brazilian hymnologist Henriqueta Braga, and music students from the South Brazil
Baptist Theological Seminary, under the guidance of missionary Joan Sutton, among
others.55

Figure 2.4. Cover and preface of 36th edition (1971) of Cantor Cristão.

As noted by Carlos Ichter in 1987, “[e]ven if a new hymnal is published, the 1971
edition of the Cantor Cristão marked an entirely new direction in Brazilian Baptist
Hymnody. The documentation found in its pages will be extremely valuable for any
committee wishing to devise a new hymnal. Although [Bill] Ichter made many
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Twenty years later, in 1991, Sutton headed up the publication of Hinário para o
Culto Cristão, the second Baptist hymnal adopted by the Brazilian Baptist Convention.
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contributions to church music in Brazil, perhaps none is quite as lasting and significant as
the revision of the Cantor Cristão.”56
In 2007, thirty-six years after Ichter’s edition, in commemoration of the
centennial of the Brazilian Baptist Convention, a new edition of Cantor came out,
officially called the “thirty-seventh edition of Cantor Cristão, revised”57 (see Figure 2.5).
The preface to the hymnal opens with the following quotation: “The Cantor Cristão is a
rich inheritance that belongs to Brazilian Baptists. The hymnal, the second of Evangelical
Brazilians (the first, Salmos e Hinos, was published in 1861), appeared in 1891 and its
initial edition contained only sixteen hymns.”58 These are the same opening words used
in the preface of the 1971 edition, and written by Bill Ichter.59 The 2007 edition’s editors
also explained the reason why the Publishing House decided to mark the hundredth
anniversary of the Convention by preparing a new, revised edition of the hymnal: “the
way we see it, there is no publication by JUERP, in all of its hundred years of existence,
that is closer to the heart of our people than this hymnal which, having been edited

Carlos Leslyn Ichter, “William Harold Ichter: His Life and Musical
Contributions to Brazil” (Master’s thesis, Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary,
1987), 40. Carlos is Bill (William) Ichter’s son and was also a missionary to Brazil.
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Cantor Cristão com Música, Convenção Batista Brasileira (Rio de Janeiro:
JUERP and Geo-Gráfica e editora Ltda., 2007), 5.
In Portuguese: “O CANTOR CRISTÃO é uma rica herança pertencente aos
batistas brasileiros. O hinário, o segundo dos evangélicos brasileiros (o primeiro, Salmos
e Hinos, foi publicado em 1861), apareceu em 1891 e a sua edição inicial continha
somente 16 hinos.” Cantor Cristão com Música, 5.
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sixteen years before [JUERP’s] creation, has become, since then, one of JUERP’s main
trademarks.”60

Figure 2.5. Title page of the 37th edition of Cantor Cristão.

It should be noted that, in describing the revisions adopted in 2007, the editors
point specifically to the editorial work done for the second Brazilian Baptist Hymnal,

In Portuguese: “em nosso entender, não há publicação editada pela JUERP, em
todos os seus 100 anos de existência, que mais de perto fale ao coração do nosso povo do
que ests hinário que, sendo editado desde 16 anos antes mesmo de sua criação, tornou-se,
a partir de então, uma das principais marcas registradas da JUERP.” Cantor Cristão com
Música, 5.
60
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Hinário para o Culto Cristão, published in 1991 and seen by some as a threat to the
hegemony of Cantor. In reality, Cantor Cristão has not been replaced by Hinário; if
anything, as discussion in subsequent chapters will show, it has been renewed by it.
Moreover, the 581 hymns from the 1971 edition are all found in the 2007 edition, in the
exact same order and with the same numbering.

A Description of the Earliest Extant Edition of Cantor Cristão
Until very recently it was assumed that the earliest surviving example of Cantor
Cristão is a sixth-edition copy that belonged to Solomon Ginsburg himself and was given
to the South Brazil Baptist Theological Seminary in Rio de Janeiro by Ginsburg’s
daughter, Brazilia Ginsburg Parker.61 However, a fourth-edition copy of Cantor Cristão
has recently been made public, making it the earliest known extant edition of the hymnal.
The story of the discovery of that fourth edition goes as follows: in 2015, the head
librarian of Northern Brazil Baptist Theological Seminary (Seminário Teológico Batista
do Norte do Brasil), João Virgílio Ramos André, organized the publication of a book,
Seminário Teológico Batista do Norte do Brasil: Álbum Histórico, containing a number
of short articles and photographs related to the history of the seminary, the oldest Baptist
seminary in Latin America. In 2016, while visiting the seminary, my husband—a
graduate of that institution—was given a copy of this book by Ramos André. It so
happens that one of the articles in the book is a one-page overview of the history of
Cantor Cristão, accompanied by several pictures of different editions of the hymnal. In
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Isidoro Lessa De Paula included the following statement in his dissertation:
“Apparently, this is the only surviving copy of this particular edition, which contains 153
hymns and thirteen choruses.” De Paula, “Early Hymnody,” 142–143.
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looking through the book, I was surprised to find that one of them is from 1893,
published a year earlier than the sixth edition, believed to be the oldest extant copy.
During a trip to Brazil in 2017, I was able to examine the hymnal in person—the
earliest extant copy of Cantor Cristão—and soon afterward to receive an electronic copy
of the book, scanned by seminary library staff. According to Ramos André, this particular
volume had been donated not to the seminary’s library, but to its museum, in the 1970s.
The donor, João de Deus Ferreira, was a Portuguese pastor, historian, and poet, who
attended the seminary in Recife in 1923.62 Since the museum has not yet been fully
organized, the book, along with other historically significant artifacts, remains largely
unknown and inaccessible to the public. The following is a description of the contents of
the hymnal, supplemented by archival photographs, which together provides a significant
missing piece in the history of the Cantor Cristão.
This fifty-six-page book contains sixty-three hymn texts accompanied by tune
suggestions. Printed on the cover is the title, Cantor Christao and the date of publication,
1893 (the word “cristão” is spelled in archaic Portuguese and is missing the tilde above
the letter a). Nowhere in the book is the place of publication identified, but according to
Rolando de Nassau, it was published in the city of Niterói in the state of Rio de Janeiro.63
Figure 2.6 shows that the edition includes a single index organized into four
columns: the opening line of each hymn arranged alphabetically, the page number on
which the hymn is found, the hymn number, and the author. No distinction is made
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Ramos André, who is also Portuguese, met Pastor Ferreira in Porto, Portugal,
and it was he who brought the book to Recife.
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between “translator” and “author”; for the most part, this is a collection of translated
hymns, not original texts. Names are not spelled out; only initials are given.

Figure 2.6. Index page of Cantor Cristão, 4th edition.

In the hymnal itself, hymn numbers and titles appear in bold print. Ginsburg also
included the title of the hymn in its original language (English) as well as its source. For
example, under the title of the hymn “Quem é do lado do Senhor?” (No. 14), one reads:
“Musica – ‘Who is on the Lord’s side’ – Ch. Ch. n. 55.” This indicates that hymn No. 14,
“Quem É Do Lado Do Senhor?,” is a translation of “Who Is On the Lord’s Side,” found
in Christian Choir, No. 55 (see Figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.7. Sample pages of Cantor Cristão, 4th edition.

Regarding the abbreviations and numbers, Ginsburg wrote a short note of
explanation, found at the bottom of page 54 of the hymnal, which reads: “The letters S. S.
and S.; Ch. Ch. and N. H. & S., are abbreviations of the following words: —Sacred
Songs and Solos, Christian Choir and New Hymns and Solos. These books which, in
addition to these songs, contain about 800 other hymns may be acquired for a reasonable
price from the author of this booklet. Those who need them may address Pastor
[Solomon] L. Ginsburg, Box 352, Rio de Janeiro.”64

In Portuguese: “As lettras S. S. and S.; Ch. Ch. e N. H. & S., são abreviações
das palavras seguintes: —Sacred Songs and Solos, Christian Choir e New Hymns and
Solos. Estes livros que, além d’estas musicas, contém perto de 800 outros hymnos podem
ser obtidos por um preço modico do author d’este livrinho. Quem os precisar dirija-se
pois, ao Pastor Salomão L. Ginsburg, Caixa 352, Rio de Janeiro.”
64
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Sacred Songs and Solos is a small collection containing 24 songs by Ira D.
Sankey (1840–1908) originally published in England in 1873.65 Sankey also released
New Hymns and Solos (138 pieces), “apparently in response to the growing market for
his solo songs,” which was eventually added to the larger volume under the title SS&S
with New Hymns (888 hymns).66 Christian Choir, a collection of 281 hymns was later
combined into Sacred Songs and Solos with the Christian Choir, comprising a total of
1,169 hymns.67 That these collections are the sources of the hymns included in this fourth
edition of Cantor Cristão speaks to the popularity of the American gospel song in
general, as well as to its profound impact on Brazilian hymnody.
The initials of the twelve hymn translators or —in a very few cases—authors,
accompany each hymn text. Ginsburg frequently included dates as well, possibly an
indication of when the translation or writing of the hymn was completed. In some
instances, the date is preceded by the name of a city (Recife, Goyanna, Victoria) or state
(Pernambuco, Bahia) in Brazil.
The initials S. L. G. appear twenty-seven times in the collection, making Ginsburg
the author/translator with the largest number of contributions. He is followed by Henry
Maxwell Wright (1849–1931) and Joseph Jones (1848–1927), with eight each; Justus
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Henry Nelson (1848–1931) with seven; Manuel Antonio de Menezes (1848–1941) with
five; and Robert Hawkey Moreton (1844–1917) with two. The other six people listed
made only one contribution each.
Only one of the translators included in this volume was a native Brazilian: Júlio
César Ribeiro (1845–1900), a writer and professor in the field of linguistics; he was
Presbyterian. Unlike all of the other translators in this collection, Ribeiro was not a
missionary.68
Among the six American missionaries included as authors/translators in this
volume, Dilwynn MacFadden Hazlett (1852–1931) and James Theodor Houston (1847–
1929) were Presbyterian, William Edwin Entzminger (1859–1930) and James Jackson
Taylor (1855–1924) were Baptist, and Nelson and George Benjamin Nind (1860–1932)
were Methodist.
Menezes, Wright, and Jones were born in Portugal (Wright and Jones to British
parents). All three studied for the ministry in England and returned to Portugal as
missionaries. Menezes and Wright also served in Brazil. Moreton had British parents but
was born in Argentina. He studied in the United States and was a pioneer Methodist
missionary in Portugal as well. Ginsburg knew several of these men personally, as
friends, mentors, and colleagues.69
This edition of Cantor Cristão includes only two original Portuguese hymn
texts—as opposed to translations or adaptations of hymns written in English. Ginsburg is
68
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the author of one of them, “O Baptismo” (“Baptism,” No. 24), written in Bahia, on
December 12, 1891 (see Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8. “O Baptismo” written by S. L. Ginsburg, 12/12/1891.

Ginsburg included the following dedicatory line under its title: “Hymn dedicated to the
churches of Christ in Brazil.”70 Incidentally, he was both baptized by immersion and
ordained as a Baptist minister within days in November of the same year in which he
penned this hymn. “O Baptismo” may well have been written to mark the occasion,
considering that in his autobiography he described his ordination as “the most memorable

“HYMNO DEDICADO AS IGREJAS DE CHRISTO NO BRAZIL.”
Translated by this author.
70
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day of [his] life.”71 Ginsburg paired his text with the tune MISSIONARY HYMN,
composed by Lowell Mason (1792–1872).
The other original hymn in this collection is Justus Henry Nelson’s “O Exilado”
(“The Exiled,” No. 38). No date is given for this hymn. Nelson was a pioneer American
missionary in the Amazon region of Brazil, where he served for about forty-five years.
He was a successful church planter and educator, and is also recognized for his
contributions to Brazilian hymnody as an author and translator.72 This hymn was well
known in Brazil until recently, and was included in the final edition of Cantor Cristão
(2007), although with three stanzas instead of four, minor textual alterations, and a new
title, “Saudade.”73 In both the 1893 and 1971 editions of Cantor Cristão, the tune
indicated for Nelson’s hymn is “Swanee River,” by the American composer Stephen
Foster (1826–1864). The original version of this song was titled “Old Folks at Home”
and it is one of Foster’s most famous compositions.74 Obviously the hymn by Nelson was
inspired by the original text by Foster, which deals with the story of someone’s
recollection of, and desire to return to the place where he/she used to live.75 Nelson’s
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hymn expresses a Christian’s longing for heaven: how even the beautiful things on this
earth are vain and how ready he/she feels to arrive at his/her true home.
The writer with the largest number of texts in the fourth edition is Fanny Crosby
(1820–1915) with a total of twelve hymns. Among them are “Blessed Assurance,” “To
God Be the Glory,” “Draw Me Nearer,” and “Near the Cross.” Daniel W. Whittle (1840–
1901) is next, with six hymns, including “I Know Whom I Have Believed” and “There
Shall Be Showers of Blessing,” the latter being the first hymn Ginsburg translated into
Portuguese after his arrival in Brazil.76
James McGranahan (1840–1907) is the musician with the largest number of
suggested tunes in this particular edition: twelve compositions, six of which are settings
of texts by Whittle. Tunes by other well-known composers such as William B. Bradbury
(1816–1868), William H. Doane (1832–1915), John R. Sweney (1837–1899), and Philip
P. Bliss (1838–1876) are also included. That these writers and composers figure so
prominently in the hymnal is not surprising, considering that Ginsburg relied heavily on
hymn collections compiled by Sankey.
Commenting on the 1971 edition, De Paula points out that Cantor Cristão
“contains more than 200 translations or adaptations of American gospel songs by
approximately 123 American authors. In addition, there is a considerable body of original
hymn texts written by Portuguese-speaking authors set to gospel song tunes. This means
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that Brazilian Baptist hymnody is almost totally based on the American Gospel song!”77
This is not surprising if one considers the strong influence of the revivalist styles of Ira D.
Sankey on both sides of the Atlantic, which coincides with the work of early Southern
Baptist missionaries in Brazil. Another stream of gospel songs reached Brazil through the
work of European missionaries, such as Solomon Ginsburg, Henry Maxwell Wright, and
others.78 Brazilian hymnody is not unique in this respect. As noted by Robert Stevenson,
“Gospel melodies of the Sankey-Bliss-Stebbins-Doane type have been the staple of
evangelical hymnals published for use in mission areas.”79
There was only a two-year interval between the first and fourth editions of Cantor
Cristão, and all sixteen hymns that comprised the 1891 publication were included in the
1893 collection. As noted above, the thirty-sixth edition of the hymnal containing 581
hymns came out in 1971. That forty-nine hymns from this fourth edition were still part of
Cantor Cristão, more than seventy-five years later seems to indicate that whatever
changes took place in the repertoire of Baptist congregations in Brazil throughout the
years, they happened incrementally.80
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It makes one wonder about the challenges and fears faced by the editors of the
second official Brazilian hymnal ever published, Hinário para o Culto Cristão (“Hymnal
for Christian Worship”), which came out a century after Ginsburg’s foundational
publication, in 1991. I explore these dynamics in chapter 4 of this dissertation.
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Conclusion
In O Celeste Porvir: A Inserção do Protestantismo no Brasil, Brazilian historian
Antônio Gouvêa de Mendonça indicates that pioneer pastors, evangelists, and
missionaries frequently had to settle for sporadic contacts with their congregations given
the size of the country, the available means of transportation, and the small number of
workers in the “field.”81 In the period between these visits—which could be months, in
some cases—these congregations would continue to practice their new faith in spite of
the lack of formal religious leadership to instruct and guide them.82 Mendonça proposes
that, in the absence of written liturgies, prayers, creeds, and sermons, hymnals and song
collections used by these congregants are in fact indispensable documents in our quest to
learn about the history of these early Brazilian Protestants. In the specific case of
Brazilian Baptists, there is no better source than Cantor Cristão which, in spite of its 130year history, remains near to heart of the Brazilian people.
In 1985, De Paula observed that “[t]he hymnody of Brazilian Baptist churches, in
spite of contemporary contributions, has remained basically static since 1924, when the
first edition with music of the hymnal Cantor Cristão was published. The decision not to
add new hymns in subsequent editions of the official denominational hymnal has resulted
in a partial stagnation of Brazilian Baptist Hymnody and its limitation to a single basic
style.”83 These statements strike me as tinged by a certain degree of pessimism, given the
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word choices “static,” “stagnate,” and “limited.” From my perspective, Cantor Cristão’s
lasting influence is directly related to these features, which could also be described in
positive terms: stability, familiarity, consistency.
I am convinced that, just like us today, those pioneer missionaries who came to
Brazil in the 1800s were familiar with the transforming power of singing their faith.
While conducting research for this dissertation, I discovered a number of deep
connections between this old hymnal and fellow Brazilian Baptists who readily shared
with me their memories of singing hymns from Cantor Cristão with relatives at home
and with other Christians at church, of reading hymn texts as a way to learn about their
new-found faith, of finding comfort when, in a strange place, they recognized familiar
melodies. In the following chapters I will continue to explore these links so intimately
tied to spiritual experience and human connection.
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CHAPTER THREE
Merging of Musical Traditions: The Contributions of Henry Maxwell Wright (1849–
1931) and Solomon Ginsburg (1867–1927) to Portuguese-Language Hymnody

This chapter addresses one of the central themes of my dissertation: the
relationship between missionization and hymnody in the context of Cantor Cristão. My
aim is to explore the complex, unexpected, and dynamic interactions between
missionaries and local agents that can characterize missions work, offering an alternative
to the view of Christian missions as an inherent ally of imperial and colonial regimes.
This chapter will foreground the individual human actor, the missionary, as an influential
network node and change agent within institutions commonly associated with
missionization, such as mission boards, schools, and publishing houses.
More specifically, I describe and reflect on the contributions of two missionaries,
significant figures who also played prominent roles in the history of Cantor Cristão:
Henry Maxwell Wright (1849–1931) and Solomon Ginsburg (1867–1927). Their lives
illustrate the fruitful, and sometimes surprising, connections between Britain, Portugal,
Brazil, and the United States during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Three sections to follow examine the influence of Wright and Ginsburg on the
repertoire of Cantor Cristão. The first section describes the influential lives and careers
of Wright and Ginsburg; the second discusses the lasting impact of their work on the
history of Brazilian hymnody; and the third considers the missionary activities of both
Wright and Ginsburg in relation to processes such as globalization and localization, and
to the vital issue of individual agency. I suggest that the experiences and achievements of
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both Wright and Ginsburg powerfully illustrate “Christianity’s ability to travel, cross
boundaries and create communities of an ephemeral or lasting quality.”1

Interpretative Lenses: Historical Ethnomusicology and Transnational Connections
The methodological approach used to investigate the religious, cultural, and
musical past of Brazilian Baptists is a historical ethnomusicological perspective.
Ethnomusicological methods are commonly thought to apply only to present-day
communities; however, scholars in the recently-formed subfield of historical
ethnomusicology challenge this notion.2 As exemplified by Philip Bohlman’s study of
Jewish musical life in Burgenland, Austria, from the seventeenth century to the beginning
of World War II, fieldwork and other research methods can serve as a path to an
“‘ethnomusicological past’ which is not the ‘past as it was,’”3 but the past that books,
music, letters, pictures, buildings, and other lasting testimonies help to construct. While I
cannot physically visit nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Brazil in order to conduct

David Maxwell, “Historical Perspectives on Christianity Worldwide:
Connections, Comparisons and Consciousness” in Relocating World Christianity:
Interdisciplinary Studies in Universal and Local Expressions of the Christian Faith, ed.
Joel Cabrita, David Maxwell, and Emma Wild-Wood (Leiden, Netherlands, and Boston,
MA: Brill, 2017), 65.
1

See Philip V. Bohlman, “Returning to the Ethnomusicological Past” in Gregory
Barz and Timothy J. Cooley, Shadows in the Field: New Perspectives for Fieldwork in
Ethnomusicology, 2nd ed. (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2008), 246–70, and
Stephen Blum, Philip V. Bohlman, and Daniel M. Neuman, eds., Ethnomusicology and
Modern Music History (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 1991).
2

Gregory Barz and Timothy J. Cooley, “Casting Shadows: Fieldwork Is Dead!
Long Live Fieldwork!” in Gregory Barz and Timothy J. Cooley, Shadows in the Field:
New Perspectives for Fieldwork in Ethnomusicology, 2nd ed. (New York, NY: Oxford
University Press, 2008), 17.
3
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interviews with my informants and experience life as my subjects, these materials can
help me to construct an account that represents their lived experience.
Furthermore, scholars such as Timothy Rice and Michelle Kisliuk have adopted a
more comprehensive definition of “field” that may include the past as well as the present.
For Rice, “the field is a metaphorical creation of the researcher,”4 whereas for Kisliuk, it
is “a broad conceptual zone united by a chain of inquiry.”5 Finally, the privileging of
diverse human perspectives is a hallmark of historical ethnomusicological research and
indeed it is the “ethno” aspect of “ethnomusicology”6 that particularly inspires my
approach.
A second approach that informs this account is the consideration of the
significance of British and Portuguese connections to the history of Brazilian hymnody.
Regarding the history of Protestant church music in Brazil, the influence of NorthAmerican missionaries has been considerable and must be duly noted, especially that of
the North American Foreign Mission Board7 of the Southern Baptist Convention (SBC).
Nevertheless, the British-Portuguese evangelistic efforts in this South American country
should not be overlooked; paying attention to them yields a more nuanced understanding
of the history of Brazilian hymnody and Brazilian Protestant Christianity more generally.

4

Barz and Cooley, “Casting Shadows,” 18.

5

Barz and Cooley, “Casting Shadows,” 18.

6

Barz and Cooley, “Casting Shadows,” 14.

Since 1997 named “International Mission Board.” I will continue to use the
former name “Foreign Mission Board” as the sources I use in this work refer to it in that
way.
7
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According to Ginsburg’s autobiographical account, renowned British-Portuguese
evangelist Henry Maxwell Wright was on the same ship as novice missionary Solomon
Ginsburg, traveling from Portugal to Brazil in 1890. It was Ginsburg’s first trip to
Brazil;8 he had accepted an invitation to continue the work of pioneering Scottish
Congregationalist missionaries Robert Reid Kalley and Sarah Poulton Kalley.9 Wright,
however, had visited Brazil before, in 1881, and had led evangelistic campaigns in
several Brazilian states, both in the northeast (Pernambuco and Bahia) and in the
southeast (Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo) of the country.10 The connections among the
Kalleys, Wright, and Ginsburg point not only to essential chapters in the history of
Protestantism in Brazil, and more specifically, to the history of Brazilian hymnody itself:
these individuals were directly involved in translating and writing some of the first
evangelical hymns available in the Portuguese language. Robert Kalley, along with his

8

Solomon L. Ginsburg, A Wandering Jew in Brazil (Nashville, TN: Sunday
School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention, 1921), 42.
9

Ginsburg, A Wandering Jew, 36–7. Initially, Ginsburg was unaware that the
woman extending the invitation was the widow of Kalley, Sarah Poulton Kalley. The
Kalleys founded the first Evangelical church in Brazil on July 11, 1858, in Rio de
Janeiro, with fourteen members. As it happened, on that day, Dr. Kalley baptized the very
first Brazilian to belong to a Protestant church on Brazilian soil in modern times. See
Émile-G. Léonard, O Protestantismo Brasileiro: Estudo de Eclesiologia e História Social
(São Paulo, Brazil: ASTE, 1963), 50–51.
“Henry Maxwell Wright – Biografia Resumida” published by Igreja em Quinta
do Conde, Portugal, accessed October 5, 2020.
https://iqc.pt/edificacao/devocional/biografias/9076-henry-maxwell-wright-biografiaresumida.
10
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wife, Sarah, issued the very first evangelical hymnal in Brazil, Salmos e Hinos, published
in 1861;11 and in 1891, Ginsburg was the one who published Cantor Christão.12
What makes these links even more interesting is that both the Kalleys and Wright
had connections to the United States, forged along the lines of Portuguese-language
diasporic communities rather than formal denominational ties. They spent time in Illinois,
preaching to the Portuguese-speaking community of exiles from Madeira Island who, due
to severe persecution by their government (which prohibited the practice of any religion
other than Roman Catholicism), had found refuge in the cities of Jacksonville and
Springfield in the Midwestern region of the United States.13 Ginsburg, too, would
eventually be hired by the Foreign Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention
and marry an American missionary he met in Brazil. Upon his death, his descendants
settled in North America and called the United States home.14

Rolando de Nassau, “Salmos e Hinos,” accessed on March 23, 2019,
www.hinologia.org/salmos-e-hinos-rolando-de-nassau/.
11
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This is the archaic Portuguese spelling of the word “cristão” (Christian, in

English).
It was the violent reaction on the part of the local authorities to Kalley’s
evangelistic work in the Island that resulted in the need for an estimated two thousand
Madeirans to flee their home. After a brief stay in the West Indies many settled in
Illinois. See Michael Presbyter Testa, “The Apostle of Madeira: Dr. Robert Reid Kalley,”
Journal of Presbyterian History (1962–1985) 42, no.3, (September 1964):175–197;
William B. Forsyth, The Wolf from Scotland: The Story of Robert Reid Kalley, Pioneer
Missionary (Durham, UK: Evangelical Press, 1988); and Joyce E. Winifred EveryClayton, “The Legacy of Robert Reid Kalley,” International Bulletin of Missionary
Research 26, no. 3 (July 2002): 124.
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Bill Ichter, “O Que Fazem os Ginsburg” (O Jornal Batista, September 14,
1969), reprinted in Solomon L. Ginsburg, Um Judeu Errante no Brasil, 2nd edition,
translated by Manuel Avelino de Souza (Rio de Janeiro: Casa Publicadora Batista, 1970),
255–258.
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Although the lives and careers of Wright and Ginsburg were unquestionably filled
with intercontinental connections and serendipitous encounters—and I will certainly
include some of them in this chapter— the focus of my discussion will be their
consequential contributions to Portuguese-language hymnody as both authors and
translators of some of the most beloved hymns in Cantor Cristão. First, however, I will
provide biographical sketches for both individuals, starting with Wright.

Henry Maxwell Wright: The Portuguese Moody-Sankey
Born in Lisbon, Portugal, to English parents on December 7, 1849, Henry
Maxwell Wright moved to London at the age of sixteen.15 He opted for British
citizenship and planned to prepare himself to join the family business.16 However, in his
mid-twenties, he had the opportunity to serve as an usher for the evangelistic campaigns
of Dwight L. Moody (1837–1899) and Ira D. Sankey (1840–1908), and in 1875, at the
age of twenty-six, he quit his business career to become an evangelist himself.17 Wright
spent the next three years traveling and preaching in England and Scotland18 and by the
Douglas Nassif Cardoso, “Henry Maxwell Wright (1849–1931): O Poeta do
Amor Que Salva,” accessed March 23, 2019, http://www.hinologia.org/henry-maxwellwright-o-poeta-do-amor-que-salva-douglas-nassif/.
15

16

I wonder if it was Maxwell, Wright and Company, one of the most important
firms owned by both North Americans and British traders, active in Rio de Janeiro since
the mid-1800s. This company was primarily involved in exporting Brazilian coffee. See
Rolando de Nassau, “Henry Maxwell Wright (1849–1931),” accessed March 23, 2019,
www.hinologia.org/henry-maxwell-wright/, and Alan dos Santos Ribeiro “The Leading
Commission-House of Rio de Janeiro: A Firma Maxwell, Wright & Co. no Comércio do
Império do Brasil, c. 1827–c. 1850” (Master’s Thesis, Universidade Federal Fluminense,
Rio de Janeiro, 2014), accessed February 5, 2019,
http://www.historia.uff.br/stricto/td/1813.pdf.
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end of this period, he came to believe that God wanted him to go to China.19 On the way
there however, Wright spent some time in Portugal, his home country. Realizing the great
need for missionaries in that country, and since he spoke Portuguese fluently, he became
convinced that his true calling was to work among Portuguese-speaking people.20
In the years 1879–1880 Wright lived in Illinois, preaching to the Portuguesespeaking communities in Jacksonville and Springfield, hoping not only to strengthen the
churches there but to inspire some of the Madeiran descendants to become missionaries
themselves.21 Upon his return to Great Britain in 1881, Wright made a trip to Scotland in
order to meet veteran missionary Robert Reid Kalley.22 That same year Wright visited
Brazil for the first time, having received an invitation from José Luiz Fernandes Braga, a
member of the Evangelical Church in Rio de Janeiro (Igreja Evangélica Fluminense)
who was living in the city of Porto, Portugal.23 Wright’s evangelistic campaigns in Brazil
seem to have been highly successful, and he returned on three other occasions: in 1890,
in 1893, and in 1914.24
There is no doubt that the Moody-Sankey crusades in England served as a model
for Wright’s own evangelistic campaigns. First, like Moody, Wright was not concerned
19
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de Janeiro, Brazil: JUERP, 2001), 17.
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with denominational politics. As church historian Philip Schaff observed, the goal of the
Moody-Sankey movement was “winning souls to Christ and [. . .] extending His
Kingdom, without regard to denominational boundaries[.]”25 Wright’s nonsectarian
approach to evangelism is corroborated by an article written in 1890 by pioneer
American Baptist missionary to Brazil, William Buck Bagby, which includes the
following reference to Wright’s work: “We have been having some special meetings in
our hall conducted by Mr. Wright, an English evangelist, born in Portugal. He speaks
both languages with fluency; is an earnest man of God and is doing much good. He is a
Baptist in belief, though he holds some of the loose views prevalent in England regarding
the ordinances and church.”26
Second, like Sankey, Wright relied greatly on the power of music to move and
reach his audience. According to contemporary records of the Moody-Sankey revivals in
England, Sankey “often did not really sing his songs but instead ‘spoke’ them in a tuneful
way. He put primary emphasis on precise enunciation, to make clear the words and their
meaning. [ . . .] Because of Sankey’s tunes and method of singing, he and his melodies
evoked the powerful response they did in the mass revival meetings.”27 Wright seems to
have been equally invested in preaching as he was in both rendering the gospel message
into poetry and communicating it through singing. In the course of his evangelistic
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meetings, it was his practice to take time to read the text of a hymn before singing it,
calling attention to its meaning and frequently employing it as the theme of his
sermons.28 Another similarity to Sankey was Wright’s beautiful voice, which earned him
the nickname “the Portuguese nightingale.”29 In addition to introducing the practice of
congregational singing during his preaching to Brazilian audiences, Wright also
pioneered the use of theater buildings for evangelistic events, and the issuing of a call to
conversion or commitment to follow Jesus (an “altar call”) at the end of his messages.30
In 1893 Wright founded the Associação Cristã de Moços (ACM; YMCA in
English) in Rio de Janeiro, the first in South America.31 A few years later, in 1905, he
inaugurated the first Portuguese ACM in the city of Porto, a spacious hall that was also
used for evangelistic events.32 Wright remained a strong, life-long supporter of the
ACM/YMCA.33
Wright married Helena Delaforce in 1901 (relatively late in life, at the age of
fifty-two), who, like him, was born in Portugal to English parents.34 She was actively
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involved in his ministry, aiding in the production of evangelistic materials used by
Protestants in various Portuguese-speaking countries.35 After his final evangelistic trip to
Brazil in 1914, Wright returned to his home in the city of Porto where he died on January
23, 1931.36
In spite of Wright’s excellent reputation as preacher, singer, evangelist, and
generous patron of YMCA, the activity that has had the most lasting impact on the
history of Protestantism in both Portugal and Brazil is his work in the field of hymnody
as a writer and translator of hymns into Portuguese. Wright’s notable output will be
discussed in a subsequent section following a brief description of Ginsburg’s life.
Solomon Louis Ginsburg: “A Wandering Jew in Brazil”
Solomon Ginsburg (Figure 3.1) was originally from Suwalki, Poland and was
Jewish by birth. From ages six through fourteen he attended school in Königsberg (today,
Kaliningrad, Russia).37 Upon returning home, he learned about his father’s plan for him:
to marry a wealthy Jewish girl (the chosen bride-to-be was then about twelve years old),
and to become a rabbi and scholar.38
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Figure 3.1. A portrait of Solomon L. Ginsburg (1867–1927).39

Not willing to submit to his father’s will, Ginsburg ran away from home. After a difficult
period of roaming and finding odd and, at times, risky jobs in order to survive, he was
able to arrange a secret meeting with his mother, near his Polish hometown. “I sent word
to my mother to meet me in the cemetery, near the tomb of my great-grandfather for
whom I had been named,” Ginsburg wrote in his autobiography. “There my mother and I
met for the last time. To my mother I owe my life and greater usefulness, for had it not
been for her, I would have been doomed to live the circumscribed life of a Jewish
recluse.”40

I took this picture of Solomon’s portrait painted by a Brazilian artist when
visiting the North Brazil Baptist Theological Seminary in 2019.
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With money and some recommendation letters in hand, Ginsburg decided to go to
New York.41 En route to the US he arrived in London in 1882 and there his life took
another unexpected turn: he converted to Christianity.42 The immediate consequences
were severe: his maternal uncle, an Orthodox Jew himself, expelled Ginsburg from his
home and fired him from his job as assistant bookkeeper at his dry-goods store.43 He
found shelter in a Home for Converted Jews, and later attended one of the branches of
Regions Beyond Missionary Training School.44 Ginsburg was convinced of his calling to
be a missionary, although he was not sure where he should serve. He received invitations
to go to India and Jamaica but did not feel drawn to either country.45 The offer that finally
appealed to him came from “a lady just returned from Brazil, where she and her deceased
husband had spent a great many years, [and who] was anxious to send out a missionary to
that country.”46 That lady was Sarah Poulton Kalley.
Ginsburg described his excitement over the prospect of traveling to such an exotic
land, a place he had read about since his youth. He wrote: “when a child, while studying
in the schools of Germany, I used to read all the books I could secure about Brazil, its
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vast prairies, its wonderful gold mines and diamond fields, its wild Indians and its
unexplored regions.”47
Part of the preparation for the mission field was learning the language, so, on his
way to Brazil, Ginsburg spent six months in Portugal. He arrived in the city of Porto on
February 2, 1890.48 There he stayed with “a rich Brazilian merchant and consecrated
believer, a Portuguese by birth, who was spending a few months in his native country,
recuperating from the effects of the tropical heat.”49 This successful Portuguese-Brazilian
business man was José Luiz Fernandes Braga, the man who had invited Wright to visit
Brazil years earlier.
A few months later, in preparation for his second missionary trip to Brazil, Wright
arrived in Porto and was also again received by Braga. So it was that Wright and
Ginsburg crossed the Atlantic together towards Brazil. Ginsburg wrote: “So packing into
my trunk the few articles of my possessions and taking advantage of the company of Mr.
Maxwell Wright, a celebrated English-Portuguese evangelist, who was then going to
Brazil to hold evangelistic services, I left Portugal. I reached Rio de Janeiro on June 10,
1890.”50
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Initially Ginsburg worked in and around Rio de Janeiro. With limited knowledge
of Portuguese, he supported himself as a colporteur, selling Bibles and books, an activity
that he noted “gives excellent experience and helps wonderfully in the acquisition of the
language.”51 He and Wright seem to have formed a good partnership: Wright would
preach and Ginsburg would serve as an usher, “inviting the people and sometimes rather
forcing them to go in.”52
In 1891 Ginsburg moved to Recife, in the Northeastern state of Pernambuco.
There, still working as a Congregationalist missionary, he pastored the Igreja Evangélica
Pernambucana (Pernambucan Evangelical Church), founded in 1873 by the late Robert
Kalley. This was the second evangelical church in the country, and the first in Northeast
Brazil.53 It was during his time in Recife that he “published a small pamphlet with 16
hymns under the title O Cantor Christão.”54 In 1892, Ginsburg invited pioneer Southern
Baptist missionary Zachary Clay Taylor and two Brazilians who were traveling with him
(João Baptista and José Domingues) to be his guests, with the purpose of debating the
doctrine of baptism.55 Apparently Ginsburg had become an adversary of the budding
Baptist community in Recife and their teachings on baptism, and was even working on a
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tract with the purpose of “backing them into a corner.”56 Yet these debates took an
unexpected turn: after extensive discussions, Ginsburg decided to “throw [in his] lot with
the Baptists,” as he put it. He was baptized again, this time by immersion, and soon after
was ordained into the ministry.57
Ginsburg’s fiancée, an English nurse named Amelia Carolina “Carrie” Bishop,
arrived in Brazil around this time. They were married in Bahia and in 1892 the Foreign
Mission Board of the US Southern Baptist Convention appointed them as missionaries.58
Figure 3.2 displays the first meeting of the FMB missionaries in Brazil with Ginsburg
and his wife as participants.59
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Figure 3.2. First mission meeting of FMB in Brazil.

Unfortunately, Ginsburg’s wife contracted yellow fever and died within five months of
her arrival in Brazil. He wrote about the painful experience in his autobiography: “We
had known each other for more than three years and had been married only about four
months. […] No one was allowed to follow her last remains on account of the yellow
fever, and my heart felt sad and lonely.”60
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For this reason not wanting to remain in Bahia, Ginsburg moved to Rio de Janeiro
(on the invitation of W.B. Bagby) where he remained through the end of the decade.61
These were productive years and Ginsburg was very successful in his work as pastor and
evangelist, in addition to launching a newspaper, As Boas Novas (The Good News), and
producing a new edition of Cantor Cristão.62 In 1893 he married Emma Morton, a fellow
American missionary who had been serving in Brazil since 1889. About this marriage,
Ginsburg wrote: “What a wonderful blessing the Lord had in store for me! […] Who
would have thought that the ends of the earth should meet in far-away Brazil and together
we would live and work for the Master these many years?”63
In 1900 the Mission Board selected him to oversee the work in the state of
Pernambuco.64 His varied accomplishments during his tenure in Recife (1900–1909) are a
good example of his hard and fruitful work as a missionary: within a decade he had
organized the first state convention of Pernambuco, established the first Baptist
newspaper in the state, founded the North Brazil Baptist Theological Seminary,65
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organized a missionary society, and planted a number of churches,66 all while also
occupying the position of Pastor of the First Baptist Church of Recife.67
One particularly significant aspect of Ginsburg’s work was to write, print, and sell
pamphlets, newspapers, and other reading materials. He owned a printing shop and he
used it both as a means to reach people with the gospel and as a source of financial
support: “the Lord enabled me to buy, at an auction, a large French cylinder press for
very little money, which, after being cleaned and properly oiled, became an excellent
help to the work as well as a means of income, as I rented it out for night work.”68
In 1913, Ginsburg went to work at the Baptist Publishing House, established by
Southern Baptist missionaries. Reminiscing about his work as a colporteur, Ginsburg
wrote: “Whenever I had an opportunity to leave the Publishing House I would fill my
satchel full of Bibles and books and sell them as I went along, in the trains, on board the
vessels, in the villages, cities as well as farms. Endowed with a natural gift for selling [. .
.], I always managed to sell all the books I carried along, both Bibles, books, tracts or
anything else.”69
Ginsburg worked in Brazil until his death in March, 1927, in São Paulo, where he
is buried.70 Emma Ginsburg’s appointment with the Foreign Mission Board lasted until
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1934.71 They had eight children: six daughters and two sons (one of the daughters died of
whooping cough at the age of three). Ginsburg’s autobiography, published in 1921,
contains the following dedication: “To Emma Morton Ginsburg, the consecrated
missionary, self-sacrificing mother, and devoted companion, who for these thirty years
has shared with me all my trials and joys, this book is affectionately dedicated.”72
Throughout his career as a missionary in Brazil, Ginsburg accomplished many
important things. Books about Baptists in Brazil, foreign mission board reports, church
records, and his autobiography (A Wandering Jew in Brazil) reveal that Ginsburg was a
dynamic evangelist, a successful salesman, a printer and publisher, a tireless pastor, a
visionary leader. Unquestionably, without Ginsburg, Baptist work in Brazil would have
advanced much more slowly.
Wright’s and Ginsburg’s stories both demonstrate how varied the profile of a
foreign missionary could (and can) be. In both cases, conversion and the subsequent call
to missions resulted in drastic and consequential changes in the course of their lives.
Wright chose preaching and evangelism over a promising business career (although he
continued to benefit from his family’s financial wealth). Ginsburg walked away from
home, family, and faith. Religious experiences in England—including the influence of
the Moody and Sankey meetings and their use of American gospel songs— and Portugal
were crucial to their formation. They went from being hosts at José Luiz Fernandes
Braga’s home in the city of Porto, to fellow transatlantic travelers, to collaborators in
evangelistic campaigns in Brazil, and finally to great names in the history of Portuguese-
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Mein, O Que Deus Tem Feito, 349.

72

Ginsburg, A Wandering Jew, no page number.
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language hymnody. Their experiences are a powerful illustration of the merging of
British, Anglo and Luso streams in the making of Cantor Cristão.
After this brief overview of Wright’s and Ginsburg’s life and career, I now focus
on their individual contributions to hymnody, specifically, beginning with a discussion of
Wright’s output.

The Contribution of Henry Maxwell Wright to Lusophone Hymnody
The total number of works either written or translated by Wright is around two
hundred.73 Henriqueta Rosa Fernandes Braga states that Wright’s output consists of 151
hymns and forty-two choruses, published throughout his life in a variety of sources,
including: 1) contemporary evangelical newspapers published in Rio de Janeiro, O Bíblia
(The Bible-Man) and O Christão (The Christian); 2) collections prepared by Wright
himself to be used in his evangelistic works such as Hymnos e Coros (Rio de Janeiro,
1890 or 1891), Hymnos Evangelicos (São Paulo, 1882 –1883), Hymnos (Lisbon, 1892);
and 3) the complete collection of his works published posthumously in Porto by one of
his close friends, J. P. da Conceição, In Memoriam Henry Maxwell Wright (1932) (Figure
3.3).74
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Cardoso, “O Poeta do Amor Que Salva,” 68.

74

Braga, Música Evangélica no Brasil, 233–234.
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Figure 3.3. Collection of hymns by Henry Maxwell Wright published by J. P. Conceição.
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When the fourth edition of Cantor Cristão came out in 1893, containing sixtythree hymns, Ginsburg included eight translations by Wright. This is the earliest known
copy of Cantor, so it is possible that the collaboration between Ginsburg and Wright
precedes 1893, since the second and third editions of the hymnal were published in 1891
and 1892, respectively.75 See Table 3.1 for a complete list of Wright’s contributions to
this early edition of Cantor Cristão.

75

Although no copy of the first edition of Cantor Cristão seems to have survived,
contemporary newspapers contained information on the publication and contents of these
early editions of the hymnal. Among these early publications are O Bíblia, O Cristão,
and As Boas Novas. For example, according to Ricardo Pitrowsky, in 1891 the newspaper
O Bíblia, whose editor was Ginsburg, announced the publication of Cantor Cristão; in
1894, the publication of the third edition of the hymnal was announced in O Cristão,
formerly O Bíblia. See transcription of Pitrowsky’s lecture on the history of Cantor
Cristão, made available by his daughter, Betty Antunes Oliveira on the website Hinologia
Cristã, http://www.hinologia.org/http-www-hinologia-org-dados-historicos-do-cantorcristao-bill-ichter/, accessed October 18, 2020. Based on these early sources that predated the Jornal Batista, a list of the contents of the first edition of Cantor Cristão was
published by Rolando de Nassau in 1991 (see O Jornal Batista, July 7, 1991). Henry
Maxwell Wright’s name does not appear in this edition. I have been given access to a
copy of the fourth edition of Cantor Cristão and that is the source of the information
provided here. This rare volume belongs to the as yet unopened museum of the North
Brazil Baptist Theological Seminary, located in the city of Recife.
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Table 3.1. Hymns translated by H. M. Wright in the fourth edition (1893) of Cantor Cristão
Portuguese Title
and CC Number

Original Text

Author

Composer

Tune

Source

Quem É do Lado
do Senhor? (#14)

Who Is in the
Lord’s Side?

Frances Ridley
Havergal
(1836–1879)

Ira David
Sankey (1840–
1908)

Christian
Choir #55

Quem Irá? (#33)

Go Ye into All
the World

James
McGranahan
(1840–1907)

McGranahan

FAR, FAR
AWAY

Sacred
Songs and
Solos #446

Sede Heroes!
(#39)

Stand Like the
Brave

Fanny Jane
Crosby (1820–
1915)

William
Batchelder
Bradbury
(1816–1868)

STAND LIKE
THE BRAVE

Not
indicated

Não Sou Meu
(#41)

Not My Own

Daniel
Webster
Whittle (1840–
1901)

McGranahan

Quem Poderá
Contar? (#42)

More Than
Tongue Can
Tell

Jonathan E. Hall

Hall

MORE THAN
TONGUE
CAN TELL

Sacred
Songs and
Solos #289

Salvador Bendito
(#43)*

Onward,
Christian
Soldiers!

Sabine BaringGould (1834–
1924)

Arthur
Seymour
Sullivan
(1842–1900)

ST.
GERTRUDE

Sacred
Songs and
Solos #611

Glória ao
Salvador (#52)

Look and
Thou Shall
Live

Elisha Albright
Hoffman (1839–
1929)

John Hart
Stockton
(1813–1877)

GLORY TO
HIS NAME

Sacred
Songs and
Solos #566

Mais Perto de
Jesus (#57)

Draw Me
Nearer

Fanny Jane
Crosby (1820–
1915)

William
Howard Doane
(1832–1915)

I AM THINE

Sacred
Songs and
Solos #165

Christian
Choir #45

*Both the 1893 edition and the 2007 revised edition of the CC indicate Wright as the author of this hymn;
the 1971 edition incorrectly reclassifies it as an adaptation by Wright.

The enduring importance of Wright’s contribution to Cantor cannot be
overemphasized. Consider the following facts: in 1923, the eighteenth edition (with a
total of 578 hymns), contained sixty-one hymns that he wrote or translated; the 1957
edition (the third with music; 578 hymns), sixty-two; and both the 1971 and 200776

76

As I mentioned in the second chapter of this dissertation, the 2007 edition of
Cantor Cristão kept the same hymns and, just as importantly, the same numbering as the
1971 edition of the hymnal. Thus, for my purposes, the definitive 1971 edition suffices.
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editions included sixty-one works by Wright. Of these sixty-one hymns and choruses,
twenty-one are translations, three are adaptations, and thirty-seven are original texts.
Furthermore, a review of the index of authors and translators of this definitive edition of
Cantor (1971) reveals the prominence of Wright. He is one of the top three contributors,
along with missionaries Solomon Ginsburg (104 hymns) and William Edwin Entzminger
(seventy-two). The next most noteworthy names in the index are Fanny Crosby, with
forty-four hymns, and Sarah Poulton Kalley, with thirty-four. All works listed in Table 1
are also found in the 1971 edition of Cantor Cristão; Table 3.2 contains the rest of
Wright’s contributions to the hymnal:

Table 3.2. Additional hymns by H. M. Wright in the 1971 edition of Cantor Cristão (CC)
Portuguese Title
and CC Number

Original Text

Plena Graça (#34)

Unknown

Nome Adorável
(#70)

How Sweet the
Name of Jesus
Sounds

Ressurgiu (#101)

Christ the Lord
Is Risen Today

O Dia Glorioso
(#113)

Rejoice!
Rejoice! Our
King Is
Coming
Blessed Be the
Fountain of
Blood

Bendito Cordeiro
(#123)

Author

Composer

Tune

Category

Herbert H.
Booth (1862–
1926)
John Newton
(1725–1860),
stanzas 1-3;
Bernard de
Clairvaux (ca.
1090–1153),
stanza 4
Latin (14th
century),
stanzas 1–2;
Charles
Wesley (1707–
1788), stanza 3
Ira David
Sankey (1840–
1908)

H. H. Booth

Salvation
Army

Translation

Friederich
Silcher (1789–
1860)

DELICIA

Translation

EASTER
HYMN

Translation

Sankey

Not indicated

Translation

Eden Reeder
Latta (1839–
1915)

Henry
Southwick
Perkins (1833–
1914)

BLESSED BE
THE
FOUNTAIN

Translation
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Table 3.2. Additional hymns by H. M. Wright in the 1971 edition of Cantor Cristão (CC) (cont’d)
Portuguese Title
and CC Number

Original Text

O Pão da Vida
(#137)

Break Thou
the Bread of
Life

Mais de Cristo
(#169)

More about
Jesus

Proclamação
(#193)

Tell It Out
among the
Heathen
Anywhere
with Jesus, I
Can Safely Go

Onde Quer que
Seja (#299)

Rica Promessa
(#349)
Seguindo a Cristo
(#352)

Cegueira e Vista
(#396)*

Precious
Promise God
Hath Given
Down in the
Valley with
My Savior I
Will Go
Alas, and Did
My Savior
Bleed

Vitória (#460)

Unknown

Corajosos (#469)

There’s a
Royal Banner
Given for
Display
Ten Thousand
Times Ten
Thousand

Triunfo (#513)

Author

Composer

Mary
Artemisia
Lathbury
(1841–1913)
Eliza Edmunds
Hewitt (1851–
1920)
Frances Ridley
Havergal
(1836–1879)
Jessie Brown
Pounds (1861–
1921) and
Helen C. A.
Dixon (1877–
1969)

William Fiske
Sherwin
(1841–1913)

BREAD OF
LIFE

Translation

John Robson
Sweney,
(1837–1899)
Havergal, arr.
Sankey

MORE
ABOUT
JESUS
TELL IT OUT

Translation

Daniel Brink
Towner
(1850–1919)

ANYWHERE
WITH JESUS

Translation

Nathaniel
Niles (1835–
1917)
William Orcutt
Cushing
(1823–1903)

Phillip Paul
Bliss (1838–
1876)
Robert Lowry
(1826–1899)

PRECIOUS
PROMISE

Translation

Not indicated

Translation

Isaac Watts
(1674–1748),
stanzas; Ralph
E. Hudson
(1843–1901),
refrain
Sabine BaringGould (1834–
1924)
Daniel
Webster
Whittle (1840–
1901)
Henry Alford
(1810–1871)

Hudson

HUDSON

Translation

Havergal

HERMAS

Translation

James
McGranahan
(1840–1907)

ROYAL
BANNER

Translation

Sankey

TEN
THOUSAND
TIMES TEN
THOUSAND
Not indicated

Translation

HOME
SWEET
HOME

Adaptation

Conversação
Cristã (#421)

Now Just a
Word for Jesus

Fanny Jane
Crosby (1820–
1915)

William
Howard Doane
(1832–1915)

O Doce Lar
(#512)

’Mid Pleasures
and Palaces

John Howard
Payne (1792–
1852)

Henry Rowley
Bishop (1786–
1855)
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Tune

Category

Translation

Adaptation

Table 3.2. Additional hymns by H. M. Wright in the 1971 edition of Cantor Cristão (CC) (cont’d)
Portuguese Title
and CC Number

Original Text

Author

Composer

Antífona (#1)

Henry
Maxwell
Wright (1849–
1931)

William Henry
Monk, (1823–
1889)

EVENTIDE

Original
Text

Vinde Adorar
(#16)

Wright

William
Knapp (1698–
1768)

WAREHAM

Original
Text

Deus, Fonte de
Vida (#23)

Wright

James Douglas
Macey (1860–
?)

HANFORD

Original
Text

Amor de Cristo
(#40)

Wright

Salvation
Army

Original
Text

Reconhecimento
(#41)

Wright

Ballington
Booth (1859–
1940
Isaac Hickman
Meredith
(1872–1962)

Salvation
Army

Original
Text

Glória a Jesus
(#61)
Amigo sem Igual
(#72)
Tudo de Graça
(#78)
Coração
Purificado (#80)
Cantai Louvores
(#85)
Sangue Precioso
(#86)

Wright

Sangue de Jesus
(#91)
Motivos de Louvor
(#122)
Alegria
Verdadeira (#146)

Wright

Vivifica-nos,
Senhor (#157)

Wright

Wright

H. H. Booth

Wright

J. C. Bateman

Wright

H. H. Booth

Wright

Anonymous

Wright

Ethelbert
William
Bullinger
(1837–1913)
Richard Slatter

Wright

Kate M.
Preston

Wright

John Robinson
Sweney
(1837–1899)
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Tune

Salvation
Army
Salvation
Army
Salvation
Army
Salvation
Army
BULLINGER

After the mist
and shadow
COME, MY
SOUL,
Salvation
Army

Category

Original
Text
Original
Text
Original
Text
Original
Text
Original
Text
Original
Text

Original
Text
Original
Text
Original
Text

Original
Text

Table 3.2. Additional hymns by H. M. Wright in the 1971 edition of Cantor Cristão (CC) (cont’d)
Portuguese Title
and CC Number

Original Text

Author

Composer

Tune

Category

Revificação
(#164)

Wright

Anonymous

I AM
TRUSTING,
Salvation
Army

Original
Text

Ó Minha Alma,
sem Demora
(#205)
Contrição (#262)

Wright

Thomas
Hastings
(1784–1872)
H. H. Booth

ZION

Original
Text

Salvação pela Fé
(#267)

Wright

Salvation
Army
ROCKED IN
THE
CRADLE

Original
Text
Original
Text

Fiquei Curado
(#280)

Wright

Confiança (#311)

Wright

Abrigo Seguro
(#321)
O Segredo do
Viver (#330)

Wright

Nunca Sozinho
(#362)

Wright

Certeza (#373)

Wright

Já Estou Certo
(#378)
Cristo pra Mim
(#393)
Substituição
(#404)

Wright

Descanso
Verdadeiro (#408)
Plena Paz (#409)

Wright

Acordai (#414)

Wright

Bradbury

Oh! Buscai (#423)

Wright

Thomas Cairns
(1868–1944?)

Wright

Arthur
Seymour
Sullivan
(1842–1900)
Hoffman
John Darwall
(1731–1789)
John J.
Richardson
(1816–1879)
W. A.
Hemphill

Wright

Original
Text

BITINIA
DARWALL
TICHFIELD

I’ve seen the
lightning
flashing

Anonymous
Salvation
Army

Wright

Herbert H.
Booth
William
Batchelder
Bradbury
(1816–1868)
J. H. Burke
(1858–1901)

Wright

Wright
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EVEN ME

Jesus only is
our message
Salvation
Army

Original
Text
Original
Text
Original
Text
Original
Text
Original
Text
Original
Text
Original
Text
Original
Text

Original
Text
Original
Text
Original
Text

Seek ye first
not earthly
pleasures

Original
Text

Table 3.2. Additional hymns by H. M. Wright in the 1971 edition of Cantor Cristão (CC) (cont’d)
Portuguese Title
and CC Number

Original Text

Author

Triunfo (#463)

Wright

Sempre Fiéis
(#464)

Composer
H. H. Booth

Tune

Category

Salvation
Army

Original
Text

Wright

American

Original
Text

Avante com
Alegria (#467)

Wright

American

Original
Text

Vem, Visita a Tua
Igreja (#580)

Wright

EBENEZER

Original
Text

In assessing Wright’s overall output, De Paula observed that “the number of
hymn adaptations and original texts is much greater than the number of actual
translations. This process of hymnic production, favored by several authors of Portuguese
hymn texts, guaranteed less contrived and more flowing poetry. Wright’s fluency in both
Portuguese and English also contributed to the higher quality of his texts.”77
Wright’s output went beyond purely evangelistic hymns. For example, his chorus
“Vem, Visita a Tua Igreja” (#580), set to the haunting tune EBENEZER with memorable
harmonization by Thomas John Williams, is a communal plea for sanctification, much
appreciated by many Brazilian congregations. The Trinitarian text of “Antífona” (#1) is
arguably one of Wright’s finest. It is a congregational prayer of adoration to God the
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. By highlighting particular attributes of each of the three
persons of the Trinity, this solemn hymn teaches a valuable theological lesson.
“Bendito Cordeiro” (#123), Wright’s translation of “Blessed Be the Fountain of
Blood,” is a good illustration of the blurry line that separates a literal text translation from
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De Paula, “Early Hymnody,” 77.
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an adaptation. In Portuguese, Wright infuses the text with a sense of affection for the
sufferings of Christ and, again, makes it a corporate prayer through which all are invited
to contemplate the savior’s sacrifice of love, affirming Jesus’ power to cleanse and
forgive.78 Other representative hymns by Wright deal with assurance of peace in the
midst of life’s trouble (#330), Christ’s resurrection (#101), and the call to missions and
evangelism (#443).
Wright’s remarkable influence on Brazilian Protestant Christianity required a
vast amount of social, cultural, and financial resources; however, in all the sources I have
been able to access, the issue of support and cost of Wright’s work is never discussed.
Considering the number of miles he traveled on repeated journeys to and from Portugal,
England, United States, and Brazil, as well as his extended stays in each of these places, a
significant amount of money was clearly spent. He also published some song collections
himself and was, until the end of his life, a faithful benefactor of the work of the YMCA.
How did he pay for it all? One possible explanation may be found in his name:
Henry Maxwell Wright. Like another pioneer missionary with British roots, Robert Reid
Kalley—who self-financed his many travels around the world, including extended stays
in the Madeira Island, in the United States, Lebanon, and Israel, in addition to his long
career in Brazil where he was friends with the then Brazilian Emperor, Pedro II79—
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In my home church, First Baptist Church of Recife, Brazil, this hymn was
traditionally sung during the celebration of the Lord’s Supper.
79

Braga, Música Sacra Evangélica no Brasil, 320. See also João Gomes da
Rocha, Lembranças do Passado (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil: Centro Brasileiro de Publicidade
Ltda., 1941), 9. With the help of the British government, Kalley received a significant
sum (£ 7,000) from Portuguese authorities as compensation for the losses he suffered
under the religious persecution in Madeira. According to William B. Forsyth, Kalley
invested the money and the profits to help the Madeiran refugees and his missionary
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Wright was himself a wealthy man and his family’s successful international businesses
almost certainly contributed to his financial independence. He did not have to work for a
missionary-sending organization, unlike Ginsburg who wrote often about his “meager
salary” as a novice missionary in Brazil.80 Nor did he have to spend time writing “appeal
letters” to raise money for his trips, living expenses, and self-published song and hymn
collections, such as the ones frequently displayed in the pages of mission publications.81
He used his personal wealth to create opportunities for himself and his co-workers that
would not have been available to those of lesser means.
“I Resolved to Sing Hymns”: The Contribution of Solomon Ginsburg
to Lusophone Hymnody
Because of Ginsburg’s role in compiling the Cantor Cristão, Brazilian historians
have documented his contributions in greater detail than those of Wright. For example,
in 1951, under the pen name Rolando de Nassau, Roberto Hollanda created a music
section in O Jornal Batista that ran until 2018 where he published over one thousand
articles about various aspects of Brazilian church music and hymnody in general, and
Ginsburg and Cantor Cristão in particular.82 He continues to share his research on his
own website, “Rolando de Nassau na Internet” (subtitled “Nassau’s Optics on Topics”) as
well as on “Hinologia Cristã,” a website launched in 2015 featuring valuable information

efforts in Brazil. See Testa, “The Apostle of Madeira,” 197, and Forsyth, The Wolf of
Scotland, 77.
80

See for example, Ginsburg, A Wandering Jew, 121 and 171–73.
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Home and Foreign Fields is a good example of such publications.

82

Email correspondence with author, November 29, 2020.
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on Brazilian church music, past and present.83 Isidoro Lessa De Paula’s 1985 D.M.A.
dissertation, often referenced in this work, is another outstanding source of information
on various aspects of the history of the Brazilian hymnal and its originator.84 Chapter two
of this dissertation adds to these accounts by including a detailed analysis of the contents
of the newly discovered 1893 edition of Cantor Cristão, along with information on
Ginsburg’s work as a hymn writer and translator, and editor of the hymnal.
In dialog with this previous work I will use Ginsburg’s autobiography to examine
his use of hymns in his diversified occupations as pastor, evangelist, colporteur,
newspaperman, and church planter, thus offering a perspective not emphasized in these
accounts. While I am aware of the challenges of relying on autobiographies for impartial,
factual information, the above-mentioned secondary sources and other additional primary
materials have helped me paint what I believe to be a fairly accurate picture of the way
Ginsburg used song and singing in his missionary work.
Ginsburg’s biography is filled with mentions of him singing hymns at open-air
events, a practice he recognized as especially helpful. He believed that music attracted
crowds to hear his evangelistic messages and, at times, the music appeased the crowd if,
by any chance, those messages were not well received. Recounting his first open-air
meeting in Brazil, he wrote:
At three o’clock I was on the Square, and looking around for helpers I only found
four women—a mother with her two daughters and one sister. Asking for the loan
of a stool from the keeper of the Public Garden, situated on one side of the
[S]quare, I climbed upon it and started singing a hymn. Not more than a minute
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http://www.nassau.mus.br/ and http://www.hinologia.org/, respectively.

Isidoro Lessa De Paula, “Early Hymnody in Brazilian Churches: Its Source and
Development” (D.M.A. diss., Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1985).
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passed before a great multitude stood around us listening attentively to the
message I gave them in the name of Jesus.85
Ginsburg also mentioned using a portable, folding organ to accompany his
singing. On one occasion, for instance, he was invited to preach in Amargosa, a small
town in the state of Bahia. It was apparently a very successful event, for, according to
Ginsburg, it lasted from seven o’clock in the evening until around three o’clock in the
morning: “Of course I did not talk all night. We also had singing of hymns, and with my
little Bilhorn [portable organ] I managed to teach the crowd some of our beautiful gospel
hymns.”86
Another interesting experience highlighting the role of hymn-singing in
Ginsburg’s career took place in the city of São Fidelis, in the state of Rio de Janeiro.
After renting a house in the city, he and his wife87 embarked on their first mission project
together. He wrote:
Taking with me the inseparable folding organ, I went to that city to commence the
work for the Master. Mrs. Ginsburg went along with me, this being our first
mission trip after our marriage. The interested persons in that place were only
three, a man, his wife and his servant girl. Altogether we were five, and we began
the work. At about seven in the evening I began the meeting by singing a few
hymns, and soon a crowd of about a thousand people came and stood before the
house.88
This was not a sympathetic crowd, though. Ginsburg noted that the people were ready to
attack them but, “[a]s long as hymns were sung no opposition developed except the
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Ginsburg, A Wandering Jew, 45.
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Ginsburg, A Wandering Jew, 78–80.
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He is referring to his second wife, Emma Morton.

88

Ginsburg, A Wandering Jew, 97.
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throwing of stones, grass, and rubbish. As soon as I began to speak, however,
pandemonium would break loose. Indecent and insulting words were launched at us.
Unable to make myself heard, I resolved to sing hymns.”89
Given his emphasis on hymn singing, it is remarkable that his 263-page biography
contains only one reference to Cantor Cristão. At the end of a section titled “The Power
of the Printed Page,” in which he cites his efforts at producing printed tracts and a
newspaper as evangelistic and educational tools, he wrote:
One source of good results was our own hymn book, called ‘Cantor Christao.’ I
started that book while in Pernambuco, even before becoming a Baptist. The first
edition was a small leaflet containing 16 hymns. The first one I ever translated
into the Portuguese language was that inspiring one: ‘Showers of Blessings.’ The
native believers took to my hymns gladly, which encouraged me greatly. It did me
good to hear them sing those beautiful gospel songs in their homes, in the
workshops, and even as they were walking along the streets. To-day we have a
hymn book containing about 600 hymns.90
I believe Ginsburg would be surprised to know that, after a lifetime of selling
Bibles and distributing evangelistic pamphlets, facing intense anti-Protestant attack (both
metaphorically and literally),91 holding evangelistic events, planting churches, and
establishing Christian newspapers and educational institutions throughout the vast
Brazilian territory, he would be most recognized for his lasting contributions to hymnody.
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Incidentally, Ginsburg and his wife were arrested the following day and then
ordered to leave the city. Ginsburg, A Wandering Jew 97–98.
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Ginsburg, A Wandering Jew, 122–23.
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For a thorough discussion of campaigns against the rise of Protestantism in
Brazil, especially in the Northeastern region of the country, see Erika Helgen, Religious
Conflict in Brazil: Protestants, Catholics, and the Rise of Religious Pluralism in the
Early Twentieth Century (New Haven, CT, and London: Yale University Press, 2020).
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He seems to have considered the publication of a hymnal to be no special feat but a
natural extension of his work, as customary as printing a tract or publishing a newspaper.
Based on these accounts from Ginsburg’s autobiography, it seems that his
motivation for writing or translating hymn texts was highly pragmatic. First, hymn
singing supported his evangelistic efforts, drawing people in who, after listening to his
playing and singing, would perhaps stay and listen to his preaching as well. Second,
because hymns can be an effective tool in educating believers about the theory and the
practice of Christian living, hymn singing could support his pastoral efforts in the
spiritual and doctrinal formation of the church members under his care. Finally, singing
facilitates community formation, bringing people together in time, space, word, and
breath, strengthening the many congregations he would eventually establish or pastor in
many parts of the country.92 However, unless people could hear and sing hymns in
Portuguese, all of these benefits would potentially be lost—hence the need to generate
this crucial repertoire.
That Ginsburg understood his hymn-related work primarily as pragmatic support
for evangelism efforts is also supported by examining the timeline of his hymn
production. Ginsburg’s hymn-related work (both his writing of original texts and his
translating of texts by other authors), is not evenly distributed throughout his career.
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Over the course of his thirty-year career, Ginsburg founded a number of
churches and congregations, in areas of the country as diverse as the states of Rio de
Janeiro (Southwest), Pernambuco (Northeast), and Pará (North), in the Amazon region.
See the bio-sketch published in www.Hinologiacristã.org by Rolando de Nassau, “A
Grande Aventura da Vida de Salomão Ginsburg” (http://www.hinologia.org/salomaoginsburg/), Francisco Bonato Pereira da Silva, 100 Anos de História: Igreja Batista do
Cordeiro, A Igreja do Coração (Recife, Brazil: Zit Editora, 2005), and Silva, Primeira
Igreja Batista do Recife.
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From 1890, the year he arrived in Brazil, until 1911, he produced over one hundred
hymns; in the next fifteen years, from 1912 until his death in 1927, he produced no more
than four.93 One could reason that, as successive editions of Cantor Cristão incorporated
more and more hymns in Portuguese by a longer list of writers and translators, including
Brazilian contributors, the need for him to produce new hymns diminished considerably.
Made to Be Sung: Wright’s and Ginsburg’s Choice of Hymn Tunes
Since the popularity of a hymn is frequently dependent on the tune to which it is
sung, it is important to consider the melodies that have carried Wright’s and Ginsburg’s
words for over a century in Brazil, and throughout many parts of the world where
Portuguese is spoken. The historical context in which Wright and Ginsburg worked as
both hymn writers and translators is key to understanding the reasons for their selection
of hymns to be translated into Portuguese and of tunes they would choose as settings for
their own texts. An examination of this context reveals three distinct song repertoires and
singing practices from which Wright and Ginsburg drew their tunes: the evangelistic
campaigns of Moody and Sankey, the meetings of the YMCA, and the tune repertoire of
the Salvation Army.
Although Wright was Portuguese by birth and British by ancestry, his career
choice was decisively influenced by the evangelistic campaigns led by American
revivalists Moody and Sankey. Commenting on the Moody-Sankey successes in England,
James Findlay, Jr., remarked that, in addition to Moody’s style of preaching, his storytelling talents, and his characteristic “Yankee” way of speaking, “[t]he popularity of
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Sankey’s music also contributed to the attractiveness of the Americans.”94 According to a
contemporary observer, the revival tunes used in their campaigns were “easily learnt,
easily remembered; they haunted people during the week.”95
While in England, Wright attended some of those evangelistic services and heard
the gospel message as preached by Moody and sung by Sankey. Like these American
evangelists, Wright recognized the vital role of singing in such events. And it seems he
attributed the power of singing not just to any Christian songs, but rather to the singing of
gospel songs in particular. With their characteristic simplicity of form and content,
accessible tunes, and memorable refrains, gospel songs were capable of facilitating the
participation of those attending evangelistic services and meetings, the recurring themes
of repentance, forgiveness, and grace persuading the audience by appealing to their
emotions and religious fervor.96
As already discussed in chapter two, Ginsburg shared Wright’s affinity with
gospel hymnody. Sacred Songs and Solos, The Christian Choir, and New Hymns and
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April 16, 2021.
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Solos, all compiled by Sankey, were primary sources for Cantor Cristão.97 According to
De Paula, the “translations” included in the Brazilian hymnal were frequently radically
different from the original texts: “Many Brazilian writers and missionaries instead of
writing actual translations, preferred to adapt the texts in Portuguese, using the basic
thought of the original.”98
A second major music influence were the songs and singing practices of the
YMCA. Church music historians note that an important forerunner of the gospel song
was “the hearty singing of large groups attending the annual national conventions of the
YMCA.”99 Sankey himself worked for the YMCA before joining Moody as song leader
and soloist.100 As mentioned above, Wright, too, had a life-long connection to this
parachurch organization and may have been influenced by the songs he heard at their
meetings.
Third, the tune repertoire and hearty hymn singing characteristic of William
Booth’s Salvation Army101 was possibly another significant influence on Wright’s own
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career as evangelist, hymn writer, soloist and congregational song leader. Of the thirteen
Salvation Army tunes featured in Cantor Cristão, twelve have original texts written by
Wright: nine are short choruses and three are full hymns (see Table 2).102
Thus, for both Wright and Ginsburg, the singing of emotive gospel hymns written
in the popular styles of the day—a repertoire which came to be the “global” Christian
popular music of the time—was an extremely helpful tool in their evangelistic efforts, be
it in the United States, England, Brazil, or Portugal. It is hardly surprising then that as
soon as Protestant missionaries established themselves in Brazil, compilations of psalms
and hymns began to appear. The influence of Wright’s hymns may be considered even
greater in this context, especially because of his custom of reading the texts of hymns and
choruses to his audiences before singing them, and his practice of integrating hymnsinging with preaching itself in the course of his evangelistic campaigns.103 Thus, unlike
the words Ginsburg and Wright spoke during their sermons and prayers long ago, the
words of their hymns remain.

Considering Local Agency: The Role of Cultural Mediators
Though Ginsburg and Wright were powerful figures in the production of
Brazilian Protestant hymnody, also significant in the success of their hymns were local
agents present in the web of connections and exchanges within Wright’s and Ginsburg’s
work. As Maxwell explained
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[t]he transportation and localisation of Christian ideas and practices raise the
issue of agency. Missionaries were not the only proselytizers; in fact, they often
made poor evangelists, not the least because of linguistic barriers. There is the
need to identify those who acted as ‘middle figures,’ mediating between two
cultures, doing the conceptual work necessary to domesticate Christianity.104
In the particular case of Brazil, Antonio Teixeira de Albuquerque (1840–1887)
exemplifies such a mediating or “middle figure.” Born in Alagoas, in the northeast of
Brazil, he became a Roman Catholic priest.105 His own studies of scripture led him to
abandon the priesthood and eventually join the Baptist community of American
immigrants in Santa Barbara, in the state of São Paulo. It was there in 1881 that he met
missionaries William Buck and Anne Luther Bagby.106 He served a crucial role, offering
“his help as a language teacher, counselor, and writer for the fledging Baptist Mission. It
would be impossible to overestimate the contribution of Teixeira [de Albuquerque] to the
later success of the Baptist initiative. Here we see the entrance of a purely providential,
indigenous element in the evangelical Baptist beginnings.”107 Teixeira de Albuquerque
was the first Brazilian to be ordained as a Baptist minister.108
Another remarkable character that fits this profile is José Luiz Fernandes Braga,
the Portuguese-Brazilian businessman who hosted both Wright and Ginsburg in his home
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in Portugal. His initiative and disposition provided a crucial link between the Kalleys,
Wright, and Ginsburg. Because of his own life experiences, I imagine his home in the
city of Porto may have offered a foretaste of the city of Rio de Janeiro to the Europeans.
In Ginsburg’s case, such “middle figures” were often identified by name. His
autobiography is filled with information about a number of Brazilians who guided and
assisted him on his numerous journeys (by train, boat, or on horseback), opened their
homes to him, shared their food with him, introduced him to their friends, and, in some
instances even protected his very life.109 The chapter titled “Companions and Friends,”
for example, includes the following comment: “For the last seven years I was closely
associated with [Theodoro] in the Publishing House, and I must say that had it not been
for him I would have found it very difficult to carry out the program of the Publishing
House.”110 Another one of Ginsburg’s good friends was influential Brazilian Baptist
Joaquim Nogueira Paranaguá, described as follows:
It was my privilege to stay in the home of Dr. Paranagua for over six months and
watch his clean, pure and wholesome life from close quarters. It was simply
wonderful to witness what I saw with my own eyes daily. How a family of such
high social standing, visited continually by some of the highest of the land, lived
the simple and pure gospel life is still a miracle to me. Dr. Paranagua and his
noble wife, a daughter of a former Swiss Ambassador to Brazil, never lost an
opportunity to testify for the Master. In a masterful way he would lead the
conversation to the theme that was uppermost in his heart and then, if I were in
the house, he would call me and introduce me to the party that I might speak of
Jesus. [ . . .] Sometimes he would invite me to visit the Senate or House of
Representatives and, using the privilege of the House as former Senator of the
Republic, take me into the private chambers of his former colleagues and,
introducing me, have me speak of the gospel and its power to save.111
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Besides the relationship between the missionary and the “missionized,” the
human-dimension of missionary work manifests itself in yet another type of relationship:
the relationship between fellow missionaries working together in the same field. A
missionary-sending agency may adopt thoughtful goals, objectives, projections and
strategies but, ultimately, the role of the individual missionary on the ground may
determine the degree of success or failure of the overall mission. Similarly, tensions
between missionaries could also detract from or enhance the project’s goals. The US
Foreign Mission Board supported Ginsburg, likely because he had proved himself a
gifted and dedicated worker. However, considering how different his cultural and
educational backgrounds were from the “professional” North American missionaries with
whom he worked, it is not surprising that tensions would arise.112
Among these, W. E. Entzminger, a pioneer American missionary who founded
both the Brazilian Baptist Publishing House and the Jornal Batista (a national
denominational newspaper), and who was a prolific hymn writer and translator featured
prominently in Cantor Cristão, seems to have had great difficulties in working with
Solomon Ginsburg. Some of his complaints against Ginsburg were strikingly antiSemitic; in fact, he “wrote regularly to different [Foreign Mission Board] corresponding
secretaries not only complaining that Ginsburg was bad at what he thought a Jew should
do well—handling money—but also that Ginsburg, deep inside, could ‘never overcome
being a Jew.’”113 According to Entzminger, Ginsburg was disliked by a number of
Wright’s status as an independent, self-supporting evangelist, explain the lack
of these kinds or records and reports about his activities and performance.
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missionaries and he urged the Board to appoint someone else to take Ginsburg’s place,
someone who was a “genuine American.”114
Ultimately, Ginsburg’s results won out over Entzminger’s prejudice with the US
Foreign Mission Board. Along with other missionaries and evangelists, both Wright and
Ginsburg preached to thousands of Brazilians over the course of their careers. Many
people believed their message and filled the rosters of Baptist churches in Brazil, at times
enduring discrimination, persecution, hardships, and physical violence.115 Many became
pastors and evangelists themselves. Churches all over the country cooperated to establish
and support schools and seminaries, and the work of Brazilian missionaries in the country
and abroad.116 They built and furnished buildings, taught Bible classes, bought hymnals
and formed choirs. Thus, while this mission enterprise started with foreigners, Brazilians
chose to embrace, nurture, and make it their own. While Christians in both England and
the United States prayed for the “lost,” sang about “pagan lands,” and took up offerings
to reach places like Brazil, considered to be “the ends of the earth,” with the Gospel,
Brazilians were doing the same, while re-assigning the “ends of the earth” to another
geographical location.
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Concluding Thoughts: A Reflection from “the Missionized”
on the Importance of Agency
The history of Cantor Cristão reveals many fascinating aspects of the
development of Protestant hymnody in Brazil. The influential lives of Wright and
Ginsburg expose a web of long-distance connections, extending east towards Russia and
Poland, west towards Portugal, England, and the United States, and south towards Brazil;
it involves multiple linguistic and cultural elements, and the distinct perspectives of those
who, in late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries crossed a number of borders,
literally and metaphorically, to do the work of a missionary.
Among the fruit of their labor is Cantor Cristão. What started as an unpretentious
booklet published in 1891 took root and prospered. Already in 1892 a few dozen copies
of its second edition were brought to the United States to be used by the Portuguese
immigrant community in New Bedford, Massachusetts.117 In 1950 the Church of Christ in
Angola (Methodist branch) included hymns from Cantor Cristão in their bilingual
hymnal (Portuguese-Kimbundu), Hinário Divulu Dia Mimbu.118 In 1974 the Portuguese
Baptist Convention adopted Cantor Cristão as its official hymnal. Today, in addition to
printed copies in a variety of formats, the hymnal is available in a variety of internet sites,
evidence of the importance of Cantor Cristão to multitudes of Lusophone Christian
communities all over the world.
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The choice to research the life and work of missionaries Solomon Ginsburg and
Henry Maxwell Wright in connection to Cantor Cristão was more than an academic
exercise for me; in many ways it was profoundly personal. Researching their lives
allowed me to reflect on my own connections to the places, names, language, and the
hymns that were part of their lives and mine.
As a third-generation Brazilian Baptist, my own life is replete with connections to
the figures, institutions, and publications mentioned in this chapter. My home church was
First Baptist Church of Recife, where Ginsburg served as pastor from 1900 to 1909. On
the occasion of my baptism, at age eleven, my mother gave me a treasured leather-bound
copy of the 1971 edition of Cantor Cristão, with music; I still sing from it at home. I
have walked and driven by the Igreja Evangélica Congregacional Pernambucana many
times. This is the Congregationalist church founded by Robert Kalley, a place where both
Wright and Ginsburg preached. The North Brazil Baptist Theological Seminary, founded
by Ginsburg in 1902, is located a few blocks away, where, in the early 1980s I enrolled as
a non-degree-seeking music student for a few semesters (my husband is a graduate of that
seminary).
These three historical institutions are situated in the Boa Vista neighborhood, not
far from Faculdade de Direito do Recife, the Law School where my mother worked as a
librarian for thirty-two years, and the Colégio Marista do Recife, the Marianist Catholic
school where I completed sixth-eighth grades and where decades earlier my father was a
boarder for six years. Boa Vista also housed shops and bookstores, movie theaters, cafés
and bakeries, ice cream parlors, and the home of beloved relatives. Together, these
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buildings and streets comprise the map of my own childhood and adolescence, my
formative stomping grounds, my earliest concept of the world.
Furthermore, my decisions to study music, attend Baylor University, and work in
music ministry, are all in one way or another related to my Baptist upbringing; I still
maintain close connections to a number of retired missionaries and their families, many
of whom showed great hospitality when my husband and I first arrived in the United
States as international students.119 All of the connections highlighted demonstrate the
degree to which I am a product of the missionary enterprise, and have directly and
indirectly benefitted from the work of British and American missionaries in Brazil.
Yet, I am also acutely aware that the relationship between missionaries and
missionized can be marred by a host of problems, many of which relate to the inherent
asymmetry between the two parties. In the words of Latin American theologian Samuel
Escobar, “Imperial missiology [. . .] carried on missionary work from a position of
superiority: political, military, financial, technological. [. . .] In the imperial missiology
paradigm, Christianity is thus dependent on the prop and tutelage of another powerful
partner.”120 In another instance, at important international meetings and conferences, such
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as the International Conference on World Evangelization (Lausanne, Switzerland, 1974),
Protestant leaders came together
to pray and reflect upon world evangelization, infused with a sense of ‘penitence
by our failures’ and critically reflecting on how the theology and practice of
Christian mission were tainted by an ‘imperial’ past. There was intense selfscrutiny of the ways in which Christian mission had historically allied itself with
imperial and colonial regimes: ‘a turning toward past colonial alliances to
prophetically indict such systems of power and a turning away from the lure of
such hegemonic practice.121
This view of missions is compatible, and indeed informed by, Postcolonial theory, and
this relationship is specifically mentioned by Robert Wuthnow: “Postcolonialism [. . .]
calls Christians to be attentive to the oppressed and is a reminder of the ambivalence that
missionary endeavors have always evoked.”122
In the specific case of Brazil, problems derived from issues of power, control,
money, and all sorts of prejudices related to culture, class, education, color, and race, had
been evident since the beginning of the Protestant missionary enterprise. As Chaves
points out, “[i]n terms of Anglo-Saxon superiority, most white Southern Baptist
missionaries in Brazil reflected—even if only implicitly—the prejudices and biases of
their countrymen who remained in Dixie.”123 In addition, strong antagonism between the
Catholic majority and the emerging Protestant population was a source of frequent
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conflicts in the country.124 Discord was also present within missionary circles, as was the
case during the “Radicalismo,” for example, a movement that pitted Brazilian Baptists
against American missionaries in the quest for national autonomy over denominational
work in Pernambuco.125
The postcolonial perspective is a valuable lens for understanding the large-scale
imbalances of power and resources within Brazilian Protestant missions work. What the
postcolonial account misses, however, is a fine-grained picture of the complexity of daily
social life. As part of the missionized minority population of Brazilian Baptists, other
perspectives are available to me in this the first quarter of the twentieth-first century that
foreground the life experiences of myself and others raised Baptist in Brazil.
While concurring with many of the critical points raised by analyses of church
historians and proceedings from international meetings on the effect of the Protestant
missions movement, it is important not to ignore the perspective on missionization from
specific local religious actors, because doing so can deny local agency, as well as
meaningful and long-standing transnational relationships forged in the process of mission
work. I have emphasized my own salient and personal connections with Ginsburg and
Wright, shared by many other Brazilian Baptists who are inheritors of their legacy.
From my perspective, the issue of human agency within the process of
missionization seems impossible to ignore, and if one takes the accounts and experiences
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of local agents seriously, then conventional narratives about missionaries as functioning
solely as agents of imperialism and colonialism are insufficient. That “Christianity has
always been a missionary religion with universalist aspirations”126 should not be
overlooked. The work of missionaries did not start with British and American Christians
in the nineteenth-century; it was not an invention of the Spanish and Portuguese Catholic
missionaries who traveled to the New World in the sixteenth-century; the earliest
Christian missionary impulse dates from the first century A.D., when Christianity
“evolved from an obscure sect of Galilean Jews into a religion of thousands centred upon
the Mediterranean world, especially North Africa.”127 In other words, Christianity has
long been a global religion, and missionaries have long been motivated by reasons
distinct from political power or economic influence.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Strengthening of Brazilian Baptist Musical Tradition: The Work of Music Missionaries
James Frederick (Fred) Spann and Ralph Manuel

In order to assess the continued presence and influence of missionaries to
Brazilian Baptist musical life it is important to understand a major initiative within the
Southern Baptist Convention (SBC). In 1948, under the administration of Executive
Secretary M. Theron Rankin (1945–1953), the Foreign Mission Board of the SBC
introduced the Advance Program with the goal of expanding the number of missionaries
from 625 to 1,800.1 Two factors may have bolstered Rankin’s bold initiative. First, he
was the first missionary to lead the Foreign Mission Board and his long career in the
mission field probably influenced his administrative vision.2 Second, by 1943, the Board
was in a favorable financial situation, free of debt for the first time in its history.3 Chief
among the objectives proposed by Rankin in the Advance Program was “to multiply and

Marion Fred Ellerbe, “The Music Missionary of the Southern Baptist
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strengthen every useful channel for preaching the good news of God in Christ Jesus.”4
This diversified approach opened the door to the appointment of missionaries whose
required academic formation and subsequent service in the mission field were
specifically in the area of music. Thus, in 1951, the Southern Baptist Convention
appointed its first music missionaries, Donald and Violet Orr, to Cali, Colombia.5 The
second and fourth music missionaries appointed by the Convention served in Brazil: Bill
Ichter in 1956, and Bennie May Oliver in 1957. Within a decade, six other music
missionaries were appointed to Brazil, the country that would eventually have both the
largest number of Southern Baptist Missionaries overall and one of the largest
concentrations of music missionaries.6 Ichter mentioned that “more than 20 of them
[were] scattered to every corner of Brazil.”7
This chapter will focus on two such missionaries: Fred Spann (born in Arkansas,
in 1933; served 1963–1993) and Ralph Manuel (born in Oklahoma, in 1951; served
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1980–2004).8 They have been selected based on their place of service (Recife), their
primary roles (musicians), and the impact they had as seminary professors and church
musicians, their combined tenure having covered a period of four decades. Furthermore,
Manuel was part of the committee that worked on the publication of the second Baptist
Brazilian hymnal, Hinário para o Culto Cristão, published in 1991. Figure 4.1 displays
both missionaries on a visit to Recife in 2019.

Figure 4.1. Spann and Manuel on the seminary campus in Recife, Brazil, November 2019. Photographed by
Carmen Rejane Menezes Lima. Used with permission.
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In addition to serving as seminary professors and administrators, these missionaries
engaged in activities that typify the Southern Baptist music minister role: they directed
church choirs, played musical instruments in worship, planned worship services, led
congregational singing, and preached sermons. They also translated or composed a
significant quantity of musical works (anthems, hymns, cantatas, choruses) which were
published by the music department of the Brazilian publishing house, itself under the
direction of missionaries. Congregations all over the country used these publications, and
in time included them into their standard repertoire. This diversity of roles made it possible
for these missionaries to exert a powerful influence on the musical life of Brazilian
churches including, but extending far beyond, the congregations where they worked. The
cities that are home to the three historical Baptist seminaries in Brazil were heavily affected
by their work as well.9 Such is the case of Recife, home of Seminário Teológico Batista do
Norte do Brasil (North Brazil Baptist Theological Seminary, STBNB) founded in 1902 by
Solomon Ginsburg, roughly a decade after he published the first edition of Cantor
Cristão.10
I will base my discussion on in-depth interviews, phone calls, and email messages
I have exchanged with both Spann and Manuel; on interviews and informal conversations
with former students, colleagues, and fellow church members of the missionaries; on
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documents and articles written by Spann; on online events recently organized and
broadcasted on YouTube by the STBNB and Igreja Evangélica Batista de Casa Amarela
(IEBCA), in Recife; and on my own observations from when I attended a choir reunion at
the STBNB in November, 2019, honoring the work of both Spann and Manuel.
In describing and reflecting on their engagement with Brazilian students,
colleagues, and church members, their distinguished reputations, and their legacy, I aim
to assess the work of these music missionaries by taking into account the significance of
local agents and the particular context in which they served. For, as Lamin Sanneh
indicated in his evaluation of the impact of Western missionaries in Africa, “[b]y shifting
our attention in this way we also renounce statistical measures for judging missionary
effectiveness, applying instead the much more relevant criteria of local significance.”11 In
order to teach conducting, hymnology, voice, and counterpoint, these music missionaries
needed students; in order to establish and grow choirs, music missionaries needed
choristers; in order to direct congregational singing, music missionaries needed
congregants. Consequently, if they taught numerous students, built outstanding choir
programs, and led vibrant congregational singing, they relied upon the involvement, skill,
and cooperation of Brazilian students, choristers, and congregants. Once again, I wish to
keep the issue of human agency at the fore, and not only in relation to the missionized but
also in the specific case of these two missionaries, Spann and Manuel. The work of
considering the individuals behind the title of missionary will, I hope, result in a more
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even-handed assessment of the role of these particular North American missionaries.
Understanding their struggles with the language, observing their way of relating to people
from all sorts of backgrounds, noticing their dedication and their striving to live out their
vocation as estrangeiros (foreigners) and outsiders prevents us from labeling them,
indiscriminately, as agents of imperialism who exerted ideological control over their socalled subjects in order to exploit them.
Finally, as I relate the contributions and long-term impact of the work of Pastor
Fred and Ralph (as Spann and Manuel are commonly known in Recife), I will comment
on their encounters with Cantor Cristão and the role the hymnal played in the fulfillment
of their duties as music missionaries.

A Life of Service: The Missionary Career of James Frederick (Fred) Spann
Growing up in Recife I heard many stories about Pastor Fred and his work at the
seminary. I first met him in 1981, when I joined the seminary’s choir, Coro Sinfônico,
which he directed.12 I subsequently had very little contact with him until 2019, when I
began research for this dissertation. In September of that year I wrote to him, letting him
know of my plan to write about his career as a music missionary in Recife, including his
view of and engagement with the repertoire of Cantor Cristão. I also mentioned that I
was planning to spend several weeks in Recife doing field work at Casa Amarela
Evangelical Baptist Church. Spann was IEBCA’s first pastor and that was also the church
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In 1981, at the age of eighteen, I signed up for a few courses at the seminary,
including some voice lessons with music missionary Mary Lois Summers. That year I
also joined Coro Sinfônico.
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that ordained him to pastoral ministry. To this day Casa Amarela’s music program is also
one of the most highly regarded in Recife.13
In response to my letter, Spann called on the phone. During our conversation, he
was remarkably open, sharing freely many pieces of personal information. He told me
about his current life on a small farm in Arkansas, how his wife was in poor health, and
how he had been writing his memoir for a while now. He shared how he asked his son to
drive him to see his old colleague, friend, and fellow pioneer music missionary Bill Ichter
just a few weeks before Ichter’s death at the age of ninety-three, in Louisiana. Because I
had not talked to him in decades, I was a bit apprehensive about whether he would be
open to contributing his perspective to my research. But from the very beginning of our
conversation, I could sense he was glad to talk about those memories and very willing to
be interviewed as part of my research. He mentioned the names of several people whom I
should contact, including Ralph Manuel and Carlos Ichter (Bill Ichter’s son), the current
music minister at Tallowood Baptist Church in Houston who himself had been a music
missionary in Brazil. Spann spoke Portuguese the entire time, except when, towards the
end of the phone call, he tried to express how glad he was about my invitation: “I have
goose bumps!” He proceeded to explain, in Portuguese, how touched he was just for
having that conversation. He informed me he would be in Recife for the Coro Sinfônico
reunion in November and we agreed to meet face to face for an interview then.
Over the course of our conversation in November 2019, Spann described his call
to missions as follows. As part of his training to become a US Navy officer, he spent two
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months traveling in Europe. While in Bergen, Norway, a young man approached Spann
as he stepped out of a bank, asking if he would be willing to teach a few songs to a group
of Christians meeting in a building nearby. He accepted the invitation. Sometime later, in
London, he heard a small group of Christians near Marble Arch talking about Jesus. He
struck up a conversation with them and even joined them for tea. He was happy to be
invited to meet with them the following afternoon for a time of singing, which he did.
Spann said that these seemingly random experiences helped him realize that music was
indeed a useful vehicle through which to preach the Gospel in foreign lands. Then, after
reading the first epistle of John in his Bible, he decided to dedicate his musical talent and
his life to God and become a music missionary.14
Spann holds degrees from Ouachita Baptist University (Bachelor of Arts in
Music, 1956), Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary (Master of Church Music,
1960), and Florida State University (Ph.D. in Music Education, 1968).15 He arrived in
Recife in 1963 to direct the North Brazil Baptist Theological Seminary music program
and enjoyed a fruitful and consequential thirty-year career there. In addition to his
administrative duties, he taught a number of courses, including theory, voice, conducting,
Christian worship, church music administration, music education, choral techniques, and

This story is also recorded in his unpublished essay, “Pontos altos na carreira de
um missionário no campo da música.” I received a copy of this document via email in
December 2019 from the current director of Coro Sinfônico, Hadassa Rossiter Gonzaga,
who is researching the history of the seminary choir.
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the psychology and philosophy of music. Concurrently, he served at local congregations
in Recife, as music director (Casa Amarela, Cordeiro), and, on two occasions, as senior
pastor as well: at Casa Amarela (1964–1967) when he first arrived in Recife, and at
Igreja Batista do Forte (Forte Baptist Church)—a church he founded in the neighboring
city of Paulista—during the last decade of his missionary work (1983–1993).
But it was probably his work directing Coro Sinfônico that made him one of the
most recognizable names among Baptists in Brazil. Under his direction the choir
performed extensively in a variety of settings at home in Brazil (churches, concert halls,
public plazas, television programs, military headquarters, and schools) and abroad,
including concerts in Portugal, Spain, Germany, Switzerland, France, England, South
Korea, Japan, Canada, and the United States. The repertoire included classical works (by
Haydn, Beethoven, and Brahms, for example) as well as pieces written by Brazilian
classical composers from all periods, including Luis Álvares Pinto (1719–1789), José
Maurício Nunes Garcia (1767–1830), and Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887–1859). The choir
also became known for its performances of arrangements of beloved Brazilian popular
songs such as “Aquarela do Brasil” by Ary Barroso, “Carinhoso” by Pinxinguinha, and
“Eu vim da Bahia Cantar” by Gilberto Gil. Elaborate arrangements of folk music from
Northeast Brazil by prominent Brazilian composers were also incorporated into the
choir’s repertoire, among them: “Seleção de Cirandas” arranged by Duda, “Quatro
Toadas de Maracatu” by Ernst Mahle, and “Cantigas de Lampião,” by Marlos Nobre.16
Because of his stated interest in nurturing church music written by Brazilian composers,

James Frederick Spann, “Pontos altos na carreira de um missionário no campo
da música,” unpublished document.
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Spann also included works by native seminary professors and former students, such as
Gamaliel Perruci (1932–1999) and Nabor Nunes (1944–2013).
On the morning of November 18, 2019, Spann and I met for an interview. I had
been in Recife since late October conducting field work for this dissertation and he was
there for a brief visit, attending the Coro Sinfônico reunion. Over the course of this
conversation, Spann shared stories from various periods of his career, highlighting
events, places, and people that left indelible memories. He also discussed some of the
principles and goals that guided his work in both music and mission. Even before taking
his seat, he stated, “the history of Cantor Cristão is the history of Brazilian Baptists.”17
He continued by telling me about several experiences he had had leading hymns in
churches, outdoor gatherings, sports arenas, and the enthusiasm and devotion expressed
by congregants or audiences at them. He recalled how, on more than one occasion, an
event such as a music workshop or evangelistic campaign gathering was interrupted by a
sudden failure of electric power. When that happened, the meetings went on because the
people in attendance started singing hymns, from memory, until power was restored.
During his first year in Brazil, while attending language school in the city of Campinas,
he practiced Portuguese by singing hymns, enunciating the lyrics phonetically. Having
this familiar repertory at hand, albeit in Portuguese, was highly beneficial to his work as a
music missionary, and served as a strong foundation for his teaching career, his ministry
in local congregations, and his evangelistic efforts which were intrinsically connected to
most of his activities since he believes that spreading the Gospel message was one of his

He spoke in Portuguese: “A história do Cantor Cristão é a história dos batistas
brasileiros.”
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primary goals as a missionary. It is essential to emphasize that during Spann’s tenure—
and to some extent, to this day—when Brazilian Baptists refer or referred to hymns and
hymn singing, they were not speaking about a general category or repertoire of
congregational song: they were and are referring to the hymns of Cantor Cristão, the
specific selection of hymns in this particular hymnal. The hymns that congregations sang
in church services, at open-air evangelistic campaigns, in their devotional times at home,
were hymns from Cantor Cristão, whether they sang them from memory or from their
own, personal copies of the hymnal; in music classes at the seminary, students learned to
play hymns from Cantor Cristão on the piano, and used the hymns from Cantor Cristão
to practice basic conducting patterns. Thus, this collection of hymns was an indispensable
tool, serving as the foundation for Spann’s fruitful ministry in Brazil.
In communicating this message, Spann believes that music is powerful but that
the message of the words should not be ignored. That is why he was a strong advocate for
translating the works presented by the seminary choir, be it contemporary cantatas by
John Peterson, Buryl Red (who was Spann’s cousin), or Tom Fettke, and anthems in the
Western classical tradition, such as Handel’s Messiah, Haydn’s Creation, or Brahms’
German Requiem. He explained that understanding the text is of great importance, not
only to those performing a piece but also, and especially, to the audience. He shared a
few experiences of when some of the orchestral musicians who were accompanying the
choir told him how touched they were on hearing familiar works such as Brahms’
Requiem, sung in Portuguese for the first time.
Along with his commitment to sharing the Gospel message, Spann’s work as a
music missionary reveals another perhaps equally important guiding principle he
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followed: the joy of making and experiencing music, even at the cost of presenting a less
than perfect performance. As a choir member, I remember one particular rehearsal when,
after repeated attempts to make it through a very demanding passage, he finally told us,
pragmatically and without any hint of anger: “This chord has five notes; just choose one
of them and sing!” It seems that for Spann, reading the score perfectly was secondary to
the overall impact of the performance and to a meaningful connection with the audience.
His charismatic stage presence invited audiences and choir members alike to delight in
the beauty of music and, in the case of sacred works, the message of the text. Rather than
aiming to dazzle by a display of superior technique and skill, Spann seems to have
preferred to offer the audience a heartfelt blend of vocal and instrumental sounds, poetry,
and rhythm, aesthetic and spiritual pleasure, always in the name of Jesus.
Another important aspect of Spann’s approach to his work was making a variety
of music accessible to as many people as possible. Some of the highlights of his time as
director of Coro Sinfônico include performances in Balsas, in the state of Maranhão,
where people had never before heard four-part harmony singing (this is also one of the
places where the choir sang in the dark for twenty minutes due to a power outage). Spann
told me that on another occasion, in Belo Jardim, located about one hundred miles from
Recife, a local doctor who had a large collection of recordings of classical music was
particularly delighted with the choir’s performance because it was the first time he had
heard a work by Bach performed live.18 Experiences such as these encouraged Spann to
expand the choir’s repertoire, and to schedule performances in diverse settings and varied
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circumstances ranging from places like Balsas and Belo Jardim, to meetings of the
Baptist World Alliance in Toronto, Canada (1980) and Seoul, South Korea (1990).19
In a different cultural context, the many Coro Sinfônico tours would perhaps be
regarded as inconsequential—as just another visiting choir singing some of the standard
works of choral literature, the latest “hits” from contemporary Christian (mostly
American) choral music composers, and the occasional arrangement of a beloved folk or
popular song. In Brazil, however, during the final decades of the twentieth century, these
tours enriched the lives of hundreds of people, especially those living in remote places
away from big cities to whom attending any choir performance—notwithstanding the
technical and artistic levels of the presentation—would be considered a once-in-alifetime, extraordinary opportunity. According to Spann, besides preaching the gospel
though music, these were effective means of recruiting students to the seminary. He
explained how the choir’s performances were sometimes cited as the reason why a
student decided to pursue a degree in music at STBNB.
Not only did Spann work to promote the widespread musical performances of his
own choirs, but he was also concerned to publish choral music in Portuguese for other
Brazilian Baptist congregations and institutions to perform. The publication of choral
music collections was another prominent dimension of Spann’s missionary service in
Brazil. Titled O Coral Sinfônico and featuring works performed by the seminary choir,
these resources were widely used by Baptists churches throughout the country. Although
most of the works included in these seven volumes were translations of American choral
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pieces (many translated by Spann himself),20 original compositions by STBNB faculty
and students were also featured from time to time.21 Finally, seven recordings of the
seminary choir were produced during Pastor Fred’s tenure as its director.22
Even if one takes into account his privileged position as an American citizen,
working for an American institution (and thus able to enjoy a standard of living much
higher than the great majority of the people with whom he associated), Spann’s
accomplishments are remarkable, indeed. The positive impact of his work is still evident
today, almost three decades after his retirement. His leadership fostered the steady growth
of the music program at the North Brazil Baptist Theological Seminary, and resulted in
the formation of music ministers who, after graduation, went on to serve numerous
Brazilian Baptist congregations. Some of those students he encouraged to continue their
education; they earned Master’s and Doctor’s degrees and some became professors
themselves.23 This achievement is all the more significant when one considers that the
implementation of a music curriculum in Brazilian schools did not become law until
2008, and that until then music education “was restricted to those who could afford

Spann’s translations of choral works were not necessarily linguistically elegant
and poetic. Nevertheless, they provided much needed material for church choirs across
the Brazilian territory.
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private tuition or conservatories.”24 Consequently, many of the students who aspired to
serve in music ministry lacked formal music education and were not able to read and
write music before coming to the seminary.25 Here Cantor Cristão, which contained the
basic repertoire sung by all Baptist churches in Brazil and was commonly available,
served as a valuable didactic tool, assisting in the teaching of theory, solfège, basic
conducting, voice, and piano. Brazilian Baptist churches do not have hymnals in their
pews so, before the advent of projection screens in worship spaces, congregants were
expected to bring their own; therefore, the centenary hymnal was often the first music
book these students acquired and it continued to be an essential resource throughout their
careers.26 For most of the twentieth century, Cantor Cristão remained a fundamental
companion to any Baptist church musician in Brazil, not unlike the place the Bible
occupies in the life of a pastor or theologian, for it comprised the sacred, all-sufficient
canon of congregational song.
He is the first to admit, however, that he could never have accomplished what he
did alone. During the hour-long interview he acknowledged that a number of Brazilian
colleagues played an indispensable role in developing the music program at the seminary,
with the goal of forming Brazilian students to serve Baptist churches as music ministers.
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He also underscored the vital role of the seminary’s head, missionary David Mein, whom
Spann considered a great friend. According to Spann, Mein (who had a bachelor of music
degree himself) appreciated the effect of music both in the life of the church and of the
individual and was a faithful supporter of the music program at the seminary.
On other occasions Spann highlighted the names of Gamaliel Perruci, José
Rodrigues Júnior, Olga Ribeiro da Silva, Marly Ximenes, and especially Maria de
Lourdes Nogueira, a STBNB graduate who earned a doctoral degree in Church Music at
Southwestern Baptist Seminary in Fort Worth and who, upon her return to Brazil, became
the head of the music program at the seminary in Recife. Spann referred to her as “his
right hand.”27
It is clear that, in order to accomplish so much, Spann needed the collaboration of
the missionized much more than whatever guidance could be received from his superiors
at the North Brazil Mission office (one of the three missions Southern Baptists
established in Brazil) and from the International Mission Board headquarters located in
Richmond, Virginia. Brazilian colleagues, students, members of the congregations he
served, local pastors and denominational leaders, were key in the implementation and
growth of this pioneer work; time, manner, and place all aligned effectively for a most
productive career.
In January 2002, during the centennial celebration of the North Brazil Theological
Seminary, Spann received official recognition for his thirty years of service to that
institution, thanking him for his part in fulfilling the words of the Old Testament prophet
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Jeremiah: “‘And I will give you shepherds after my own heart, who will feed you with
knowledge and understanding.’” He wrote about this occasion, expressing how touched
he was to receive this acknowledgment and that it is his prayer that his influence on
students and colleagues at the seminary may have been exerted according to God’s own
heart.28 He concluded: “I am glad to have spent my life in Brazil.”29
In the early 1990s, a combination of factors, including health and family needs,
and changes in denominational policies, made it necessary for him to return to the United
States. At the end of our interview, on that warm November morning in Recife, he told
me that if it had been up to him, he would never have left Brazil; that he would have been
happy to continue his work as a music missionary until the end of his life. Based on his
current reputation, that would have made Baptists in Recife very happy too.
“I Could do That”: The Missionary Career of Ralph Manuel
One of Fred Spann’s most important collaborators on the Brazilian mission field
was Ralph Manuel. I met Manuel under the same circumstances I met Spann—when I
joined Coro Sinfônico in 1981. Accompanying the choir was one of Manuel’s
responsibilities, in addition to teaching theory, counterpoint, composition, and piano at
the seminary. After many years, our paths crossed again in 2012 and a few times
afterwards, during Baptist denominational events or at the annual Alleluia conference at
Baylor University. We had already exchanged a few email messages about his work on
the publication of the second official Brazilian Baptist hymnal, the 1991 Hinário para o
Culto Cristão, when I asked to interview him in 2019, as part of my dissertation research.
28
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I conducted an in-depth interview with him on November 15 of that year, in Recife. The
information contained in the following paragraphs is based on that conversation, as well
as on phone conversations, email correspondence, and information he shared on recent
online “live” events organized by the STBNB and Casa Amarela Baptist Church and
broadcasted on YouTube.30
Manuel was born in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, in 1951.31 He grew up attending
church, actively participating in music ministry. He began taking piano lessons around
age seven and became the church pianist while still in High School. He attended Youth
camp every summer at Falls Creek (a Baptist Conference Center in Davis, OK) where he
remembers hearing from visiting Southern Baptist missionaries about their experiences in
the mission field. One year, the speaker was a music missionary who was serving in
Israel. Manuel was surprised: “A music missionary? I had never heard of such thing!”
He found the missionary’s testimony very interesting, but quickly forgot all about it. A
few years later, during his senior year in college, he became convinced (“out of nowhere,
apparently,” he said) that God wanted him to dedicate his life to missions, and become a
music missionary. He resisted the idea, primarily because he was under the impression
that to be a missionary one had to be a very special person—a type of “saint,” someone

“Música e Ministério, 60 Anos do Curso de Música STBNB: Histórias Que Se
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who lived a perfect life—and he did not think he was qualified. Eventually he decided to
accept the calling and his decision brought him a profound sense of peace. After earning
a bachelor of music degree from Oklahoma City University in piano performance in
1972, he enrolled at Southwestern Baptist Seminary in Fort Worth. By then he had been
in touch with the Foreign Mission Board and had learned that a seminary degree was
required from those seeking to become missionaries. While pursuing his Master of
Church Music degree, with a concentration in music education, he had the opportunity to
teach music theory. He did not think he would enjoy this assignment, but in the end he
found it very fulfilling. He graduated in 1975 and continued to work on the Foreign
Mission Board requirements. 32 Beyond a seminary degree, he would need to complete
two years of professional experience, so Manuel found a position at Southern Baptist
College in Arkansas (now Williams Baptist University), teaching piano and music theory.
One day, in one of the chapel services held at the school, the featured speaker was
a missionary, a music missionary, who was looking for someone to join him in the
mission field, teaching piano, composition, theory, and counterpoint. Manuel recalled
immediately thinking, “I could do that!” The missionary was glad to learn about
Manuel’s interest and it soon became clear to both of them that they were each other’s
answer to prayer. The visiting missionary was Fred Spann, and that is how Manuel came
to teach at the STBNB in Recife.
In our November 2019 interview, after listening to a summary of his upbringing,
education, calling to missions, and appointment to serve in Brazil as a music missionary
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in 1979, I asked Manuel to share his first impressions of and experiences in Brazil. He
mentioned that he was glad to have the support of the missionary community since at first
he and his wife did not speak a word of Portuguese.33 He also mentioned that he found
the people friendly and welcoming (and that the traffic was incredibly chaotic).
While attending language school in Campinas, he visited a few churches and was
amazed by how old the congregational hymns were: “Hey, I know most of these,” he
thought to himself; “and then, as it turned out, the ones I didn’t know I later found out
were much older than my time. I had to go to really old hymnals in the States to find out
what they were.” He continued, “I thought some of those were pretty good songs; I don’t
know why we don’t sing them anymore in the US.” Overall, other than being in
Portuguese, the hymns and church services in general were just like the ones “back
home,” he added.34
Right away he purchased a Bible in Portuguese and a copy of Cantor Cristão and
noticed something he found really strange at the time: “a very popular edition at the time
was one that had the Bible and the Cantor Cristão in one volume. And so, when you got
to the end of the Bible, in Revelation, you turned a few more pages and here you are:
‘Oh, here is the Cantor Cristão!’ I can see why people would think that was convenient,
because I noticed that in the churches they didn’t have hymnals in the pews like they did
in the States. Everybody had to bring their own. But I really did not like that idea for
theological reasons: it places the Cantor Cristão on the same footing as the Bible, as if it
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is just the next section of the Bible. I love hymns, but it’s not scripture, and so I really did
not like that idea.”35
In these recollections of his first years in the mission field, Manuel captured some
of the most significant characteristics of Baptist life in Brazil in the last quarter of the
twentieth century: the centrality, and archaic nature, of Cantor Cristão (“very old
hymns”); its standing among Baptists (“on equal footing with the Bible”); and worship
services that followed the Southern Baptist model introduced in Brazil by missionaries
(“just like back home”). These descriptions prompt questions about indigenization and
cultural authenticity. Why, after more than a century of Baptist work, were Brazilians still
singing mostly translated hymns, imported from Europe and the Unites States, rather than
hymns composed by Brazilians? History offers some reasons. As discussed in previous
chapters, when pioneer missionaries arrived in Brazil, hymn singing was one of their
primary tools for ministry: it was an effective way of attracting the attention of passers-by
during open-air evangelistic meetings (apparently tolerated by the sometimes-hostile
crowd); it could be employed in the teaching of biblical and doctrinal lessons; and it
served to build the identity of the budding Protestant community.36 Regarding the
repertoire, early Baptist converts sang “the songs which were most popular at the time—
that is, the revivalistic, evangelistic style used by D.L. Moody and Ira D. Sankey in both
England and the United States.”37 Some of those early missionaries such as Sarah
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Poulton, Anne Bagby, Solomon Ginsburg, and Henry Maxwell Wright, were musicians
and hymn writers themselves, who translated, authored, sang, and taught hymns to the
newly converted throughout Brazil.38 Moreover, this novel practice of hymn singing
became one of the most obvious indications that someone had embraced Protestantism.
As different Protestant denominations began to publish their own hymnals, they
consistently borrowed from each other, resulting in a relatively common repertoire of
hymns shared among various Protestant groups.39 In a sense, singing hymns served as a
type of emblem, signaling that one belonged to a separate block of Christians, apart from
the predominantly Roman Catholic population. The other significant identifier of this
group was the practice of carrying a Bible.40 Hence the popular practice of combining
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both books into a single volume, a practiced that seemed strange, even bordering on
blasphemous, to Manuel.
After a year of language study in the city of Campinas, Manuel and his wife
arrived in Recife in 1980 to teach at STBNB. His Portuguese was enough to get by, but
teaching was a challenge, especially because language school did not teach him the
technical vocabulary he needed to teach music. Fortunately, he found that the students
were gracious and patient with him. He was invited to join Imperial Street Baptist
Church, a local congregation that needed a pianist, and he remained a member of that
congregation for the duration of his career in Brazil. He was not always the pianist; he
directed the music ministry of the church for a while as well. Eventually he decided to
pass the responsibility on to a seminary graduate (who was also the pastor’s wife), and
Manuel then assumed a supporting role, helping in whatever area he was needed.
In 1987 the Brazilian Baptist Convention approved the publication of a new
hymnal, the second in the history of the denomination, and Manuel was invited to join its
editorial team as a member of the music subcommittee.41 Published in 1991 under the
general direction of music missionary Joan Larie Sutton, the hymnal was named Hinário
para o Culto Cristão (“Hymnal for Christian Worship;” HCC). Although the next chapter
of this dissertation discusses the creation of HCC in detail, here I would like to highlight
the contributions made by Manuel to the repertoire of the hymnal. With a total of thirtyfive works (fourteen harmonizations, thirteen compositions, and eight arrangements), he

Committee on the Hinário para o Culto Cristão, “Cantemos Nossa Fé” (Rio de
Janeiro: JUERP, 1991), 15.
41
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is the composer with by far the longest list of contributions to HCC,42 the majority having
been written between 1988 and 1990. Nearly half of his original compositions included in
HCC were settings of texts written by Jilton Morais, who for several years was Manuel’s
pastor in Recife. This collaboration illustrates another important connection to a native
Brazilian “brother in the faith.”
Other aspects of Manuel’s contributions to HCC are worth noting for this element
of collaboration. First is his harmonization of “Repousa Tranquilo” (“Rest Peacefully”),
the only Brazilian Christmas carol included in the hymnal (Figure 4.2). Secondly, Manuel
harmonized two of the most popular hymns from HCC, “Bendito Seja Sempre o
Cordeiro,” and “Barnabé,” which were both written by Brazilian authors.

42

Another North-American music missionary occupies the second place in terms
of contributions: David William Hodges (b. 1942), with ten works.
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Figure 4.2. “Repousa Tranquilo,” Brazilian Christmas carol in Hinário para o Culto Cristão.
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Manuel’s work showcased not only living Brazilian hymnwriters, but also
foregrounded the missionary heritage of Brazilian Baptists. One of his original
compositions in HCC is the setting of “Ouve, A Voz Divina Clama,” a text written by
Massachusetts’ native Daniel March (1816–1909) and translated into Portuguese by “the
mother of Brazilian hymnody,” Sarah Poulton Kalley (1825–1907).43 This pioneer British
missionary couple, Sarah and Robert Reid Kalley (1809–1888), founded the first
Evangelical church in Brazil and published the first Brazilian Evangelical hymnal,
Salmos e Hinos (“Psalms and Hymns”), in 1861, which served as an important source for
Cantor Cristão and other early Brazilian Protestant hymnals; Manuel, one of the last
music missionaries appointed to serve in Brazil, worked on the publication of Hinário
para o Culto Cristão, the most recent Brazilian Baptist hymnal. Thus, this hymn
illustrates the work of missionaries from distinct backgrounds (Britain and the US) and
from different centuries (nineteenth and twentieth-first, respectively) who served in the
same mission field (Brazil) and to whom music and hymns were fundamental tools for
ministry. Furthermore, for both Sarah Kalley and Ralph Manuel, a hymnal became an
enduring testimonial of their work.
In addition to his contributions to Hinário para o Culto Cristão and numerous
choral pieces, Manuel has published two collections of hymn arrangements for solo
piano: He Hideth My Soul (Broadman Press, 1979) and Venho a Ti (Primera Igreja
Batista, Curitiba, 2009). Both volumes feature hymns from HCC and Cantor Cristão.
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Edith Brock Mulholland, Hinário para o Culto Cristão: Notas Históricas (Rio
de Janeiro: JUERP, 2001), 47. For a detailed record of the Kalleys’ missionary career, see
Braga, Música Sacra Evangélica no Brasil. In addition, the two first chapters of this
dissertation consider Sarah Poulton Kalley’s contributions to Brazilian hymnody.
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“I’ve always been fascinated by the Cantor Cristão,” he declared towards the end of our
conversation in Recife, in 2019.
Above all, Manuel understood his mission throughout his career as a music
missionary to be that of an encourager, and in that role he specifically highlighted two
main goals: first, to nurture his students in their musical formation and development so
that they in turn could contribute to the ministries of the local church as effective
ministers, musicians, and congregational leaders; and second, he felt an imperative to
urge his students and colleagues to recognize Brazilian music as an appropriate vehicle
for church music. Manuel shared that he loved the music he heard in Brazil, especially
the traditional melodies and rhythms typical of the northeastern region of the country.
As a composer, he wondered why those elements were not present at all in the
music he heard in the churches. He said he felt a little “miffed” at his predecessors, those
missionaries that had ignored such an array of beautiful musical elements all around
them, and had instead limited themselves to translations of European and/or North
American hymns into Portuguese as they shaped the repertoire of Brazilian Baptist
congregations. Eventually he came to believe that they did the best they could at the time,
and “forgave” them. Now, however, he believed the cultural context had shifted and
Brazilians should sing their own faith using their musical language as well. He noted how
whenever Coro Sinfônico performed Brazilian music, he noticed there was an obvious,
positive response from the audience. Although technically Manuel could compose music
infused with Brazilian “flavor,” often referred to as Brasilidade, he has convinced that
this was a task for native Brazilians composers themselves, if they felt inclined to do so.
By the same token, as a seminary professor, he was glad to share his knowledge of music
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theory, harmony, and composition with his students without demanding that their works
be steeped in Brasilidade. Thus, although Ralph noticed that Brazilians sang plenty of
old, imported hymns, he also believed that it was up to Brazilian themselves to generate
and renew their church’s song repertoire. Teaching composition at the seminary was one
way he could contribute to that goal.44
When Spann retired, Alcingstone (Tony) Cunha assumed the direction of Coro
Sinfônico and Manuel continued to serve as the choir’s accompanist. A graduate of the
STBNB (Bachelor of Sacred Music, 1985) and Southwestern Baptist Seminary in Fort
Worth (Master of Music in Church Music/Conducting, 1991, and Ph.D. in Church
Music/Musicology, 1998), Cunha led the choir from 1994 until 2006.45 Manuel had been
Cunha’s professor during his undergraduate studies at the seminary. Later, as colleagues,
they developed a strong friendship, especially because of their work with the Sinfônico.
Upon Cunha’s request, for example, Manuel wrote a new piece for the choir every
semester. This partnership was beneficial to both: Cunha looked forward to premiering
two new choral works every year, and Manuel was grateful to have an ensemble
performing his works consistently. Furthermore, since Manuel played for all choir
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Manuel has indicated that thirty-five students presented graduating recitals
during his tenure at the seminary. See the YouTube program “De quem é essa voz?”
(December 17, 2020), featuring an interview with Ralph and a number of testimonials
from his former students at the STBNB.
https://youtube.com/watch?v=KaQmYYuQ8_c&feature=share.
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Cunha took a one-year leave (1997–1998) in order to conclude his doctoral
work and Manuel assumed the direction of the Sinfônico during that time. Currently
Cunha is Dean and Professor of Music and Chair for Art and Design at Campbellsville
University in Kentucky. Email correspondence, January 2021.
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rehearsals, it was possible for him to try out some ideas and make any changes he
deemed necessary before he considered the composition to be finished.46
In a recent YouTube program produced by the seminary’s Department of Music
and broadcasted on December 17, 2020, a number of Manuel’s former composition
students expressed their admiration and appreciation for their instructor (Figure 4.3).
These heartfelt tributes to Manuel are significant, especially considering they occurred
fifteen years after he left Brazil in 2004. Although the students’ experiences were diverse,
their descriptions of Manuel included recurring themes: his superior musical knowledge
and skill, his constant support for his students, and the beauty of his compositions. But
perhaps no other term was used more frequently in their references to him than humility.
It was this particular trait that made a mark in these students’ recollections: how they felt
respected, valued, worthy of their professor’s attention; and how they recognized his
behavior as a sign of his Christian faith. Considering the long history of foreign
missionary work and the large number of missionaries in Brazil, the “missionized” have
come across a variety of ways of being a missionary, and not all have been admirable—as
it is bound to happen when humans are involved and particularly when there is an
imbalance of power, wealth, and academic knowledge. But some missionaries, like Ralph
Manuel, earned the trust and admiration of students and colleagues, were integrated into
the community, and left a lasting legacy.
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He expressed his appreciation for this particular perk in the live YouTube
program produced by the seminary’s Department of Music (December 17, 2020).
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Figure 4.3. Announcement, YouTube program, December 2020.

“Honor to Whom Honor Is Due”
This final section brings together many of the threads examined throughout the
chapter. After describing and reflecting upon a 2019 event that brought together Spann,
Manuel, and current and former members of the STBNB seminary choir, I summarize my
view on the lasting influence of the work of these two music missionaries.
On November 14–17, 2019, Coro Sinfônico held a reunion, the second of its fiftyeighth-year history, on the campus of the seminary in Recife.47 All current and former
members were invited, and the entire event was organized in honor of Spann. Ralph
Manuel and Tony Cunha were also invited (Figure 4.4).
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The choir was founded in 1962 by Olga Ribeiro da Silva, the head of the
seminary’s music program; Spann became the choir director in 1963. See J. V. Ramos
André, ed. Seminário Teológico Batista do Norte do Brasil: Álbum Histórico (Recife,
Brazil: Gráfica Raíz, 2015), 72.
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Figure 4.4. Announcement, Coro Sinfônico Reunion, November 2019.

Since I, myself, am a former sinfonista (as the choir members are called), I was
eligible to take part in every meeting, rehearsal, devotional, and presentation during the
reunion. The highlights of the program included an opening lecture by former director
Tony Cunha, a choir concert at the seminary chapel on Saturday evening, and
presentations at two different churches the following day (Cordeiro Baptist Church in the
morning and San Martin Baptist Church in the evening). Attendance was very high at
each event. The 750-seat seminary chapel and both churches were filled to capacity
(Figure 4.5). The Saturday concert featured about one hundred singers accompanied by
piano and a small orchestra. On Sunday the choir numbered about fifty singers
accompanied by piano only. Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 display Spann leading the
congregation and a picture of the congregation of Cordeiro Baptist Church.
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Figure 4.5. Manuel, Spann, and Cunha at the seminary chapel presentation, November 2019. Photograph
published on Facebook, “Sinfônico de Todos os Tempos_Encontrão 2019.” Used with permission.

Figure 4.6. Spann directing congregational singing at Cordeiro Baptist Church, November 2019.
Photographed by Verônica Moura de Mendonça. Used with permission.
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Figure 4.7. Sanctuary, Cordeiro Baptist Church, November 2019. Photographed by Verônica Moura de
Mendonça. Used with permission.

It was in the context of this choir reunion that I interviewed both Spann and
Manuel individually. I have already shared the content of those conversations above, but
here I would like to describe what I learned as a participant observer at this choir reunion.
This extraordinary event provided me with a number of valuable opportunities to note the
interactions of the retired missionaries with their former students, colleagues, and fellow
church members. There were hugs and laughter, tears, applause, praying, and, of course,
plenty of singing. It was also particularly helpful to see the two men “in action” at their
old stomping grounds. As they had done many times in the past, there they were again
walking down the halls of the seminary buildings, enjoying the cool shade of the
enormous, centenary mango trees that dominate the grounds of the equally old institution,
and leading choir rehearsals and performances at the seminary chapel. In the case of
Pastor Fred, this event involved preaching and leading the congregation in singing one of
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the most beloved hymns from Cantor Cristão, “Sossegai” at his former church, Cordeiro
Baptist Church,48 on Sunday morning. In the case of Manuel, it was accompanying the
Coro Sinfônico, conducting two of his own works, and performing to large and admiring
audiences some of the hymn arrangements he had written for solo piano.
In the midst of all these activities, I wondered what it was like for these two men
to find themselves as the recipients of so many expressions of appreciation and respect; to
be told over and over how much their service mattered, how much good they had done,
how much they are missed. I pondered how these abundant displays of gratitude and
admiration contrasted with the frequent lack of recognition once they go back home. I
can attest to this phenomenon as someone who has lived in the United States for over
three decades in contact with several retired missionaries, their children, and
grandchildren, and, at the same time, as an active member of the Baptist community. One
of these missionaries expressed as much to my husband, lamenting how in spite of his
academic and administrative abilities and his extensive experience in Christian ministry,
when he moved back to the United States he felt like a book that, having already been
read, is put on a shelf and is no longer deemed useful.49
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Spann served as music director at Cordeiro Baptist Church from 1967 until
1981. Missionary David Mein, the head of STBNB, was the pastor of the church during
that period.
49

The missionary in question is Albert Benjamin Oliver, who served in Brazil
from 1935 to 1967. He has been recognized as the “great builder” for his work as head of
the South Brazil Baptist Theological Seminary, in Rio de Janeiro. During his tenure, in
addition to teaching New Testament and Greek, he oversaw the construction of twelve
new buildings. See Mein, O Que Deus Tem Feito, 131. His expression in Portuguese was
“me puseram na estante.” Incidentally, Oliver’s wife, Edith Elizabeth, was the daughter
of pioneer missionaries Arthur Beriah and May Scrymgeour Deter, who served in Brazil
from 1901 to 1940. The Olivers were the parents of missionary Bennie May Oliver, the
founder of the music department at North Brazil Baptist Theological Seminary, and of
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Furthermore, I can contrast the status these Southern Baptist missionaries
occupied in the Brazilian Baptist landscape during my upbringing in Recife with their
anonymity in the US.50 This is one of the costs of pursuing a life-long career as a foreign
missionary: for some of them, the experience of living abroad for decades, immersed in a
different culture, speaking a second language, working, raising children, making friends,
going to church, makes locating their “home” a trying task. True, inconspicuousness may
be better than being accused of having vandalized cultures, exploited the members of the
communities where they worked, and sullied the Gospel. A recent telephone conversation
with a former “missionary kid” in Brazil sheds light on the contradictory way that
mission work is viewed in the twenty-first century United States.
Nancy Johnson, a white woman in her sixties, is the eldest daughter of David and
Glenda Miller, retired Southern Baptist missionaries who served in Brazil from 1961 to
1992.51 Pastor David taught evangelism and church growth at the STBNB, and also
served as its president from 1986–1989. Dona Glenda (as she is known in Recife), a
nurse, taught community health and fundamentals of health at Seminário de Educadoras
Cristãs (SEC, Seminary for Christian Educators), an STNBN sister institution dedicated
to the formation of Christian women for careers in missions, religious education, and
social ministries. Dona Glenda also did clinical work at Casa da Amizade (Friendship
House), a community and training center affiliated with SEC. Johnson shared that,
depending on the circles in which one participates, the opinions about missions and
missionaries vary greatly. Her parents have remained deeply involved in Christian

Arthur Bruce Oliver, who likewise became a missionary in Brazil; he and his wife,
Margaret Frances Stripling, served from 1959 to 1980.
51

Nancy Johnson, phone conversations, March 2021.
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ministry even after retiring from the mission field, serving their local Baptist
congregation in Austin, Texas, in a variety of ways, more recently in the area of senior
adult ministries. The Millers’ status as retired Southern Baptist missionaries is respected
and even admired by their fellow church members. Outside of this environment though,
Johnson herself has come across severe criticism of her parents’ work in foreign
missions. She has been asked, for example, if they were the type of missionaries who
imposed their Western, North-American culture on the people with whom they
interacted; she has also heard blanket descriptions of missionaries as racist, and as agents
of colonialism. She told me that she began to dread the questions she would get from new
acquaintances in the business world when they learned that she spoke Portuguese and that
she had spent part of her childhood and adolescence in Brazil, since the revelation that
her parents were missionaries would frequently be followed by some accusatory question
or hurtful comment. She is so anxious about the potential negative reaction that she
prefers to avoid this topic altogether, whenever possible.
Johnson’s own perspective is as follows. When missionaries enter the field they
take with them all that they are: their gifts and flaws, their prejudices, education, skills,
and worldviews. In the case of her family, her mother is from California and her father is
from Pennsylvania, so they do not match the stereotypical profile of the Southern
American missionary as a white supremacist raised in the segregated South in the 1940s
and 1950s, for example. In fact, Johnson has heard from her mother how shocking it was
for her to move from California to Louisville, Kentucky, where Pastor David attended
seminary in preparation to become a missionary. It was the first time Dona Glenda had
been to the South. She was shocked to see signs announcing the places where Blacks
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were not allowed, and, as a Christian and a nurse, she found it incomprehensible that the
Baptist hospital in town would refuse to treat Black patients.
On the mission field, conflict and controversy were not unusual among
missionaries themselves, resulting from contrasting views on cultural, economic,
political, and social issues, both in Brazil and in the United States. The missionary
enterprise is a human enterprise, after all. Navigating those waters was not easy but, in
the end, the Millers never doubted their calling and vocation to be missionaries. It was
that conviction that took them to Brazil in the first place, and sustained their commitment
to their appointed field until the end of their careers.
I am well aware of the connections of the missionary enterprise to western
cultural and political imperialism, colonialism, enslavement, forced baptisms, and other
forms of exploitation.52 However, these associations do not tell the whole story.
Missionaries have made and continue to make laudable contributions in many spheres of
human activity, including health, education, human rights, and the environment.53 The
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For scholarly critiques of Christian missions see John L. Comaroff and Jean
Comaroff, Of Revelation and Revolution, Volume 2, The Dialectics of Modernity on a
South African Frontier (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2009) and João P.
Chaves, “Disrespecting Borders for Jesus, Power, and Cash: Southern Baptist Missions,
the New Immigration, and the Churches of the Brazilian Diaspora (Ph.D. diss., Baylor
University, 2017). For a helpful survey of the use of the term “cultural imperialism” in
relation to Christian missions see Ryan Dunch, “Beyond Cultural Imperialism: Cultural
Theory, Christian Missions, and Global Modernity,” History and Theory 41, no. 3
(October 2002):301–25.
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See, for example, Dana L. Robert, Christian Mission: How Christianity Became
a World Religion (Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell, 2009), especially chapter 4, “The
Politics of Missions: Empire, Human Rights, and Land.”
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final chapter of this dissertation will illustrate this point further. In my ethnographic study
of a Baptist congregation in Recife conducted in the fall of 2019, my interlocutors
frequently mentioned the positive impact missionaries had on the formation of their faith
and Baptist identity. In the specific case of Spann and Manuel, decades after their
retirement (1993 and 2004 respectively), their reputation and lasting influence on the
musical life of Baptists in Recife, Northeast Brazil, and beyond, point to the beneficial
consequences of their service.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Expanding Musical Tradition: The Creation of the Second Brazilian Baptist Hymnal,
Hinário para o Culto Cristão
One hundred years elapsed between the publication of Cantor Cristão (“Christian
Singer”), the first Baptist hymnal published in Brazil in 1891, and the second, Hinário
para o Culto Cristão (“Hymnal for Christian Worship”), published in 1991. On the latter
occasion, C. Edward Spann, former missionary to Brazil (served 1971–1976), and twin
brother of Fred Spann, profiled in Chapter 4, published an overview of both hymnals,
including some historical background and giving a detailed description of the content of
the new Hinário para o Culto Cristão (HCC). He concluded by recognizing that, at that
time, it would be difficult to say what impact Hinário para o Culto Cristão would have
on the congregational singing of Brazilian Baptist churches, although he suggested that
the new hymnal could possibly influence global worship practices.1
Thirty years later, I revisit some of the issues raised by Spann and ask new
questions in an effort to understand the role of Brazilians as well as missionaries in the
process of hymnal revision and production by Baptists in Brazil. The purpose of this
discussion is two-fold: first, to explore the content of HCC and its influence on the
standing of Cantor Cristão among Brazilian Baptists around the turn of the twentieth-first
century. The discussion will address such questions as: who are the authors, composers,
C. Edward Spann, “A Tale of Two Hymnals: The Brazilian Baptist Cantor
Cristão (1891) and Hinário Para o Culto Cristão (1991),” The Hymn 43 no. 2 (April,
1992): 15–21.
1
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and arrangers included in the new collection? How many are Brazilian? How was the
new hymnal received? Did congregations readily adopt the HCC, and if so, did they
discard the centenary Cantor Cristão?
Second, I examine how missionary influence and local agency intertwined during
the initiation and completion of the publication of HCC. Among the dozens of people
who contributed to that project, several American missionaries were deeply involved in
its preparation. Thus, was true of the first Brazilian hymnal in 1891, so too the
publication of the second Brazilian hymnal, a century later, seems to have been very
much connected to the missionary enterprise. In the eyes of the International Mission
Board of the Southern Baptist Convention, was this new hymnal a missions project or a
project of Brazilian Baptists? In the eyes of Brazilian Baptists, was this hymnal a
response to a need of Brazilian congregations or a project generated by the personal
interests of these music missionaries? Answering these and other questions broadens our
understanding of the role which human agency—and specifically missionary agency—
plays in the contribution of music to missions.
Three sections comprise the chapter. The first section narrates the history of the
Hinário para o Culto Cristão, including of the work of the various editorial committees
and their rationale for action, and the role of missionaries in the creation of the hymnal.
The second gives an overview of the contents of HCC, paying particular attention to the
work of Brazilian writers, composers, and arrangers included in the new hymnal, as well
as how their contributions raise the thorny issue of Brasilidade. The third discusses
Brazilian congregations’ reception of the hymnal at the time of its publication, lingering
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comparisons with Cantor Cristão, and the place of the hymnal in the landscape of
Brazilian Baptist congregations today.

History of Hinário para o Culto Cristão
During the centennial celebration of Baptist work in Brazil in 1982, members of
the newly formed Associação dos Músicos Batistas Brasileiros (Brazilian Baptist
Musician Association, AMBB) presented a manifesto to the leadership of the Brazilian
Baptist Convention demanding the creation of a new hymnal for the denomination.2
According to missionary Joan Sutton (1930–2016), Brazilian Baptists had been dreaming
of a new hymnal for a long time; and this dream was also alive in the hearts and minds of
numerous musicians and pastors.3 Five years later, in 1987, the Brazilian Baptist
Convention approved a proposal by the publishing house to produce a new hymnal.4 With
the centennial of Cantor Cristão fast approaching, it seemed fitting that 1991 would be
the year for this landmark feat. But this time, instead of yet another edition of an old
hymnal, Brazilian Baptists would have an entirely new hymnal.5

2

It was at this same meeting that the AMBB was created. Ralph Manuel, in email
interview by this author.
Committee on the Hinário para o Culto Cristão, “Cantemos Nossa Fé” (Rio de
Janeiro: JUERP, 1991), 9.
3

4

“Cantemos Nossa Fé,” 15.

5

Cantor Cristão went through thirty-seven editions, growing from sixteen hymns
in 1891 to a total of 581 in 1971. The latest edition, denominated “edição revisada”
(revised edition), was published in 2007 but it neither added nor removed any hymns
from the 1971 edition.
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Once the Brazilian Baptist Convention approved the preparation of a new hymnal,
missionary Clint Kimbrough, the director of the music department of the Brazilian
publishing house (JUERP), along with JUERP’s general director, Joaquim de Paula Rosa,
in coordination with the AMBB, created an editorial committee and appointed Sutton as
general coordinator of the new hymnal project.6 The committee was divided into five
subcommittees, totaling around forty-four members7. Each subcommittee was relatively
autonomous, and worked in specific areas such as hymn texts, music, documentation and
history, biblical references, and hymn selection and new music. The committee sent
letters to all Baptist pastors in Brazil as well as seminary students and denominational
leaders asking for suggestions for a title for the new hymnal. After this initial round of
inquiries, the top three names were selected and again votes were solicited. As a result,
the new hymnal was called Hinário para o Culto Cristão (“Hymnal for Christian
Worship,” or HCC, for short).8
A crucial step in the process of preparing HCC was to determine contemporary
Brazilian Baptists’ most beloved hymns—not only the ones that were already part of
Cantor Cristão but also hymns available in other sources as well as songs sung “by
heart” in Baptist congregations throughout the country. This preliminary groundwork was
called “Cantem, Batistas Brasileiros” (“Sing, Brazilian Baptists”) and was an initiative of
the hymn selection subcommittee. This subcommittee sent out a survey to church
musicians, pastors, students in Baptist seminaries, and members of the Baptist national
6

“Cantemos Nossa Fé,” 10.

7

About thirty percent of the editorial committee members were Americans
(fifteen out of forty-four).
8

“Cantemos Nossa Fé,” 16.
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leadership requesting their input. The results of this survey were used to help decide
which hymns and songs already in use should be included in HCC.9 This subcommittee
also asked for suggestions of names of poets and composers who should be contacted and
invited to submit their work for consideration. Again, an effort was made to include
Baptists from all over Brazil; announcements were posted in the national Baptist
newspaper, O Jornal Batista, and letters were sent to all Baptist seminaries and
theological schools in the country and to all messengers who registered for the 1988
annual meeting of the Brazilian Baptist Convention that took place in Brasília.10
Another strategy of the hymnal committee was to organize six regional
conferences across Brazil as a way of generating interest in the project and to solicit
contributions and suggestions for HCC. Finally, the hymn selection subcommittee
examined significant hymn and song collections used in Brazil, including youth and
children’s hymnals, and hymnals used by other denominations in Brazil such as the
Hinário Luterano (“Lutheran Hymnal”), Harpa Cristã (“Christian Harp,” from the
Assembly of God church), and Melodias de Vitória (“Melodies of Victory,” an Adventist
hymnal). Publications from other countries in Latin America and beyond were also
considered, in addition to special song collections published in connection with
evangelistic events, Women Missionary Union programs—such as the hymnals of the
Royal Ambassadors and Girls in Action—and other types of gatherings and
conferences.11

9

“Cantemos Nossa Fé,” 20.

10

“Cantemos Nossa Fé,” 20.
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“Cantemos Nossa Fé,” 21, 29.
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Among other important issues that guided the music subcommittee in their task
were first, a preoccupation with providing a balanced repertoire for Brazilian churches
that would include hymns in various styles including traditional, evangelistic, and
contemporary; and second, a focus on the accessibility of the hymns. The committee
determined that HCC should be a hymnal for all congregations, regardless of the level of
musical training of their members or the type and amount of their resources.12
The language of the hymns in HCC also received careful attention. The
subcommittee on texts started by reviewing the hymns that were inherited from Cantor
Cristão and those chosen from other sources. The committee made decisions to alter
hymn texts based on the following criteria: grammatical and orthographical mistakes,
clarity of meaning, theological and doctrinal issues, elegance, and ease of pronunciation
and musicality (the observation that “not all texts can be sung” is one way the committee
approached candidates).13
A century after Solomon Ginsburg published Cantor Cristão, Brazilian Baptists
saw the fulfillment of an old dream. Published in 1991, Hinário para o Culto Cristão
contains 441 hymns and choruses, 172 scripture readings, and twelve indexes—including
one indicating the correlation between hymn numbers in HCC and Cantor Cristão. Of the
581 hymns from Cantor, 166 appear in the new hymnal. A major difference is that
whereas the 1971 edition included 104 hymns that Ginsburg had written or translated, the
HCC included only thirty.

12

“Cantemos Nossa Fé,” 29–30.

13

“Cantemos Nossa Fé,” 23–28.
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In addition to a common edition with music of the Hinário para o Culto Cristão
that most congregations used, a variety of other formats of the hymnal appeared: a
version with melody and chords only, convenient for those who play guitar or keyboard
(and may not read music); a text-only, large-print edition; and a concise version
especially designed for the beginning pianist, containing simplified versions of eighty
hymns from HCC in accessible keys. Furthermore, in 2001 the first Brazilian hymnal
companion ever produced was published by JUERP, the Brazilian Baptist publishing
house: Hinário para o Culto Cristão: Notas Históricas, compiled by Edith Brock
Mulholland, an American missionary with the Missão Batista Conservadora
(Conservative Baptist Mission) who served in Brazil from 1952 until her retirement in
1994. This volume contains indexes of tunes, meter, tonalities, authors, composers,
sources, and hymn titles as well as a comparative index of the hymns from Cantor
Cristão that are included in HCC. In addition, the hymnal companion provides valuable
biographical information on every author, composer, and translator featured in HCC, and
an extensive bibliography.
At the end of several years of intense work by a large number of professional
musicians, pastors, students, regular church members, professors and missionaries, and
with full support from JUERP and the Brazilian Baptist Convention, the publication of
Hinário para o Culto Cristão in 1991 was indeed a remarkable example of local
collaboration and effort. The strength of the local influence should not obscure the fact
that HCC was also the result of significant missionary input and leadership. Indeed, a
closer look at the documents connected to HCC’s history reveal that North American
music missionaries played a central role in the creation of this new hymnal. Beginning
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with the top position of “coordenadora geral” (general coordinator), occupied by Sutton,
the names of veteran music missionaries—Clint Kimbrough, William H. Ichter, David
W. Hodges, J. Boyd Sutton, and Ralph Manuel, for example— appear in all but one of
the six sub-committees that comprised the hymnal’s editorial team (the exception was the
committee on biblical sources, topics, and organization).14
It is worth noting that although Joan Sutton was a career music missionary who
worked in Brazil from 1959 until her retirement in 1993, she was herself the daughter of
Southern Baptist missionaries and moved to Brazil when she was only five years old.15
Thus, although Sutton was North American by birth and a graduate of Baylor University
and Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, she did grow up immersed in Brazilian
culture and learned to speak Portuguese fluently and at an early age. These experiences
conceivably helped her function as an effective transnational agent bridging any cultural
and/or linguistic gaps, interpreting and translating expectations and meanings, and
minimizing potential tensions between missionaries and the “missionized.”

An Analysis of the Content of Hinário Para o Culto Cristão
The publication of a new denominational hymnal is a demanding task. It typically
involves a number of people with a variety of gifts and experiences willing to commit
time and effort to the project; it requires serious discussions and decisions on topics

14

Clint Kimbrough, William H. Ichter, David W. Hodges, and J. Boyd Sutton are
some of the music missionaries who worked on this project. J. Boyd Sutton was Joan
Sutton’s husband. See “Cantemos Nossa Fé,” 5–6, and David Mein, ed. O Que Deus Tem
Feito (Rio de Janeiro: JUERP, 1982), 341.
Sutton’s parents were John Leslie and Prudence Amos Riffey; they served as
missionaries in Brazil from 1935 to 1967. Mein, O Que Deus Tem Feito, 351.
15
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ranging from purpose, musical and theological matters, to format and cost. In the case of
Hinário Para o Culto Cristão, the editorial work also included the challenge of
convincing Brazilian Baptists of the great need for and advantages of a brand new
hymnal without making any disparaging and dismissive comments about Cantor Cristão,
the only Brazilian Baptist Hymnal to date.
The preoccupation with carefully situating the new hymnal in relation to Cantor
Cristão is apparent in both Sutton’s and Ralph Manuel’s materials about the publication
of HCC. A document titled “First Meeting of the Hymnal (1991) Committee” (Primeira
Reunião da Comissão do Hinário, 1991), dated October 1987, contains several allusions
to Cantor Cristão. These include positive attributes, such as its position as a fundamental
resource for the formation of HCC. The committee also notes the potential menace posed
by its position as a revered artifact, second only to the Bible (and a very close second at
that), in the mind of many Brazilian Baptists. This document, apparently prepared by
Sutton herself, and entitled “Ideas, Questions, and Information” (“Ideias, Perguntas, e
Informações”), anticipates some potential conflicts with JUERP, the Brazilian Baptist
publishing house, which also published Cantor Cristão, through questions and statements
such as: “Do the minutes of JUERP define our name, function, and purpose (the creation
of a new hymnal and not revision of the current Cantor)?,” and “The denomination needs
to have a philosophy about a new hymnal and needs to know about the future of Cantor
Cristão. There are many questions ‘in the air’ that need answers.”16 Page two in the same

In Portuguese: “As atas da JUERP definem nosso nome, função e propósito
(elaboração de um novo hinário e não revisão do atual Cantor)? and “A denominação
precisa ter uma filosofia sobre um novo hinário e deve saber do futuro do Cantor Cristão.
Há muitas perguntas ‘no ar’ que precisam respostas.” “Primeira Reunião da Comissão do
16
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document includes another telling statement: “Keep the denomination informed,
appeased, enthused and hopeful, in regards to the new hymnal.”17
Another indication of the underlying tension associated with the creation of HCC
and its relationship to Cantor appears in a document dated December 9, 1990, which
reads both as a summary of the activities of the HCC editorial committee and a list of
talking points about the new hymnal. Under “Philosophy of the new hymnal” the
following statements appear: “For congregational use; Balance between traditional style,
evangelistic hymn, and contemporary style; and Significant use of Brazilian composers
and authors,” to which Manuel, in his own handwriting added, “It is not to replace Cantor
Cristão” (“Não é para substituir o Cantor Cristão”), as if he wanted to remind himself to
include this declaration when and if the subject came up (see Appendix A.1 for a copy of
Manuel’s notes with his handwritten comment).
In light of these challenges, the decision to discard 415 of the 581 hymns from
Cantor Cristão could be deemed as a radical move on the part of the editorial committee
of the Hinário para o Culto Cristão. As mentioned above, only 166 from the centenary
hymnal are included in HCC, but these are, arguably, the most popular hymns from
Cantor as determined by the hymnal committee’s survey. Another well-received aspect
of HCC was the inclusion of well-known English-language hymns translated into
Portuguese such as “Tu És Fiel, Senhor” (“Great Is Thy Faithfulness”), “Grandioso És
Tu” (“How Great Thou Art”), and “Deus dos Antigos” (“God of Our Fathers”) that had

Hinário, 1991. Outubro de 1987: Brasília, Rio, Recife, and Fortaleza,” 3. Unpublished
document, Ralph Manuel’s personal papers.
In Portuguese: “Manter a denominação informada, apaziguada, animada e
esperançosa, quanto ao novo hinário.” “Primeira Reunião da Comissão,” 2.
17
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not been part of Cantor Cristão. The HCC also included other beloved songs that choirs
had previously introduced to Brazilian congregations, such as “Maravilhosa Graça”
(Wonderful Grace of Jesus”), “Porque Vivo Está” (“Because He lives”), “Haja Paz na
Terra” (“Let There Be Peace on Earth”), and “Como Agradecer a Jesus?” (“My
Tribute”). The HCC editors also selected a generous number of hymns for Advent and
Christmas. Whereas Cantor Cristão features only eight hymns on the birth of Jesus,
Hinário para o Culto Cristão contains nineteen, plus three additional hymns under the
special category “Deus-Filho, Advento” (God the Son, Advent). Of these twenty-two
hymns, only four were part of the repertoire of Cantor,18 bringing the total number of
new Advent/Christmas hymns in HCC to eighteen. Many of these are well-known carols
translated into Portuguese that were already being sung by choirs, vocal ensembles, or
congregations themselves every year, such as “Pequena Vila de Belém” (“O Little Town
of Bethlehem”), “Surgem Anjos Proclamando” (“Angels We Have Heard on High”),
“Falai pelas Montanhas” (“Go Tell It on the Mountain”), and “Quem É o Menino?”
(“What Child Is This?”).
Yet textual updates and alterations made to some of these old favorite hymns
elicited extensive criticism. Changes to words or phrases that had been sung from
memory for generations, surprised, confused, and in some cases even angered faithful
churchgoers. A 2008 essay by José Florêncio Rodrigues Júnior in response to such
modifications illustrates well the ensuing frustration.19 Titled “Tia Olga e o Hinário para
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The editors of HCC discarded four of the eight Christmas hymns found in
Cantor Cristão.
José Florêncio Rodrigues Júnior, “Tia Olga e o Hinário para o Culto Cristão” in
Desconstruindo a Igreja (Brasília: Fórmula Gráfica, 2015).
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o Culto Cristão” (Aunt Olga and the Hinário para o Culto Cristão), the essay lists some
of the possible reasons why the editors of HCC decided to change the words to the hymn
“Brilho Celeste” (“Heavenly Sunshine”). Table 5.1 demonstrates the significant changes
made to the chorus of “Brilho Celeste.”
Table 5.1. The chorus of “Brilho Celeste” (“Heavenly Sunlight”) in Cantor Cristão (CC), Hinário para o
Culto Cristão (HCC), and The Baptist Hymnal (1991)
Hymnal

Portuguese Version

CC

HCC

English Literal Translation

Brilho celeste, brilho celeste!
Enche a minha alma, a glória de Deus!
Com aleluias sigo cantando,
Canto louvores, indo pra os céus!

Heavenly shine, heavenly shine!
The glory of God fills my soul!
With alleluias I keep (or go) on singing,
I sing praises on my way to heaven.

Brilho celeste, glória divina,
Enche a minha alma com tua paz.
Com alegria sigo cantando,
Pois Jesus Cristo me satisfaz.

Heavenly shine, glory divine,
Fill my soul with your peace.
With joy I keep (or go) on singing,
For Jesus Christ satisfies me.
Heavenly sunlight, heavenly sunlight,
Flooding my soul with glory divine:
Hallelujah, I am rejoicing,
Singing His praises, Jesus is mine.

The Baptist
Hymnal

A vignette about an elderly woman, Tia Olga, who can no longer attend church
due to serious health issues sets the stage for the author’s objections. He imagines that if
Tia Olga had attended the morning services in her church on June 15, 2008, “she would
not have recognized her favorite hymn and, certainly, would be prevented from singing it
from memory. Because she can no longer read, she would be forced to remain mute
during the congregational singing. Around her she would hear people singing something
alien to her memory.”20

20

Rodrigues Júnior, “Tia Olga,”109–10.
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Both hymnals indicate that Benjamim Ruffino Duarte translated the hymn into
Portuguese in 1906. Page ix of HCC includes a general explanation about text alterations
but there is no additional information accompanying the revised version of “Brilho
Celeste.”21
After speculating about how upset Tia Olga would have felt as a result of this
experience, he proceeded to lay out the reasons why, in his opinion, the editors of HCC
were mistaken in incorporating such revisions. Chief among them were: 1) that hymns
are poetic structures that should remain intact; 2) that changing a hymn text that is part of
the congregation’s collective memory creates confusion; and 3) that hymns should not be
“repaired;” if a hymn contains doctrinal or grammatical errors, it should be taken out of
the hymnal, not amended. Going so far as to call the HCC editors unskilled and
superficial, he attributes the decision to “pure dilettantism.”22 This piece suggests that
many people in the pews who had known these hymns for decades were not pleased with
these types of changes to their beloved hymn texts. Other contacts in Brazil have related
to me that, even when the new text from the HCC is printed on the bulletin or projected
onto a screen, many in the congregation will still sing the old version of the hymn that

21

The HCC editors added the following observation concerning text alterations in
the hymnal: “Changes to familiar hymn texts were made following linguistic,
grammatical, poetic, hymnological and theological criteria. These changes may be
analyzed, by comparing the old text with the new, reading them out loud and seeking to
understand the new form. The Committee hopes that this hymnal be revised, possibly
every ten years, in order to keep it current and useful.” In Portuguese: “ As mudanças em
letras de hinos já conhecidos foram feitas seguindo critérios lingüísticos, gramaticais,
poéticos, hinológicos e teológicos. Essas mudanças podem ser analisadas, comparando-se
o antigo texto com o novo, lendo-os em voz alta e procurando compreender a nova
forma. A Comissão espera que este hinário seja revisto, possivelmente a cada dez anos,
para mantê-lo atualizado e útil.”
22

Rodrigues Júnior, “Tia Olga,” 110–11.
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they learned in the Cantor Cristão, the one their memory designates as the “correct” one.
The next chapter gives an extended example of the tension the old and new versions
create for churches, describing how a church reverted to using the Cantor Cristão version
of a hymn that appears with a revised text in HCC rather than risk the cacophony and
confusion that was bound to occur.
The inclusion of Brazilian writers, composers, and arrangers to the HCC was a
significant priority for the new hymnal committee. According to Ralph Manuel, who at
the time was a Southern Baptist missionary in Brazil and was a member of the music
subcommittee throughout the entire project, such inclusion of Brazilians “was indeed a
central issue for the committee. Even though the hymnal would include the great hymns
of the faith, sung all over the world, a deliberate effort was made to make the hymnal
more ‘Brazilian,’ through the inclusion of a noticeably large number of Brazilian writers
and composers. [In addition,] a significant number of musical settings incorporate[ed]
Brazilian melodies, rhythms, and musical idioms.”23
Thirty-five Brazilian composers and arrangers are represented in Hinário para o
Culto Cristão.24 Some of these Brazilian compositions had already appeared in previous
publications, but several were written especially for HCC. Commenting on the Brazilian

23

Ralph Manuel, e-mail message to author, October 16, 2016.

24

Despite an intentional concern with Brazilian representation in HCC, the two
hymnals actually do not differ much in that regard, since the number of Brazilian
contributors to Cantor Cristão is at least thirty-three. See Isidoro Lessa De Paula, “Early
Hymnody in Brazilian Churches: Its Source and Development” (D.M.A. diss.,
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1985), 84. Yet the type of contribution has
changed; HCC includes more musical settings by Brazilian composers whereas Cantor
Cristão included mainly the work of Brazilian writers and translators.
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hymns included in HCC, the music subcommittee explained the criteria used in
determining which contributions would be accepted:
We are sensitive to the cultural problem, especially as it relates to musical styles,
knowing that contemporary evangelical music in Brazil is a topic that generates
much controversy. However, it is thought that the best characteristics of Brazilian
music need to be incorporated into a contemporary expression of the gospel. Any
music whose immediate connotation was worldly was rejected. But pieces
authentically Brazilian in regards to their musical characteristics, which
frequently are able to best express the joy, the sincerity, and dedication of the
Brazilian evangelical composer were included.25
Here, the committee contrasts musical styles that have “worldly” connotations with those
that are “authentically Brazilian” in style and that are appropriate for worship. While this
distinction may seem straightforward in theory, a close examination of “Brazilian” songs
in the HCC reveals that such a distinction is not easily made in practice.
Perhaps one of the most popular contributions to HCC by a Brazilian author and a
Brazilian composer is “Barnabé, Homem de Deus” (“Barnabas, Man of God”) (Figure
5.1), written in 1985 by well-known pastor and musician Guilherme Kerr Neto (b. 1953
in São Paulo). The music was composed by Jorge Rehder (b. 1963, in São Paulo) and the
harmonization was done by music missionary Ralph Manuel (b. 1951, in Oklahoma). In
describing the process of this composition, Kerr Neto wrote:
two concerns guided the composition of ‘Barnabé’: the music should be very
Brazilian, preferably caipira [or ‘country’] (the fact that Barnabas had property in
the Island of Cyprus suggested to us a small-scale rural area landowner, thus the
“Somos sensíveis ao problema cultural, especialmente quanto aos modos
musicais, sabendo que a música evangélica contemporânea no Brasil é um tópico que
gera muita polêmica. Porém, achava-se que os melhores distintivos da música brasileira
precisam ser incorporados numa expressão contemporânea do evangelho. Foi rejeitada
qualquer música cuja conotação imediata fosse mundana. Foram incluídas, porém,
músicas genuinamente brasileiras em suas características musicais que muitas vezes,
conseguem expressear da melhor maneira a alegria, a sinceridade e a dedicação do
compositor evangélico brasileiro.” “Cantemos Nossa Fé,” 34. Original in Portuguese,
translation by this author.
25
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reason for the musical choice); it should also be a tribute to that man, for his good
spirit and his ministry, rich in discipleship and encouragement.26

Figure 5.1. “Barnabé, Homem de Deus,” by Guilherme Kerr Neto and Jorge Rehder.

Skillfully composed and arranged in the well-liked style of música sertaneja, this hymn
resonates with Brazilian congregations: it comprises a narrative poem focused on the

“Duas preopcupações nortearam a composição de ‘Barnabé:’que fosse uma
música bem brasileira, de preferência caipira (o fato de Barnabé possuir uma propriedade
na Ilha de Chipre, nos sugeriu que ele se parecesse com algum tipo pequeno de
proprietário rural, razão da escolha musical); que fosse também um tributo ao homem
pelo espírito que tinha, pelo seu ministério tão rico de discipulado e encorajamento.”
Edith Brock Mulholland, Hinário para o Culto Cristão: Notas Históricas (Rio de
Janeiro: JUERP, 2001), 372–73. Original in Portuguese, translation mine.
26
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inspiring story of an unsung hero of sorts from the New Testament, coupled with the
most distinct mark of the popular genre, the insistent parallel thirds and sixths (included
in the hymn’s four-part harmony in the alto and tenor voices in the verses).27 It is
interesting to notice that, due to its rural origins, the traditional música sertaneja evokes a
sense of community, hard work, and popular religious celebrations, which are all
attributes that do not present any obvious conflicts with the message of the Gospel.28
“Jesus, Tu Reuniste os Teus Amigos” (“Jesus, You Gathered Your Friends”), is
another notable example of a Brazilian composition in HCC. Both the words and music
are by Jaci Correia Maraschin (b. 1930, in Rio Grande do Sul; d. 2009, in São Paulo), a
poet, musician, professor, and pastor in the Igreja Episcopal Anglicana do Brasil
(Anglican Episcopal Church in Brazil). The words to this hymn were inspired by a
sermon that Maraschin heard in Rio de Janeiro, in which the preacher challenged the
members of the church to follow Jesus’ example by washing each other’s feet not only as
a ritual practice but also as a daily practice along their spiritual journeys.29 About the

“Música Sertaneja” in Dicionário Cravo Albin da Música Popular Brasileira.
Accessed November 24, 2020. https://dicionariompb.com.br/musica-sertaneja/dadosartisticos. See also Suzel Ann Reily, “Música Sertaneja and Migrant Identity: The
Stylistic Development of a Brazilian Genre.” Popular Music 11, no. 3, (Oct., 1992): 337.
Accessed November 24, 2020. https://www.jstor.org/stable/931314.
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Since 2000, the genre has been heavily influenced by rock, pop, country, and
other Brazilian musical trends such as axé and funk carioca, “blending styles that until
recently would be considered irreconcilable.” In the regions associated with the birth of
música sertaneja though, musicians continue to cultivate the traditional style, sometimes
called sertaneja de raiz as opposed to sertaneja moderna (raiz means root). See
Dicionário Cravo Albin da Música Popular Brasileira.
29

Edith Brock Mulholland, Hinário para o Culto Cristão: Notas Históricas (Rio
de Janeiro: JUERP, 2001), 416.
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music, the composer wrote: “[it] is a marcha-rancho with a typical Brazilian flavor. It
allows improvisations of ‘lá- lá- lás’ between the stanzas according to the musical taste of
the congregations. It can be accompanied by guitars, flutes, and drums, although it also
allows for a richer instrumentation (Figure 5.2).”30

Figure 5.2. “Lavapés,” by Jaci Maraschin.

Since marcha-rancho is a well-known genre of Brazilian popular music
traditionally associated with Carnival (Mardi Gras) celebrations, it is somewhat

“A música é uma marcha-rancho de sabor tipicamente brasileiro. Ela permite
improvisações de ‘lá-lá-lás’ entre as estrofes segundo o gosto musical das congregações.
Pode ser acompanhada por violões, flautas e tambores, muito embora também permita
instrumentalização mais rica.” Mulholland, 416. Original in Portuguese, translation mine.
30
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surprising that such a hymn would be accepted for inclusion in HCC.31 Did the hymn
selection committee not consider a carnival-like song to have “worldly connotations”?
One explanation may be that the basic rhythmic pattern of marcha-rancho is not used in
this particular arrangement of “Jesus, Tu Reuniste os Teus Amigos.” In other words, one
of the central elements that would give it the “typical Brazilian flavor” described by the
composer, has been left out (Figure 5.3). It seems as if the new music committee for HCC
preferred a “cleaned-up” version of the composition that did not explicitly evoke the
music of Mardi Gras.

31

Because of excesses characteristic of the Carnival season (a four-day-long
national holiday filled with parades, music, dancing, and drinking), and its associations
with “worldly” and “carnal” pleasures, Baptists in Brazil usually do not participate in the
festivities. Instead, many congregations take advantage of the extended holiday to hold
church-wide retreats away from the rambunctious celebrations that take over cities all
over the country. Although nowadays some Evangelicals do not follow the strict “no
drinking, no dancing” rules of previous generations and some do join the nationwide
party, participating fully in Carnival celebrations is still not the norm for Baptists in
Brazil. See, for example, Martijn Oosterbaan, “Capturing Carnival: Religious Diversity
and Spatial Celebration in Rio de Janeiro” in Helmut Berking, Silke Steets, and Jochen
Schwenk, eds. Religious Pluralism and the City: Inquiries into Postsecular Urbanism
(London, UK: Bloomsburg Academic, 2018), 105-20.
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Figure 5.3. “Jesus, Tu Reuniste os Teus Discípulos,” by Jaci Maraschin.

Interpretative Paradigms for Understanding the
Local Usefulness of Foreign Music
There are a few other examples of hymns and songs featuring obvious
connections to Brazilian popular music styles in Hinário para o Culto Cristão.32
However, not all Brazilian composers chose to follow in this vein and write music that
could be characterized unequivocally as “Brazilian.” Given the body of music Brazilian
Baptists embraced up to the time of the publication of HCC in 1991, this is not

Some examples are“Canto o Novo Canto da Terra” by Simei Monteiro, “Cristo
É Nossa Esperança” by Guilherme Kerr Neto and Marcílio de Oliveira Filho, “Nosso Pai
Que Estás nos Céus,” By Nabor Nunes Filho, arr. Ralph Manuel, and “O Sertanejo,
Quando Espera Pela Chuva” by Almir Rosa.
32
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surprising: Protestantism in Brazil was characterized by the “adoption and sacralization
of a [hymnody] disengaged from the local culture, founded on European and NorthAmerican religious cultures which rejected or discouraged the musical creativity of
Brazilian religiosity.”33 Of course this process was not unique to Brazil but rather a wideranging phenomenon commonly associated with the missionary enterprise, especially
prior to the twenty-first century. What liturgical studies scholar Swee Hong Lim said in
reference to the church in Asia could also be true of Brazil: “Because we grew up and we
learned from our missionaries, who said that this [indigenous] music is not acceptable,
we cannot change that.”34 Lim’s characterization of an experience common to
missionized Asian Christians is analogous to those of generations of Brazilian
Protestants.
In her recent dissertation on “global song,” Marissa Glynias Moore summarized
the challenge of incorporating “traditional music” into missionized Christian
communities as follows:
these acts of recovering indigenous expression, of resistance against
missionization, are not actually accepted by the communities this music is
supposed to represent, and advocate for, on the global stage of Christianity—in
fact, they are by and large rejected. It is not uncommon for invented traditions like
Sérgio Paulo Freddi Júnior, “O Desenvolvimento da Música Protestante da
Tradição Reformada do Brasil” (Master’s thesis,,Instituto de Arte, UNESP, 1994) cited
by Érica de Campos Vicentini, “A Produção Musical Evangélica no Brasil,” (Doctoral
diss., Universidade de São Paulo, 2007), 104. Accessed November 24, 2020.
https://www.teses.usp.br/teses/disponiveis/8/8138/tde-04062008152940/publico/TESE_ERICA_DE_CAMPOS_VISENTINI_LUZ.pdf.
33
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Lim, in conversation with Marissa Glynias Moore; quoted in Marissa Glynias
Moore, “Voicing the World: Global Song in American Christian Worship” (Ph.D. diss.,
Yale University, 2018), 87. Rather than an expression of his own attitude towards this
issue, Lim seems to be characterizing what he sees as an attitude prevalent among Asian
Christians.
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those of these composers to be met with a host of ambivalent, even negative,
attitudes by colonized or missionized peoples.35
Consequently, the path to incorporating “native” Brazilian popular music genres and
styles has been perilous, with calls to balance audacity with prudence lest the spiritual
level of hymns be lowered,36 and the need for the statement provided by the editorial
board of HCC about rejecting “any music whose immediate connotation was worldly.”37
In Mek Some Noise: Gospel Music and the Ethics of Style in Trinidad,38 a study of
the popularity of North American gospel music among Trinidadians, Timothy Rommen
uses two concepts also useful in explaining the prominence of “foreign” styles in the
Brazilian Baptist congregational song repertoire (a characteristic that is not unique to
Baptists): negotiation of proximity and the ethics of style.39 Rommen defines “the
negotiation of proximity [as] an exercise in deflection and disfiguration whereby the near
is made far and the far becomes immanent and useful.”40 Retelling one of his experiences
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Moore, “Voicing the World,” 86.

36

Rolando de Nassau, “O Hinário Brasileiro,” O Jornal Batista (October 7,

1984).
37

See footnote 24, above. For a detailed discussion of the evolving position of
Brazilian Evangelicals regarding the use of popular and folk music elements in church,
see Priscila Limas da Silva, “‘Dizem Que Sambar É Pecado:’ O Processo de
Incorporação de Rítmos Brasileiros na Música Evangélica Brasileira (Master’s thesis,
Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina, 2018), and Magali do Nascimento Cunha, A
Explosão Gospel: Um Olhar das Ciências Humanas sobre o Cenário Evangélico no
Brasil (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil: MAUAD Editora, 2007).
Timothy Rommen, “Mek Some Noise”: Gospel Music and the Ethics of Style
inTrinidad (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2007), 72–73.
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Rommen, “Mek Some Noise,” 27 and 82.
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Rommen, “Mek Some Noise,” 89.
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while doing fieldwork in Trinidad, he wrote: “It strikes me as particularly interesting that
[at] a unity rally… those in attendance are able to express more unity toward their North
American brothers and sisters in Christ than they often do toward the siblings standing
right next to them.”41 That same phenomenon may explain why Brazilians may feel a
greater allegiance to and affinity for their siblings in faith from far above the equator, and
have a harder time loving their brothers and sisters who live in their own neighborhoods.
Their physical/geographical proximity and their shared reality may make it more difficult
“to live in fellowship” with them. Hence the desire to be more like North Americans than
Brazilians, emulating the former’s tastes and preferences, including in the way they sing
and worship. Several conversations I had with Brazilian Christian musicians confirmed
this assessment. For instance, in an interview I conducted with João Alexandre, a
contemporary composer, singer, and producer of Brazilian Christian music, he shared his
frustration with the tendency of many Brazilians to prefer to be “second class North
Americans [rather] than first class Brazilians.”42 In his view, Brazilians ignore what they
could be doing well and prefer to attempt to imitate trends that are popular in the United
States. “Three hundred sixty-five different Brazilian rhythms have been officially
catalogued so far,” he said; “why would a Brazilian neglect this plentiful resource and
turn instead to cheap imitation of American music?”
In another experience in Trinidad, a Christian music concert in which several
bands performed, Rommen shared that he was struck by the public’s lack of support for
the only band that played traditional Trinidadian music (calypso) on traditional
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Rommen, “Mek Some Noise,” 88.
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Skype Interview, November 28, 2016.
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Trinidadian instruments (steelband) in the concert. He suspected this was due to the
association of that music with Carnival, or perhaps some type of stigma attached to the
origins of the instruments.43 In this particular instance, Rommen concludes, “the ethics of
style…has become useful in perpetuating a particular vision of ‘the good’ in Full Gospel
Trinidad, a vision that is particularly North American in both substance and sound.”44 I
submit that Rommen’s notion of the ethics of style play a part in the resistance of
Evangelicals in Brazil to embrace samba, bossa nova, and marcha-rancho, for example,
as appropriate styles for church music. After all, the associations of these types of music
are frequently profane at best and, in some cases, demonic.
These ideas have direct implications for the adoption of missions hymnody in
Brazil as well as other geographic locales. In the case of Brazil, this mostly-imported
repertoire has been preserved in these two enduring hymnals—Cantor Cristão is now 130
years old and Hinário para o Culto Cristão is in its third decade, and songs from both of
these hymnals still play a major role in the congregational life and identity of Brazilian
Baptists today (see chapter five). Many congregants take their repertoire for
congregational singing for granted and simply do not ask how foreign repertoire took root
in Brazil (or in Asia, Africa, and everywhere else missionaries worked, for that matter). It
is only much later that missionized Christians begin to reflect critically on the strategies,
processes, and agents contributed to the realization of the transcultural exchange
embodied in the songs that have become beloved companions. My fellow church
members in Brazil did not question the origin of the music we sang in our worship
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services; for that matter, neither do the members of my current congregation, First
Mexican Baptist Church of San Antonio, Texas, many of whom grew up in Mexico and,
like me, are products of the missionary enterprise. Many hymns and songs that comprise
the congregational music of both communities may indeed have been written by foreign
authors and composers, but that does not prevent our congregations from claiming them
as their own.
In describing the deep meaning that these hymns hold for Brazilian Baptists
despite their foreign origins, the concept of musical localization is applicable here.
According to Ingalls, Reigersberg, and Sherinian, musical localization is “the process
whereby Christian communities take a variety of musical practices—some considered
‘indigenous,’ some ‘foreign,’ some shared across spatial and cultural divides; some
linked to past practices, some innovative—and make them locally meaningful and useful
in the construction of Christian beliefs, theology, practice, and identity.”45 I find this
concept extremely helpful in explaining the enduring appeal of missionary hymns in
Brazil, especially because it seems to embrace a more dynamic and generous approach to
understanding the very complex interactions that occur in these transnational musical
encounters and exchanges. I am particularly drawn to its more flexible view of the
missionary enterprise, which is not blind to issues of power, ethnocentrism, and wealth,
but makes room for a robust examination of all sorts of capital transfers and investments
(economic, cultural, and social), and the real phenomenon of individual agency.46
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Monique M. Ingalls, Muriel Swijghuisen Reigersberg, and Zoe C. Sherinian,
“Introduction,” in Making Congregational Music Local in Christian Communities
Worldwide, ed. Monique M. Ingalls, Muriel Swijghuisen Reigersberg, and Zoe C.
Sherinian (London and New York, Routledge, 2018), 3.
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The Place of Hinário para o Culto Cristão Today
As observed by Don E. Saliers, “[T]he publication of a new hymnal is indeed an
intervention into the lifestream of worshipping assemblies. When new poetry and musical
forms begin to make their way into people’s expression and self-understanding of the
Christian faith, tensions are to be expected.”47 Thus, I was interested in gauging the
reception of HCC by Brazilian Baptist churches over its nearly thirty-year history. In
2016 I contacted music ministers and seminary professors from two distinct regions of
Brazil, the Southeast and the Northeast, and invited them to respond to a short
questionnaire, which asked about their recollections about the publication of Hinário,
their assessment of the hymnal, and their perception of the level of acceptance of HCC in
their respective contexts.48 I sent the questionnaire to seven individuals: a music minister
at Igreja Batista da Liberdade, a large church in São Paulo; four music faculty members
at the North Brazil Baptist Theological Seminary who also serve as music ministers at
local congregations in Recife; and two church musicians who were working in Brazilian
congregations at the time of HCC’s publication and for many years thereafter (one served
as organist in Rio de Janeiro and the other served as music minister in Rio, São Paulo,
and Brasília before immigrating to USA).

Dustin D. Wiebe, “Interreligious Music Networks: Capitalizing on Balinese
Gamelan,” in Ingalls, Reigersberg, and Sherinian, Making Congregational Music Local,
198–202.
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Don E. Saliers, “Aesthetics and Theology in Congregational Song: A Hymnal
Intervenes,” in Philip V. Bohlman, Edith L. Blumhofer and Maria M. Chow, eds., Music
in American Religious Experiences (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2006),
342.
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All of them agreed that there was a general sense of excitement in anticipation of
the publication of the new hymnal. Carlos Rangel shared his memory of the occasion as
follows:
I was in my freshman year (1991) at STBSB (Seminário Teológico Batista do Sul
do Brasil; Southern Brazil Baptist Theological Seminary) when Baptists launched
HCC. Many of the HCC Committee meetings were held at STBSB. I remember
that it was launched at the same time the older Brazilian Hymnal (CC) was
celebrating 100 years of its first publication. The HCC editorial board spent
around 5 years of work on the new hymnal. They made a huge effort to involve
churches and music leaders from all around the country. At that time, I remember
my minister of music involving the church in a survey related to the HCC.
Because it took 100 years for Brazilians to get a new hymnal, they celebrated that
moment in a great way. The emphasis of the Brazilian Baptist Annual Meeting
was on music, worship, and hymns of our faith and the main speaker was the
HCC editor, the American missionary to Brazil, Joan Sutton. Indeed, there was
great excitement not just for the Brazilian musicians but for all Brazilian Baptists
on the arrival of a new hymnal.49
They also indicated that among some churches there was a certain level of
apprehension regarding the fate of the old Cantor Cristão. Jorge Arruda shared that he
heard some comments that revealed a concern that the beloved Cantor Cristão would be
relegated to a secondary position or even ‘abandoned.’”50 According to Apolônio Ataíde,
among those who rejected the new hymnal, some were convinced that “the [Brazilian
Baptist] Convention wanted to do away with Cantor Cristão”51 The respondents
celebrated the inclusion of hymns by Brazilian composers and arrangers, favoring
recognizable Brazilian musical characteristics such as rhythm and genre. Eugenio Gall,
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Carlos Rangel, email message, 2016.

In Portuguese: “Alguns comentários que revelaram receio de que o tão querido
Cantor Cristão fosse relegado a um segundo plano ou até mesmo ‘abandonado.’” Jorge
Arruda, email message, 2016.
50

In Portuguese: “Estes últimos achavam que a convenção queria acabar com o
Cantor Cristão.” Apolônio Ataíde, email message, 2016.
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for example, commented on the “inclusion of many more Brazilian hymns; inclusion of
more hymns from the Lutheran tradition (for instance: 108, 130, 227, 315, 343); inclusion
of new, recently composed material; inclusion of ecumenical hymns.”52
Among the most positive aspects of HCC, the respondents listed: textual
revisions, diversity of themes and musical styles, inclusion of readings and other
resources for worship planning, and the overall organization of the hymnal. Keila
Guimarães recognized the benefits of balancing the use of both hymnals in her ministry:
As music minister, since its publication I have harmonized the use of HCC with
CC, especially because many hymns from CC have not been included. Because it
provides chord charts, HCC is more practical, and musicians who do not read
music can also play. On this aspect HCC is preferred. However, I still see a
preference for CC: the eyes of the majority of adults in the church sparkle when
they sing, from memory, their favorite texts.53
Among the least positive characteristics of HCC, they mentioned the “timid use of
Brazilian rhythms,”54 choosing a lower key for a number of hymns (one respondent
pointed to the influence of American missionaries in the committee; in his opinion,
Brazilian congregations prefer to sing higher than congregations in the United States, so
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Gall, a Brazilian organist of German descent, has worked in both Baptist and
Lutheran congregations; that may explain his specific mention of Lutheran hymns in his
evaluation of HCC. Eugenio Gall, email message, 2016.
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he classified this change as a weakness in HCC),55 and a few unnecessary textual changes
that sometimes confuse congregations.
Only one respondent believed that Hinário para o Culto Cristão has become the
preferred hymnal for Brazilian Baptist congregations. All others stated that most churches
use both, many still use only Cantor Cristão, and only a few use HCC exclusively.
Perhaps the discrepancy is because the one respondent who considers HCC to be the
dominant hymnal works in southeast Brazil, whereas those who consider Cantor Cristão
to be as or more important than HCC work in the northeast.
Although these responses come from only seven individuals, five of them are
active in local congregation ministries in Brazil, four of them are also involved in
teaching church music, and one of them is deeply involved in denominational work at the
national level. Their responses are based both on their experience and on their knowledge
of the Brazilian Baptist church music context. Nevertheless, the discrepancy in the last
response may point to regional differences that warrant further exploration. In the words
of Ralph Manuel, “Brazilians were quite proud of their new hymnal. They were pleased
that (most of) their favorite hymns were included and were especially pleased to discover
the Brazilian-sounding hymns within their hymnal.”56

“Brazilians like to sing ‘at the top of their lungs.’ Many hymns were written in
a lower key, placing them out of the preferred range of the Brazilian people, and similar
to major American hymnals. It is not a coincidence that the influential leaders of the new
HCC were American, which, in my opinion, contributed to this change.” Donaldo
Guedes, email message, 2016.
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Ralph Manuel, e-mail message to author, October 16, 2016.
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Concluding Thoughts: A Firm Foundation
As I reflect on the information I have gathered about the history of these two
volumes, the central role of Southern Baptist missionaries in producing a Brazilian
Baptist hymnal becomes apparent. In the case of Cantor Cristão, missionary Solomon
Ginsburg started the process with the first edition of the hymnal in 1891 (even though
Ginsburg was not from the United States, he worked for the Foreign Mission Board of the
Southern Baptist Convention). The second major step in the history of the hymnal was
taken in 1924, when the first edition with music was published. Historical records,
especially reports presented to the Foreign Mission Board, indicate the interest of the
missionaries in raising money for this landmark edition.57
In 1971 the 36th and final edition of Cantor Cristão appeared with major revisions
and updates. At the time, missionary Bill Ichter was director of the music department of
the Brazilian publishing house, JUERP. In the presentation of this edition he states that in
its eighty years of existence the hymnal had never undergone so many changes all at
once.58 Incidentally, among the many people involved in the preparation of this edition,
Bill Ichter counted on the assistance of fellow missionary Joan Sutton, who at the time
was teaching at the South Brazil Baptist Theological Seminary. When the time finally
came for the publication of a new hymnal—Hinário para o Culto Cristão—it was Sutton
who oversaw the entire process, since she was appointed to be the general editor of the
volume. Missionaries David W. Hodges, Ralph Manuel, and Clint Kimbrough were also
members of the new hymnal committee (Kimbrough’s position was ex-officio, since he
57
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Bill Ichter, “Apresentação,” Cantor Cristão, fourth edition with music (Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil: Casa Publicadora Batista, 1971).
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was the head of the music division of JUERP). Considering the scope and cost of such a
project, I wonder whether the work would have been accomplished at all without the
influence and leadership of these missionaries.
Although Brazilian congregations have accommodated both HCC and Cantor
Cristão, I was able to detect an occasional remnant of antipathy towards HCC while
conducting research in Recife, Brazil in the fall of 2019. For example, I was surprised to
learn that one of the largest and most traditional churches in the city has a vocal ensemble
founded in 2007 that sings hymns exclusively from Cantor Cristão. According to its
founder, the group was formed with the goals of preserving and celebrating the beauty
and spiritual depth of the hymnal’s repertoire, and of inspiring fellow church members to
sing in four-part harmony.59 The ensemble is aptly named “Os Cantores Cristãos” (The
Christian Singers). It is also interesting to observe the number of internet sites dedicated
to this revered hymnal.60
The publication of HCC was not the only important musical occurrence in
Brazilian Baptist life in the 1990s. Like in the rest of the world, many Brazilian churches
were touched by the rise of Contemporary Praise & Worship and the movement’s
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Inaldo Tenório de Moura Cavalvanti, interview with author, December 16,
2019 in Recife, Brazil.
For example, “Coletânea Cantor Cristão” (“Cantor Cristão Anthology”)
(https://sites.google.com/site/coletaneacantorcristao/);“Cantor Cristão: Hinos Que
Marcaram Época” (“Cantor Cristão: Epoch-Making Hymns”)
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fSKEk3mSyIU),“Hinos do Cantor Cristão”
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Praise”)
(https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=br.com.masterapps.cantorcristao&hl=en_
US&gl=US).
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powerful influence on repertoire and style of congregational singing.61 While the history
and characteristics of this movement fall outside the scope of this dissertation,62 I
consider it worth noticing the timing of these occurrences and the potential tension they
might have caused. As I have already mentioned, there was some trepidation in some
Baptist circles about the tremendous responsibility of challenging the supremacy of
Cantor Cristão. No one could have imagined that instead of defending the need for a new
hymnal, soon these Baptist circles (and many congregations) would be wondering about
the need for any hymnal at all.
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CHAPTER SIX
Maintaining the Brazilian Baptist Musical Tradition: The Place of Cantor Cristão
at Igreja Evangélica Batista de Casa Amarela

When I was growing up in Northeast Brazil in the 1960s and 1970s, the vast
majority of the population was Roman Catholic. In those years, carrying a Bible in public
was a clear sign of one’s affiliation with an Evangelical denomination. For Baptists and
Pentecostals, especially, this practice was as a way of sharing the gospel to those outside
the faith, of “witnessing” beyond the walls of the church, of preaching without speaking.
Whereas the Roman Catholic majority possessed a rich array of symbols and practices,
including crucifixes, beads, candles, veils, images, processions, and even menu choices
related to significant religious celebrations (fish on Fridays during Lent, bredo1 and beans
cooked in coconut milk on Good Friday, all sorts of corn dishes connected to the feasts of
Saints Anthony, John, and Peter during the month of June, for example), we Evangelicals
were proud of our proficiency in handling the Bible and its contents: we could quote
many verses from memory, retell numerous stories and events recorded in scripture,

1

Bredo is a type of plant whose leaves are edible, similar to spinach. In Recife,
Pernambuco, it is consumed exclusively during Holy Week, and especially on Good
Friday.
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recite all the books of the Bible, in order, all of it effortlessly.2 To us, the centrality of the
Bible both as a sacred text and as a respected artifact was undisputable.3
Considering this context, it is significant that, for decades throughout the
twentieth century and into the twenty-first century, the Bible and the hymnal Cantor
Cristão were frequently bound together and sold as a single volume. This was the format
frequently preferred by pastors and/or missionaries and other prominent church leaders,
since both books were virtually essential, in any setting, to the fulfillment of their
ministerial responsibilities.4 This practice epitomizes the high status of this hymnal in the
life of Brazilian Baptists, just a little lower than the Bible itself.5
Similar to other Christian denominations throughout the world, congregational
singing practices in Brazilian Baptist churches have not remained static: with the rise of
Contemporary Worship (Louvor e Adoração), especially, congregations have numerous
other sources from which to choose their song repertoire; lyrics of both choruses and
hymns are routinely projected on a screen, so that singing from a book has become
unnecessary; and, since the publication of Hinário para o Culto Cristão in 1991, Cantor
Cristão is no longer the only official hymnal produced and adopted by Baptists in Brazil.

2

As a matter of fact, Brazilian Baptists do not display crucifixes, with or without
Jesus’ body on it.
The moniker “Bíblia” (Bible, in Portuguese) was a label sometimes used
pejoratively to designate a Protestant.
3
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Currently, the combined Bible/Cantor Cristão volume is still being published
and available for purchase both online and from religious bookstores.
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Brazil is not the only country in which the Bible and a hymnal have been bound
together. The same practice has been observed in Korea. See Nicholas Harkness, Songs of
Seoul: An Ethnography of the Voice and Voicing in Christian South Korea (Berkeley,CA:
University of California Press, 2007), 83.
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Yet, in my frequent visits to Brazil throughout the years,6 I have observed some
churches that sing hymns on a regular basis, and that this practice seems to nurture both
affection and a sense of duty towards the still ubiquitous Cantor Cristão. In an effort to
understand why this hymnal continues to have a place of preeminence in Brazilian
Baptist life, from October to December 2019, I conducted an ethnographic study of
Igreja Evangélica Batista de Casa Amarela (EBCA, or Casa Amarela Evangelical Baptist
Church), a leading Baptist congregation in Recife. This chapter describes and analyzes
this research, and in so doing demonstrates the enduring importance of Cantor Cristão in
the life of contemporary Baptists in Recife, the birthplace of the hymnal.

Why Casa Amarela Baptist Church?
I have selected this particular congregation for several reasons. First, having been
founded in 1964, Casa Amarela is a well-established congregation. Second, it has a
strong tradition of vibrant music-making, be it performed by choirs, soloists, vocal and
instrumental ensembles, or the whole congregation. Third, this congregation was led by
the same senior pastor for more than four decades and the church’s current music director
has served the congregation for over thirty years, contributing to a fairly stable church
culture. And, finally, the church has connections to the mission history discussed in
previous chapters, with music missionary Fred Spann having served Casa Amarela both
as music director and as pastor.
Although I had visited this congregation several times during my trips to Brazil—
my husband’s family has connections to the church—this is not the church in which I

6

I came to the United States in 1984 and since 1986 I have returned home almost
every year, sometimes twice a year.
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grew up. I felt that Casa Amarela would provide me with a useful degree of critical
distance as I set out to understand the role music plays in its way of being a church
through observing and analyzing its physical spaces, resources, leadership structures,
church bulletins, overall cultural milieu, and, above all, what and how the congregation
actually sings. By the same token, the fact that I already knew people in the congregation
and had visited the church numerous times in the past, facilitated the building of the
necessary trust between me, the researcher, and the people I would be studying.

Overview of Casa Amarela Baptist Church
One of the most densely populated neighborhoods in the capital city of Recife,
comprising over 29,000 inhabitants in less than one square mile, Casa Amarela is a
vibrant community.7 It is known primarily for its public market, founded in 1930, and by
the Sítio da Trindade. This beautiful park, site of a crucial battle between the Portuguese
and the Dutch in the seventeenth century, is lined with lush tropical plants and trees;8 a
few times a year huge crowds gather there to celebrate festive dates with plenty of music,
dance, and foods, typical of this Brazilian region.9 Casa Amarela is also home to several
schools, hospitals, a library, and a variety of stores selling all kinds of goods. The
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Recife, Prefeitura da Cidade. Accessed June 18, 2020.
http://www2.recife.pe.gov.br/servico/casa-amarela?op=NTI4Mg.
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Accessed June 18, 2020. https://www.itinari.com/sitio-da-trindade-inpernambuco-the-last-resistance-against-dutch-invasion-ccos.
Tereza Barros and Cláudia Albuquerque Verardi, “Casa Amarela (Bairro,
Recife)” Pesquisa Escolar Online, Fundação Joaquim Nabuco, Recife. Accessed June 18,
2020.
http://basilio.fundaj.gov.br/pesquisaescolar/index.php?option=com_content&view=articl
e&id=1153:casa-amarela-bairro-recife&catid=38:letra-c&Itemid=1.
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neighborhood gets its name from a yellow house (casa amarela, in Portuguese) that was
built on a busy street corner in that part of the city, next to a train station; the house
served as a reference to passengers visiting the area and the name stuck. No longer a
private residence—it is a pharmacy—the house is still painted yellow.10
Casa Amarela Evangelical Baptist Church was founded on June 26, 1964 as a
mission of Igreja Batista do Cordeiro (Cordeiro Baptist Church),11 one of the oldest
churches in Recife founded in 1905 by missionary Solomon Ginsburg.12 Most of the
ninety-two founding members of IEBCA13 had been active members of another Baptist
church in the neighborhood—Second Baptist Church of Casa Amarela— and had left due
to serious doctrinal disagreements.14
Initially they met at the home of deacon Severino Coelho de Albuquerque (Figure
6.1 presents a picture with two of Coelho de Albuquerque’s daughters and a
commemorative plaque in their home),15 under the pastoral guidance of missionary David
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Accessed June 19, 2020.
https://curiosamente.diariodepernambuco.com.br/project/a-casa-amarela-que-batizoucasa-amarela/.
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Igreja Evangélica Batista de Casa Amarela, Arquivo Documentos Históricos,
Anuário de 1988 (Recife, Brazil: Unpublished document, 1988), 3.
Francisco “Bonato” Pereira da Silva, 100 Anos de História da Igreja Batista do
Cordeiro: A Igreja do Coração (Recife, Brazil: Zit Gráfica e Editora, 2005), 20.
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Igreja Evangélica Batista de Casa Amarela, Arquivo Documentos Históricos,
Edição Especial dos 25 anos da IEBCA (Recife, Brazil: Unpublished document, 1989), 3.
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Igreja Evangélica Batista de Casa Amarela, Arquivo Documentos Históricos 8.
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This house is located on Rua Dr. Tomé Dias, no. 171, Recife - PE, 52070–370.
Two of his daughters still live there. On the occasion of the church’s twenty-fifth
anniversary, a plaque was placed on the wall at the entrance hall of the house. It reads:
“NESTA CASA, NO DIA 26 DE JUNHO DE 1964, FOI ORGANIZADA A IGREJA
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Mein, who was both the pastor of Cordeiro Baptist Church and the president of
Seminário Teológico Batista do Norte do Brasil (STBNB; North Brazil Baptist
Theological Seminary).16

Figure 6.1. Gláucia and Nete Coelho, daughters of Severino Coelho de Albuquerque, at their home in Casa
Amarela by the plaque commemorating the founding of Casa Amarela Evangelical Baptist Church.
Photographed by author. Used with permission.

Missionary James Frederick (Fred) Spann accepted the invitation to lead the
newly-organized church in December of the same year and remained as pastor of Casa
Amarela until June 1966. Four other pastors—José Francisco Rosendo, missionary
Raymond Lowrey Kolb, Albérico Alves de Souza, and Merval de Sousa Rosa—led the
young church during the following decade. In February, 1976, Casa Amarela called

EVANGÉLICA BATISTA DE CASA AMARELA. RECIFE, 26 DE JUNHO DE 1989
(“In this house, June 26, 1964, Casa Amarela Evangelical Baptist Church was organized.
Recife, June 26, 1989”).
16

Anuário de 1988, 3.
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Ademar Paegle as its sixth pastor.17 Paegle’s remarkable pastorate lasted forty-three
years; he retired in January, 2019, but remains a member of the congregation. After a
year-long search process, his son, André Paegle, was recently elected Casa Amarela’s
next pastor. He assumed the pastorate of the church in March, 2020.18
Casa Amarela has 650 members and owns three buildings in the heart of the
neighborhood.19 One building houses the current sanctuary, the choir room, and the
children’s department; it was inaugurated in 1985. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 present
photographs of the building and of a commemorative plaque with information on the
building inauguration date. Across the street, the original sanctuary dating from the late
1960s is still used for smaller gatherings. Next to it, a spacious, partially covered area,
serves as the dining/fellowship hall. A small reception area provides access to a threestory building. Administrative offices and the pastor’s study are located on the ground
level; Sunday school classrooms of varying sizes, and a few offices, fill the upper floors.
Casa Amarela also owns Acampamento IEBCA (Camp IEBCA), located in the coastal
city of Igarassu about twenty miles north of Recife.20 Here, a number of activities take
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Anuário de 1988, 3.
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Phone conversation with Armindo de Araújo Ferreira, who serves in the music
ministry of the church, June, 2020.
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The official address of the church is Rua Carlos Mavignier, 115, Recife, PE,
52070–110. E-mail: iebcamarela@gmail.com (www.iebca.org.br).
20

The second oldest city in Brazil, Igarassu is home of Saints Cosme and Damião
Church, the oldest Roman Catholic church in Brazil built in 1535. Accessed on June 30,
2020. http://igarassu.pe.gov.br/.
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place throughout the year, such as camps, retreats, workshops, and festive holiday
celebrations.

Figure 6.2. Casa Amarela Evangelical Baptist Church. Photograph published on IEBCA’s Instagram. Used
with permission.

Figure 6.3. Plaque commemorating the inauguration of the IEBCA’s sanctuary in 1985. Photographed by
Armindo Ferreira. Used with permission.
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Along with André Paegle, the senior pastor, Casa Amarela’s pastoral staff
includes the music minister, Jorge Arruda, the youth minister, Jandyr Arruda, and the
camp minister, Salatiel Costa. The deacon body comprises thirty-four deacons, both men
and women.
The regular activities published in the church’s weekly bulletin21 read as follows:
two Sunday worship services at 10:15 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.; a Women’s group meeting
(Mulher Cristã em Ação) on Tuesdays at 3:00 p.m.; a prayer service and Bible study on
Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m.; a morning prayer meeting on Saturdays at 7:00 a.m.; and a
youth service two Saturdays per month at 7:30 p.m. In addition to these public
gatherings, open to members and visitors alike, Casa Amarela provides ample
opportunities for its members to be involved in community and mission endeavors.
No other ministry, however, contributes more to Casa Amarela’s standing as one
of the leading congregations in the Baptist landscape of Recife than its music ministry.
With an astonishing seven choirs (two mixed-voice choirs, men’s, women’s, young adult,
youth, and children’s choirs), one praise team, seven soloists, eight directors (who take
turns leading choral and congregation singing), five pianists, and two audio-visual
technicians, the church’s music ministry engages just over two hundred members of the
congregation, close to one third of the church’s membership.22

A sample of Casa Amarela’s Sunday bulletin (Boletim Dominical) appears in
Appendix B.1.
21

22

Eleven people are compensated for their services: the music minister, six of the
choral/congregational song leaders, the head of the praise team, and three pianists. All of
these musicians are bi- or tri-vocational: not even the music minister earns enough to
work exclusively for the church. Information provided by Armindo Ferreira, my church
conversation partner in July 2020. For more information on Armindo Ferreira, see
following subsection.
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As I will show in the course of this chapter, this congregation’s dedication to
music, in its various expressions, is deeply connected to the church’s identity and history.
This feature is what led me to select Casa Amarela Baptist Church as the place for my
ethnographic research, as I sought to understand what place, if any, Cantor Cristão
occupies in a musical environment as rich and varied as the one in Casa Amarela.

Entering the Field
I arrived in Recife in late October, 2019. For the following nine weeks I divided
my time between Igreja Evangélica Batista de Casa Amarela and Seminário Teológico
Batista do Norte do Brasil (STBNB). These two institutions are closely connected
because of key individuals past and present who belong(ed) to both the church and the
school. David Mein served as president of the seminary for decades and, as mentioned
above, he provided pastoral leadership for Casa Amarela before it was organized as a
church. Missionaries Fred Spann and Raymond Kolb, who pastored Casa Amarela in its
early years, also taught at the seminary. Ademar Paegle, who retired in 2019 after serving
as pastor of Casa Amarela for over forty years, has been a member of the seminary’s
faculty, teaching in the area of pastoral care; he was also the seminary’s chaplain for
thirty years. Jorge Arruda, minister of music at Casa Amarela, currently teaches at the
seminary.
Armindo Ferreira graduated from STBNB in 2012 and joined the faculty that
same year. He teaches several courses in their music program, which he headed from
2018 until July 2020. Armindo is a member of Casa Amarela and serves as one of its
pianists, in addition to directing one of the church choirs and frequently leading the
congregational singing. Because of his professional and personal connections, and his
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knowledge of the field, Armindo provided me with crucial assistance during my field
research in Brazil as my conversation partner.
On October 27, my first Sunday at Casa Amarela, I informed the leaders of the
church about my research project, in person; this conversation was followed by a letter
addressed to interim Pastor André and deacon Plínio Sóstenes, and sent to them on
November 11, via email.23 In these exchanges, I explained the purpose of my research,
asking permission to observe, take notes, and occasionally record some samples of the
music sung during the services, mostly by the congregation but, in some instances, by the
choirs as well. I also requested consent to interview a few church members, adding that
my purpose was to learn from these brothers and sisters about the role of the hymns
found in Cantor Cristão in their spiritual development, devotional practices, and the
formation of their Baptist identity. Pastor André called me a few days later, letting me
know he was thrilled to learn about my project, and offering his full support of my study
of Casa Amarela’s congregational life.
Once I arrived in Recife, I adopted the following strategy for gathering data. First,
I attended both worship services every Sunday in order to become familiar with its
structure and contents, observe the behavior of the people (on the pews and “at the
front”), participate as much as possible in the life of the church, get to know the members
of the congregation, and listen to Casa Amarela sing. Second, I collected and analyzed
church bulletins and orders of service from different periods in the life of the church in
order to learn which hymns and songs comprise Casa Amarela’s actual repertoire. Third,

23

See Appendix B.2 for a copy of the November 11, 2019 email sent to André
Paegle and Plínio Sóstenes about my research project.
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I interviewed members of the congregation to ascertain the impact of the hymns from
Cantor Cristão on their lives: from the formation of their Christian faith, to their ties to
the Casa Amarela church family, and possibly to their Baptist identity itself.

Fieldwork
While in Recife, I consistently attended all Sunday services at Casa Amarela,
morning and evening. Contrary to the Evangelical churches in Texas with which I am
familiar, Sunday evening services in Evangelical congregations in Recife (and, possibly,
in the rest of Brazil as well) are the most formal services of the week, registering a high
attendance of both church members and visitors. In the case of Casa Amarela, the
attendance for morning and evening Sunday services is about the same, being
approximately 350 people.24
Every week I arrived at least fifteen minutes before the scheduled time for the
service, and waited in the sanctuary.25 Surprisingly, the sanctuary is far from empty at
this time. Several adult Sunday school classes meet in the different corners of the
sanctuary, including one that meets in the choir loft. I learned that the number of Sunday
school classes in Casa Amarela is larger than the number of classrooms available in the
dedicated education building, so the sanctuary supplies this need for additional meeting
space.26
24

Information provided to me by the church office, through Armindo Ferreira.

25

As indicated above, the service is supposed to start at 10:15 a.m. In practice, it
begins when everything is ready, usually fifteen minutes late. In this cultural context, this
is no cause for concern.
26

This is a common occurrence; it was the same way in my church when I was
growing up.
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Once in the sanctuary I would pick up a bulletin and look for a seat, usually in one
of the back three or four rows in the central section of the sanctuary. The room is shaped
like a wide semi-circle and is broader than it is deep (see Figure 6.4). While waiting for
Sunday school to end and the service to begin, I would peruse the bulletin which, printed
on a piece of white letter-size paper folded in half, functions both as a detailed order of
service and as a weekly newsletter.27

Figure 6.4. Sanctuary of IEBCA, Sunday morning service, December 2019. Photographed by Marconi
Monteiro. Used with permission.

Not surprisingly, for my purposes the most interesting information contained in
the bulletin had to do with the song selections for the day’s services (the orders for the

27

The bulletin always contains a short reflection (written by a church leader,
extracted from a devotional book, or produced by the state of national Baptist
convention) connected to the church calendar, the life of the congregation, or some
significant denominational event (missions offerings, for example); a number of
announcements about a variety of church activities (regular or extraordinary), work
schedules for ushers, deacons, musicians, and a list of members who are celebrating a
birthday during the coming week.
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morning and for the evening services are included in the same bulletin). For every hymn
included in the program, the following information is given: hymnal (CC for Cantor
Cristão and HCC for Hinário para o Culto Cristão), hymn number, title, author, and
composer. Other types of congregational songs are labeled cânticos (songs, in
Portuguese), followed by a title and sometimes the author/composer. The choir or praise
team scheduled for the Sunday service (morning or evening), usually performs two
numbers. Its participation is termed inspiração musical (musical inspiration), louvor
coral (choral praise), or louvor musical (musical praise)—terms noted in the bulletin. The
service also includes an instrumental prelude and postlude; sometimes the prelude is
preceded by the singing of one or two songs by a praise team as a way of centering the
congregation before the official start of the service.
In addition to singing together, members of the congregation are habitually
invited to read together, which they do extremely competently. These readings consist of
passages from scripture or hymn texts. Because this is such a common practice at Casa
Amarela, the worship planners are able to be quite creative in the way these readings are
organized, alternating between male voices and female voices, alternating between
singing and reading hymn stanzas, assigning specific lines of text to the leader, the choir,
and the congregation, or asking the people seated in the various sections of the sanctuary
to take turns reading the various segments of the text. No rehearsal is required; it is
second nature to them. Bright, strong voices fill the room (there are no carpets, curtains,
or cushions in the sanctuary) generating a remarkably coherent sound. The effects—
aural, emotional, aesthetic—are impressive.
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The congregation sings an average of five times per service, counting hymns and
other types of songs. The order of service consistently indicates whether the hymns are
from Cantor Cristão (CC) or Hinário para o Culto Cristão (HCC). Interestingly, many of
the hymns picked from HCC are also found in Cantor. In such cases, the choice to use
HCC’s version seems to be based on the slight textual updates included in the more
recent hymnal. In order to have a broader view of Casa Amarela’s current repertoire, I
requested and received PDF files of the church’s bulletins published from June 2019
through the end of that year. By examining this valuable material representing six months
of music, I have been able to determine what the church actually sings on a regular basis.
Thus, the information provided in Table B.1 found in Appendix B.3 reveals that the
church maintains a balanced repertoire of hymns found in both current official Baptist
hymnals. From June through December 2019, the Sunday orders of services included
forty-two hymns from Cantor Cristão, forty-two from HCC, and thirty-five hymns
common to both hymnals.
In addition to attending Sunday services at the church, I was able to arrange
several visits to Casa Amarela’s archives to survey bulletins and other publications dating
from the early years of the church as a way of learning about the congregational
repertoire throughout the years. To begin with, the minutes of the meeting that marked
the establishing of the church, dated June 26, 1964, registers the singing of four hymns
from Cantor Cristão: numbers 60, 2, 456, and 92. Only the title of hymn number 456 is
given, “O Estandarte Desta Igreja” (text by Robert E. Neighbour, tune by Tullius Clinton
O’Kane). Because the numbering of hymns in Cantor have remained fairly stable from
edition to edition, it is likely that the other hymns sung on that occasion were: “Coroai”
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(“All Hail the Power of Jesus’ Name;” tune: either DIADEM or CORONATION; both
listed as number 60 in Cantor); “Justo És, Senhor” (2; the text is a metrical version of
Psalm 145: 17–18; tune: JUSTUS DOMINUS), and “Substituição” (92; “I Gave My Life
for Thee;” tune: KENOSIS).28
The earliest Sunday bulletin in the church’s archives dates from November 13th,
1966. Few others remain from those early years: in all, only five bulletins from 1966,
four from 1967, none from 1968, and one from 1969. The situation is not very different
in the following decade: I found only nine Sunday bulletins from April 1970 through
December, 1979. Still, this limited sample contained enough evidence of the
congregation’s practice of singing hymns from Cantor Cristão (typically four hymns per
service) since its establishment to be useful to me. As testimonies of some of the
founding members of the church will show below, Casa Amarela has unquestionably
been a singing church from its very beginning.
Compared to the church’s current practice, it was interesting to notice that in these
early bulletins, pianists and music directors were not mentioned by name. Though the
bulletins list the names of ushers, Sunday school teachers, deacons, and include some
general announcements, they do not name the musicians. They list choirs, preludes, and
hymns, but the bulletins give no indication of who is in charge of all the music that seems
to be so central to the life of this church.

28

These numbers refer to the exact same hymns in the 1923, 1957, and 1971
editions of Cantor Cristão (I have these copies in my personal collection).
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Casa Amarela Church Members Speak about Cantor Cristão: Interviews
After several weeks of participant-observation, I scheduled interviews with six
members of Casa Amarela. Three of my interviewees are directly involved in the
church’s music ministry: Jorge Arruda, Miriam Feliciano, and Armindo Ferreira. I also
interviewed two of Casa Amarela’s founding members, Ivanete and Gláucia Coelho de
Albuquerque. That interview took place at their home, the birth place of Casa Amarela
Baptist Church. My final interviewee was Pastor Ademar Paegle, Casa Amarela’s
recently-retired senior pastor, who served from 1976 to 2019, and who continues to be
part of the congregation.
In this section, rather than organizing the material around a common question or
topic, I chose to arrange it by interviewee instead, thus allowing each detailed, personal
account to resound more freely. The testimony of these men and women from different
generations and distinct backgrounds provides a rich description of the musical life of the
congregation and their meaningful engagement with the repertoire of Cantor Cristão.

Jorge Arruda
On December 13, 2019, I interviewed Casa Amarela’s music minister Jorge
Arruda. We met late afternoon in a conference room at the STBNB’s music building, a
few hours before the seminary’s annual commencement ceremony.
Born in 1954, Jorge had been a member of Casa Amarela since 1970 when, at the
age of sixteen, he became one of the pianists for the church. In 1995, he was ordained as
music minister, the first time such an ordination took place in Recife. He is not a
founding member of Casa Amarela (the church was six years old when he joined) but for
fifty years he has played a vital role in the history of the congregation.
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Jorge grew up in a Baptist family; all were active members of Igreja Batista de
Afogados (Afogados Baptist Church) in Recife. At the age of nine, he began taking
lessons at the local branch of Academia Mascarenhas, a very popular accordion school
founded by Brazilian composer Mário Mascarenhas (1929–1992). Every Saturday, Jorge
would accompany his father, a deacon, to different preaching venues; his father would
preach and Jorge would play the hymns he had been practicing on his accordion. When
he turned twelve he began to accompany the children’s choir at his church, playing a
portable organ at first, and later the harmonium; when he turned thirteen he began
directing the adult choir.
Reflecting on these early experiences, Jorge acknowledges that the church is a
great school29 and considers Cantor Cristão as his principal music book. He still
remembers some of the first hymns he learned to play: “Perante o Trono do Senhor,”
“Sou um Infantil,” “Brilhando,”30 and hymn number 326, the very first hymn he played
on the harmonium, arguably the easiest one in Cantor Cristão.31 Even though he
appreciates a variety of musical expressions, and values the wonderful contribution of
choir members, directors, and instrumentalists to the worship services at Casa Amarela,

29

In Portuguese: “A igreja é uma grande escola.”

Respectively: “Around the Throne of God in Heaven” (tune: CHILDREN’S
PRAISE); original Portuguese text (tune: SING WITH TUNEFUL LAY); “Jesus Wants
Me for a Sunbeam” (text and tune by E.O. Excell).
30

31

He could not remember the correct title for the hymn during the interview and
asked me to look it up later; it is “Refúgio” (“Jesus, lover of my soul;” tune: MARTYN).
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during our conversation he stated that “congregational singing is fundamental in the life
of the church.”32
The congregation’s musical repertoire must include hymns, he declares; in the
case of Casa Amarela, many of these hymns are from Cantor Cristão. In his opinion, this
repertoire is valuable, “um tesouro” (a treasure), and the church should not deprive new
generations of experiencing its value and beauty.33 “Where else are we to encounter this
combination? The structure, text, melody, and doctrinal content?,”34 he asked.
According to Jorge, on the occasion of the publication of Hinário para o Culto
Cristão (HCC), in 1991, Casa Amarela threw its full support behind the new hymnal. The
church held a special launch service for HCC, invited a number of people involved in the
production of the hymnal, and even bought a large number of copies to facilitate access
of the congregation to the book.35 In spite of this enthusiasm for the new resource, the
pastoral and musical leadership of the church never considered replacing Cantor Cristão.
Rather, they decided to add the new hymns included in HCC to the overall repertoire of
the church. Thus, to this day, the church sings hymns from both collections regularly.
Jorge recalled the late 1990s as a challenging time for him personally and for the
church as a whole, due to the rise of the Contemporary Worship movement. He navigated

32

In Portuguese: “O canto congregacional é primordial na vida da Igreja.”

In Portuguese: “Não devemos privar as novas gerações desse repertório;” and
“É um tesouro que nós temos.”
33

In Portuguese: “Onde é que a gente pode encontrar essa combinação? A
estrutura, o texto, o estilo, a doutrina?”
34

35

Churches in Brazil do not have hymnals available to those attending services;
each person purchases his or her own copy. Incidentally, the same is true of Bibles.
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those troubled waters with patience and a lot of serious, long conversations with the
youth and young adult leaders of the church. Some of these talks centered on Jorge’s
sharing his philosophy of church music; his belief that the traditional music of the church
had held a profound meaning for Casa Amarela’s congregation up to that point and how
he hoped it would continue to be part of the life of every member of the congregation in
the future, young and old. Indeed, over the course of our interview, Jorge said more than
once, “I have never let go of hymns.”36
He finds it rewarding that some of the people who most opposed him back then
(by insisting on singing praise choruses rather than hymns) are now very well integrated
into the life of the congregation, working in harmony with the church’s music ministry,
such as the praise band’s current bass player and the newly-elected senior pastor of Casa
Amarela, André Paegle.
Towards the end of the interview, Jorge shared the following testimony. New
circumstances and life experiences are what make us “sing to the Lord a new song,” he
declared. In Luke’s gospel, when Mary quoted an old psalm in the Magnificat, for
example, her new insight into God’s actions made her understand those familiar words in
a brand new way. The same phenomenon happens to us, Jorge continued. Even if we
keep singing those old hymns from Cantor Cristão, new experiences and understandings
in the course of our Christian life will inevitably change how we understand and how we

36

In Portuguese: “Eu nunca abri mão dos hinos.”
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sing those texts. Thus, he concluded, a very familiar hymn will indeed become “a new
song.”37
After almost fifty-five years of dedication to church music, Jorge’s commitment
to this ministry is unmistakable and he remains motivated and inspired to carry on. As a
sign of the congregation’s deep respect and appreciation for his ongoing service, the only
choir rehearsal room at Casa Amarela is named Sala Jorge Arruda.38

Miriam Feliciano
Before my interview with Miriam Feliciano (b. 1948) I had not known that, in
Casa Amarela, she is known as “the first lady of Cantor Cristão.”39 She shared that with
a big smile in the course of our conversation on December 17, 2019. We met on a warm
afternoon in Casa Amarela’s choir rehearsal room. Several metal cabinets line the back
wall of the spacious room, which also accommodates a piano, a music stand, a large
table, and at least fifty chairs facing a plain white board and a clock. Miriam turned on
one of the two the air-conditioning units and we started the hour-long interview.
She is one of eleven children, all raised in the Baptist church. Miriam has always
loved music and she recalled, as a teenager, singing duets with her father, just for fun.

For a detailed exploration of Old Testament quotes and echoes in Mary’s
Magnificat, see Amy Smith Carman’s “Ave Maria: Old Testament Allusions in the
Magnificat,” Priscilla Papers 31, no. 2 (Spring 2017):14–18, accessed July 19, 2020.
https://www.cbeinternational.org/resource/article/priscilla-papers-academic-journal/avemaria-old-testament-allusions-magnificat.
37

38

In Portuguese: the Jorge Arruda Room.

39

In Portuguese: “A primeira-dama do Cantor Cristão.”
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She would sing soprano and he, tenor.40 Her mother was firm on the teachings of
Christian doctrine and a lover of Cantor Cristão.41 Miriam is a founding member of Casa
Amarela. At the age of twenty, she enrolled in the Seminário de Educadoras Cristãs
(SEC), an all-women’s seminary also located in Recife, majoring in religious education
with a concentration in music. In 1970, she temporarily joined another congregation as an
intern in order to fulfill a graduation requirement. In 1971, she returned to Casa Amarela
and has never left. She has served as church secretary and as religious educator, and for
the last several years has dedicated herself to the ministry of music, directing the Coro
Adoração (one of the church’s two mixed choirs), and frequently leading the
congregational singing.
Miriam understands Cantor Cristão as a vital part of her Baptist identity. When
she saw American missionaries with their Baptist hymnal, she wondered, “How come we
do not have a Baptist hymnal?”42 But then she realized Cantor Cristão was it: “We had
assimilated the name Cantor Cristão and everybody knew that Cantor Cristão was the
hymnal of the Baptist church.”43 Expanding on the importance of this volume, she added

40

As she shared this memory, Miriam sang a bit of one of the hymns they used to
sing together, number 236 in Cantor Cristão, “Atribulado Coração” (“O Troubled Heart,
There Is a Home;” tune: WAIT AND MURMUR NOT).
In Portuguese: “Minha mãe era bem segura na doutrina,” and “amante do
Cantor Cristão.”
41

42

In Portuguese: “Por que a gente não tem um hinário Batista?”

In Portuguese: “A gente assimilou o Cantor Cristão;” and “Todo mundo sabe
que o Cantor Cristão era o hinário da igreja batista”
43
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a statement that, as surprising as it may sound, I had actually heard before: Cantor
Cristão “is almost a Bible.”44
The publication of Hinário para o Culto Cristão in 1991 was a source of concern
for many Baptists in Brazil, including Miriam. She tried to take a sympathetic approach
to the whole situation, including supporting the launch celebrations of the hymnal at Casa
Amarela. She recalls how the practice of referring to the new book by the acronym HCC
was irksome: “HCC? What is that?”45 To her (and to some of her friends) it sounded as if
someone was referring to a hospital, not a hymnal.46 But after taking some time to
become familiar with the new hymnal, she noticed with pleasure that the new collection
included a significant number of hymns from Cantor Cristão. So, the way she sees it,
HCC is very similar to the centenary hymnal she cherishes so deeply: “It is Cantor
Cristão with a bit more,” she said, and quickly noted with some relief that her favorite
hymns are all included in the newer collection.
At about the same time as HCC’s publication, the rise of Contemporary Worship
in Recife—and the music associated with it—was another challenge to the hegemony of
hymn singing in general, and to the repertoire of Cantor Cristão, in particular. Similar to
Jorge Arruda, Miriam spoke about it as a period of distress in the life of Casa Amarela.
She mentioned her shock at learning about a church that invited people to a prayer
meeting but used words to do so that had clearly irreligious associations, such as
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In Portuguese: “É quase uma Bíblia.”

45

In Portuguese: “HCC? O que é isso?”

She joked, in Portuguese “HCC: Hospital das Clínicas do Ceará.” This
designation is usually reserved for a teaching hospital; Ceará is a state in Northeast
Brazil.
46
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“noitada,” a term used to imply a wild night of partying usually accompanied by plenty
of drinking.47 She also mentioned the trend of “louvorzão,” the large gatherings of
predominantly young people where the focus was on praise and worship songs,
accompanied by a praise team.48 In Miriam’s view, these large crowds were not singing
praises to God; they were gathered to sing in adoration of their singing, their songs, and
the sonic experience they were producing together. She summarizes these events as
services of praise in praise of praise.49
In retelling these events, I find it significant that both Jorge and Miriam expressed
their appreciation for the way Casa Amarela’s pastor handled the crisis. They both
mentioned his wisdom in keeping channels of communication open with all parties
involved, while, at the same time, letting everyone know what changes and practices
would be accepted or tolerated, and what changes and practices would not. In Miriam’s
view, Casa Amarela was blessed by what she termed the “dobradinha Jorge-Pastor
Ademar;”50 together they played a crucial role in finding the equilíbrio (balance) between
the old and the new, tradition and innovation, in the life of the congregation.51

47

In Portuguese: “Noitada de Oração.”

The term “louvorzão” itself could be characterized as closer to a slang term
than to a standard Portuguese word. It is the augmented form of louvor (praise, in
English).
48

49

In Portuguese: “Louvor ao louvor.”

50

Dobradinha is a sports-related Portuguese slang term. It refers to a double
victory or triumph. In Formula One (car racing), for example, it means that two drivers
from the same team have taken the top two positions in the same race. In soccer it means
that a team has won two championship titles in the same year.
In Portuguese: “A dobradinha Jorge-Pastor Ademar fez isso; o equilíbrio” and
“A liderança teve uma posição fortíssima.
51
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One example both she and Jorge shared with me illustrates this point well. A day
after one such Saturday night gathering, a “louvorzão,” Pr. Ademar came into the
sanctuary to find that the pulpit had been moved from the center of the platform in order
to make room for a large drum set. He called an impromptu leadership meeting, made
clear that the pulpit was never to be replaced by a drum set, and had the pulpit moved
back to its customary place.
It seems to me that, in the eyes of both Miriam and Jorge, the pastor’s timely and
firm stand was a sign of affirmation of the work of Casa Amarela’s particular kind of
music ministry up to that point. Furthermore, the pastor’s attitude in the midst of the
turmoil helped those responsible for conducting the church’s music discern which path
they should follow.
When asked about her favorite hymns in Cantor Cristão, Miriam’s answer was
“numbers one through six hundred!”52 She then adopted a more reflective tone and
admitted that, in fact, she neither knows all the hymns in Cantor, nor does she like all of
the ones with which she is familiar. But the majority of this hymnal’s repertoire has
played and continues to play a vital role in her life and the life of her family.53 For
example, referring to her siblings, nieces, and nephews who no longer attend church, she
said that “when they begin singing hymns from Cantor Cristão they cry.”54 She also
shared that when her mother was at the end of her life, Miriam used to visit her every

52

In Portuguese: “De um a seiscentos!”

In the course of our interview, she sang snippets of a few hymns, such as “Amor
Sem Igual” (Text by Stuart Edmund McNair; anonymous tune).
53

54

In Portuguese: “Quando começam a cantar hinos do Cantor Cristão, choram.”
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Sunday afternoon and would spend two hours simply singing hymns to her; she did that
for over two years.
From the time Miriam was a child, these hymns were part of her life: “Cantor
Cristão was injected in my veins.”55 Thus, in her ministry at Casa Amarela, Miriam
strives to communicate the importance of this spiritual inheritance: melodies and texts
that are a source of strength to her, and that are sung from the heart, sung “from the inside
to the outside.”56

Armindo Ferreira
I met Armindo Ferreira (b. 1985) a few years ago on one of my visits to the
STBNB. I was interested in learning about the seminary’s music program. A member of
the music faculty, he was introduced to me by the then academic dean of the school,
Maria Betânia Melo de Araújo. Armindo promptly offered to answer my questions, give
me a tour of the facilities, and even share some of the piano instructional materials
adopted at the seminary specifically to teach beginning piano students how to play
hymns.57 On my subsequent trips to Recife we would meet either on the seminary
55

In Portuguese: “O Cantor Cristão foi injetado na minha veia.”

56

In Portuguese: “De dentro pra fora.”

57

I was curious about the origin of this helpful book. The cover indicated it had
been “elaborated” by Jo Ann Butler and, since the text was in Portuguese, we wondered
if the book were the work of a former missionary, although that name was not familiar to
either of us. I emailed Ralph Manuel asking if he had any information about the piano
method. In response, Manuel sent me the following message: “The Método de Hinos
STBNB was based on a system of playing piano using familiar hymns. Jo Ann Butler is
my aunt, and she had sent me a preliminary copy of her hymn-playing system. I selected
26 of her hymns for use at the North Brazil Seminary; I chose hymns that the seminary
students would know.” Not surprisingly, twenty-five of those hymns are included in
Cantor Cristão; the one exception is “Amazing Grace” which appears in HCC (# 314).
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campus or at Casa Amarela, where I would see him playing the piano, directing a choir,
or leading the congregational singing.58
When I chose Casa Amarela as the focus of my ethnographic research, it became
clear to me that Armindo would be the ideal conversation partner. Besides our previous
connection, other factors contribute positively to our partnership: we have common
interests, and we have had similar professional experiences in academia and church
ministry. But our differences are also significant: Armindo has lived his entire life in
Recife, he did not grow up in the church, his primary undergraduate degree was in
Portuguese Language and Literature, and he is about twenty years younger than me. How
these contrasts inform our respective perspectives on the topics at hand is interesting. In
addition to the many informal conversations we had had up to my field research in Brazil,
I consequently thought it would be useful to set up a time for a formal discussion with
him, a time in which I could hear more about his particular perspectives. The interview
took place on December 16, 2019.
For as long as he can remember, Armindo has been interested in music. He grew
up listening to his father’s eclectic CD collection, which included works by Glenn Miller,
Ray Conniff, Vivaldi, and Beethoven, as well as plenty of music by famous Brazilian
singers such as Luiz Gonzaga and Waldick Soriano. When he turned eleven years old, he
began working at the family business, a bar, an environment that exposed him to an even
broader selection of popular music. Soon after, he enrolled in a government-sponsored
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As mentioned above, I would occasionally attend worship services at Casa
Amarela while visiting family in Recife.
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music school and began taking piano lessons. His sonic environment expanded even
more.
In 2003, Armindo enrolled at the Universidade Federal de Pernambuco (UFPE,
Federal University of Pernambuco), majoring in modern languages (Portuguese and
Spanish). The following year, his then girlfriend and classmate invited him to go to their
neighborhood church, Igreja Batista de Jardim Brasil (Jardim Brasil Baptist Church).
After attending services regularly for a few months, Armindo decided to become a
member of the congregation and was baptized in December, 2004. As a new convert to
the Baptist faith, he immersed himself in the spiritual practices of his congregation and,
in addition to the basic steps of acquiring and reading the Bible, Armindo purchased a
copy of the hymnal used in Jardim Brasil, Hinário para o Culto Cristão. And so began
his exploration of yet another type of music: hymns. For the next seven years he was
active in the church’s music ministry, playing keyboard in one of the praise bands and
accompanying the congregational singing.
Within the next eight years, Armindo finished not only his studies in Modern
Languages but also two other music degrees, one from STBNB and the other from the
UFPE.59 In his last year as a seminary student, Casa Amarela invited him to become one
of their pianists. He accepted the invitation and today, ten years later, his contributions to
the church’s music ministry include directing the main mixed choir (Coro Exaltai),
accompanying both the women’s choir and the congregation, and leading the
congregational singing.
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Each one of these degrees corresponds, roughly, to a Bachelor of Arts, in the
US system (although they require far more credits).
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Although Armindo owned a copy of Cantor Cristão, before joining Casa Amarela
he had had very little exposure to its contents. During his formative years in Jardim
Brasil, the only hymnal used was HCC and, as he recalls it, that congregation’s repertoire
was limited to about forty hymns in total.60 Casa Amarela, on the other hand, did sing
from Cantor Cristão, which at first was a challenge for him. He shared that Pr. Ademar
had the practice of asking the congregation to choose which hymns to sing, usually
during prayer services on Wednesday evening, but sometimes on Sunday mornings as
well: “Let us sing,” the pastor would announce. Armindo continued: “Every section [of
the room] got to select one hymn.; and it was always from Cantor Cristão, never from
HCC.”61
Since he was not very familiar with the majority of the hymns in either hymnal,
while a student at the seminary he would use them both to practice sight-singing. In
addition, as an enthusiast of literature, he sometimes would use these volumes purely as
reading material. These two practices facilitated his entry into, and exploration of, the
world of Brazilian Baptist hymnody.
It was only after he started directing the congregational singing and feeling more
comfortable with the church’s repertoire that he began to hear the voice of the
congregation, and he found it remarkable. This is how he remembers that time: “When I
began leading the congregation, I was astonished; not just by the volume, but by the
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According to Armindo, at some point Jardim Brasil had four praise bands, but
no choir. Thus, the congregation would sing praise songs and choruses as much as or
even more than they sang hymns.
In Portuguese: “Vamos cantar,” and “Cada ala escolhia um hino, e sempre era
do Cantor Cristão, nunca do HCC.”
61
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quality of the sound.”62 Armindo observed that the church sings hymns, praise songs, and
choruses with great enthusiasm, skill, and beauty.
He has read and heard plenty of stories about the challenges of the 1990s and
agrees that “the decade of 1990 was not very friendly towards Cantor Cristão.”63 In
contrast to Jorge Arruda and Miriam Feliciano, however, Armindo does not speak from
experience (he became Baptist in 2004).
Beyond the two issues already discussed above, namely the publication of HCC
and the advent of Contemporary Worship Music, Armindo mentioned two other
correlated trends that, in his opinion, also contributed to the drastically altered landscape
of church music at the end of the twentieth century: the prominence of digital
technologies and the decline of printed music resources and materials, at least in Brazil.
The resulting polarization which, in the early nineties could be summarized as Cantor
Cristão versus HCC,64 not surprisingly at the beginning of the twentieth-first century
could be portrayed as hymns (in general) out of hymnbooks versus praise songs
(cânticos, in Portuguese) projected onto screens.
History and geography may have something to do with the manner in which “the
reign of Cantor Cristão,”65 as Armindo put it, has been able to survive the first of these

In Portuguese: “Quando eu comecei a reger a congregação, eu me espantei; não
só com o volume, mas com a qualidade do canto congregacional.”
62
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In Portuguese: “A década de noventa não foi muito amigável para o Cantor

Cristão.”
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Miriam referred to ongoing discussions about the imminent death of Cantor
Cristão around the year 2000, for example.
65

In Portuguese: “O reino do Cantor Cristão.”
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challenges: the publishing of HCC. Casa Amarela is located in Recife, and in the national
political scenery, Recife is famous for its spirit of independence and resistance. Perhaps,
Armindo speculated, the fact that the Brazilian Baptist publishing house (JUERP) was
located in Rio de Janeiro, and that the editorial board of HCC was deeply connected to
the music faculty of South Brazil Baptist Theological Seminary (STBSB), may have
caused Baptists in Recife, particularly, to resist this southern encroachment into its
musical territory.
Armindo credits Jorge Arruda for emphasizing the centrality of congregational
singing in Christian worship in general, and in the services at Casa Amarela in particular.
He embraces this vision as well, expressing the vital formative aspect of the songs the
congregation sings together, as a body: “it is powerful, almost as much as the Bible.”66
Armindo also recognizes the strong influence of the pastor in determining the musical
profile of the congregation, at least in the present context: “As a professor at the seminary
I see this,”67 he said, recounting how some students serving in music ministry come to
him saying that their pastors impose a certain type of repertoire. This shows “lack of
respect for the ministry of music,”68 he concludes.
This statement is intriguing, since, in the particular case of Casa Amarela, one
could argue that the pastor has indeed interfered in the work of the musicians. However,
because there the pastoral vision is aligned with the minister of music’s vision (and vice
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In Portuguese: “É forte, quase tanto quanto a Bíblia.”

67

In Portuguese: “Como professor do seminário, eu vejo isso.”
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In Portuguese: “Falta de respeito ao ministério de música.”
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versa), the behavior that, in a different situation, could be labeled as “meddling” by the
pastor is welcomed and praised in the context of Casa Amarela by its music leadership.
This is a perfect encapsulation of the dobradinha factor, colorfully described by Miriam,
above.69
Adopting a more reflective mood, Armindo declared: “I did not grow up in
church, I did not grow up with hymns; [ . . .] songs left a mark during the time of my
conversion but not hymns.”70 It is clear though that his journey since then—both
spiritual, academic, and professional—has led to his deep appreciation for the ambit of
church music, in a variety of manifestations, including hymns, many of which come from
Cantor Cristão. He has a hard time narrowing down his favorites to just a few. He chose
to name three: “Tal Qual Estou,” “Barnabé,” and number 560 in the HCC.
As it turns out, “Barnabé, Homem de Deus” is one of several hymns in HCC
written and composed by Brazilians, inspired by one of the genres of Brazilian popular
music, música sertaneja71 (text by Guilherme Kerr Neto, b.1953; BARNABÉ, by Jorge
Rehder, b.1956). Number 560 in HCC, which Armindo thought was exclusively found in
HCC, is in fact number 579 in Cantor Cristão, “Olhando Para Cristo” (“Looking at
Jesus”), originally written in Portuguese by João Filson Soren (1908–2002), one of the
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I will return to this point later in this chapter when discussing my interview
with Ademar Paegle.
In Portuguese: “Não cresci na igreja, não cresci com os hinos;” [. . .] “músicas
me marcaram na época da minha conversão, mas não hinos.”
70

71

An acceptable translation would be “country music.”
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most important figures in Brazilian Baptist life in the twentieth century. The tune is by
the prolific American gospel song writer C. Austin Miles (1868–1946).
Armindo’s third selection is also found in both hymnals, and is a Portuguese
translation of “Just as I am.” He spent some time commenting on the message of the
hymn, exploring the two translations of the verb “to be” in Portuguese, namely ser and
estar. The form used in the hymn text (“estou”) indicates a temporary state, which, to
Armindo, is an important theological truth that highlights the transformative power of the
Gospel in his life.
The closing thoughts he shared in our conversation had more to do with
philosophical issues than with his experiences in Casa Amarela, per se. Embracing a
somewhat pessimistic view of the present ecclesiastical landscape, he seemed concerned
about the Brazilian Baptist church’s current disposition to change, deconstruct, and, in
regards to some of traditional spiritual practices, the push to “destroy without putting
anything in its place.”72 Perhaps, he suggested, we should think about preserving the
sonic dimensions of the spiritual life of our congregations, along with books and other
artifacts: “like a sound memory bank and library, at the same time.”73 Then, he added, we
could make it available for future generations.

In Portuguese: “Destruir e não colocar nada no lugar.” Armindo has been
reflecting on the writings of Polish sociologist Zygmunt Bauman and his theory of
“liquid modernity.”
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In Portuguese: “Como um banco de memória e biblioteca, ao mesmo tempo.”
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Ivanete and Gláucia Coelho de Albuquerque
On the morning of December 27, 2019, I visited the birthplace of Igreja
Evangélica Batista de Casa Amarela, deacon Severino Coelho de Albuquerque’s family
home. There, I had the privilege of interviewing two of his daughters and founding
members of the church, Ivanete Coelho de Albuquerque (b. 1948) and Gláucia Coelho de
Albuquerque (b. 1942). That was not our first meeting. Almost every Sunday during my
fieldwork in Casa Amarela, these two sisters would sit on the pew right behind mine so
we greeted each other weekly (the Brazilian way: with a hug and two kisses). Their house
is located in the heart of the neighborhood, not too far from the church’s current facilities.
I had already explained to them the reason for my visit. So, after receiving their consent
to record the interview, we started our conversation.74
Ivanete, who goes by the nickname “Nete,” explained that Casa Amarela was the
fruit of a church split caused by serious doctrinal disagreements.75 It was a difficult
period in their lives, she recalled. “My father would come home sick with what he saw”
going on at their church at the time, she told me.76 He tried very hard to have a
conversation with their church’s leadership in order to clarify everyone’s position, but it
was no use. So, one day he decided it was time to leave. He invited those who agreed
with him to come worship together in his house; about a hundred people took him up on
his offer. So, every week for the next ten months, Severino’s house would accommodate
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My husband, Marconi, whom they have known for a long time, accompanied
me on this occasion.
75

“Nete” is Ivanete’s nickname and what everyone typically calls her.
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In Portuguese: “Meu pai chegava em casa doente com o que ele via.”
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Sunday school classes for all ages, meetings of the Women’s Missionary Union and
“Girls in Action,” prayer gatherings, choir practices, and worship services.
Although she was only sixteen at the time, Nete shared how unhappy she was
with the decision of leaving behind a large, vibrant church that was well organized and
well-furnished. Her father tried to comfort her, assuring her that God would bless this
new church as much as God had blessed the old one.
Already in these early stages, the church’s adult choir comprised about sixty
people and was directed by music missionary Fred Spann. Incidentally, Miriam Feliciano
shared in her interview that, on some Sundays, when the choir sang, those listening in the
congregation only numbered about ten people.
Nete mentioned that city officials sometimes complained to her father about
holding such large meetings in a family home but her father asked for them to have just a
little patience while they decided where to go. In December 1964, six months after the
church was officially organized and upon the invitation of its leadership, Fred Spann was
ordained to the ministry to become Casa Amarela’s first pastor, serving until June 1966.77
Pastor Fred himself has shared his perspective on these experiences: “Music influenced
the decision to initiate the work at the future Igreja Evangélica Batista de Casa Amarela.
Those gathered in the yard of Deacon Severino Coelho’s home enjoyed singing. So it

Spann’s field of expertise was music; up to that point he had not considered
pastoring a church. For a full description of his missionary career in Recife, see chapter
three in this dissertation.
77
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became clear that we would help by directing the church’s choir even before the church
had been organized. In fact, this church has been singing from the beginning.”78
Nete recalled Pr. Fred’s ministry fondly, sharing how he was indeed a great
musician and choir director but also how hard it was for him to preach in Portuguese. She
listed all the other pastors that followed, pointing out that all of them placed great
emphasis and value on the music of the church. Nete herself studied music at STBNB and
directed the children’s choir at Casa Amarela for twenty-five years. Many current
members of the church sang under her leadership and still call her Tia Nete (Aunt Nete).
When asked about the place of hymns in her own life and that of her parents, Nete
shared that her mother loved singing: “She would always sing while going about her
house work.”79 The sisters agreed that her favorite hymn was probably “Socorro
Divino.80” About her father’s favorite hymn, Nete promptly said “Precioso É Jesus para
Mim,”81 and added: “when asked, I don’t even have to think.”82 After mentioning several

This unpublished text was written in Portuguese: “A música teve influência na
decisão de iniciar o trabalho da futura Igreja Batista Evangélica de Casa Amarela [sic].
Os congregados no jardim do diácono Sr. Severino Coelho gostaram de cantar. Assim
ficou patente que iríamos ajudar regendo o coral da igreja antes que a igreja mesmo fosse
organizada. De fato esta igreja ‘cresceu cantando.’” James Frederick Spann, “Pontos
Altos na Carreira de um Missionário no Campo da Música” (personal papers, n.d.). I have
corrected any typos found in the manuscript.
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In Portuguese: “Ela só fazia as coisas cantando.”
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Number 341 in Cantor Cristão. Portuguese text by missionary William Edwin
Entzminger; tune by C.M. Davis.
81

Number 487 in Cantor Cristão. Portuguese translation by Solomon Ginsburg of
“He Is So Precious to Me;” text and tune (PRECIOUS TO ME) by Charles H. Gabriel.
82

In Portuguese: “Quando perguntam eu nem penso.”
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of their family’s favorites, Nete declared that in her opinion the most beautiful hymn in
Cantor Cristão is “Fonte Tu de Toda Bênção.”83
Seventy-nine-year-old Gláucia, who had been listening the entire time, said she
was having difficulty remembering things these days, but would nod in agreement as
Nete answered my questions or volunteered information about the church’s history.
Towards the end of our conversation, the sisters offered to show me some of the rooms of
the house where IEBCA began. In one of the rooms there was an old book—Gláucia’s
personal copy of Cantor Cristão. I asked permission to flip through some pages and she
gladly handed it to me. The book was a gift from her father to Gláucia’s late husband, so
his signature was on one of the opening pages.84 I noted several small marks, in blue ink,
throughout the hymnal. When I asked, she explained that she would mark all the hymns
she had sung at home, during her own devotional times. She had also written her own
nickname (“Lai”) next to several of the hymn titles; that is her way of indicating her
favorites. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 display some of the pages of Gláucia’s Cantor Cristão with
these marks and annotations.

Number 132 in Cantor Cristão. Portuguese translation of “Come Thou Fount of
Every Blessing;” text by Robert Robinson, tune (NETTLETON) by John Wyeth.
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Gláucia became a widow after just five years of marriage; she has been using
this copy of Cantor Cristão for decades.
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Figure 6.5. Gláucia’s CC Cover and dedicatory page with her father’s signature. Photographed by author.
Used with permission.

Figure 6.6. Pages of Gláucia’s CC with marks indicating her favorite hymns. Photographed by author. Used
with permission.
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These personal annotations on a hymnal are not unique; this practice is similar to the way
Christians frequently underline favorite passages in their own Bibles, record dates of
significant life events on its inside covers, and even use the book as a place to stow
photos and other cherished mementos. I have seen personal copies of Cantor Cristão
treated the same way. The practice of singing from one’s own copy of a hymnal,
pervasive among Baptists in Brazil until fairly recently, is a practice significant not only
to corporate worship but to individual spiritual devotion. This practice establishes a
visceral connection between a believer and a book that contains the songs that
accompany one’s life from its beginning until its end, songs that form and nurture one’s
own self in its deepest sense.
In this particular instance, it is evident that for as long as Gláucia and Nete can
remember they have been hearing hymns from Cantor Cristão at home and at church,
sung by family members and fellow church members (and, considering how many
members of the Coelho family attend Casa Amarela, these two categories are frequently
merged). They grew up in this context and they themselves have joined in the singing.
Just like a personal copy of the Bible—and the status of this centenary hymnal comes
very close to that of the sacred scriptures, in circles like these. Gláucia’s copy of Cantor
Cristão holds much more than a collection of Christian hymns; it also functions as a safe,
filled with valuable memories and their associated emotions accumulated over the course
of an entire life.
On June 26, 1964, the day Igreja Evangélica Batista de Casa Amarela was
established, its founding members gathered in the packed house of Brother Severino
Coelho and sang “O Estandarte Desta Igreja” (number 456 in Cantor Cristão). Every
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year, in observance of the church’s anniversary, the surviving men and women who
attended that original service in 1964 stand together and sing this same hymn, uttering
these words: “The banner of this church, we shall raise without fear; she is the muchbeloved bride of the blessed Savior. [. . .] Resolutely, onward, working for Jesus.” In
those early years, she said, “we lived with hope, trusting that this would be a great
church; and God has been faithful.” Not surprisingly, this hymn is also one of Nete’s
favorites and no doubt has many memories associated with it for her. Figure 6.7. presents
a copy of this hymn.

Figure 6.7. “O Estandarte,” the unofficial anthem of IEBCA.
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Ademar Paegle
The final member of Casa Amarela that I will profile is Ademar Paegle, Casa
Amarela’s sixth pastor, who started his ministry in 1976. He retired in 2019, after fortythree years of service, but remains an active member of congregation. Born in the
southern state of Santa Catarina in 1940, Paegle is a descendent of the first Latvian
colony established in Brazil in the last decade of the nineteenth century.85 He graduated
from Seminário Teológico Batista do Sul do Brasil (STBSB; South Brazil Baptist
Theological Seminary) in Rio de Janeiro, and has degrees in Philosophy and Law from
the Universidade Católica de Pernambuco (Catholic University of Pernambuco). He
assumed the pastorate at Casa Amarela in 1976 and, as already mentioned above, retired
in 2019.
My interview with him took place at his home, on the afternoon of December 27.
Pastor Paegle was aware that I was conducting research at Casa Amarela, so, after giving
him a very brief overview of my project, we started our conversation about his
perspective on Cantor Cristão.
In his typical slow, solemn style, Pastor Ademar declared: “Cantor Cristão made
an appearance early on in my life; it had a profound influence on me as a person.” He
proceeded to describe how, while growing up in Santa Catarina, every Sunday afternoon
families of his church community would gather in the home of one of members of the
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For an interesting profile of this community see João Reinaldo Purim,
“Algumas das minhas recordações de Rio Novo” (mensagem lida, 64th Congresso da
Associação Batista Leta do Brasil, Criciúma, Santa Catarina, June 30–July 2, 2013).
Purim indicates that Paegle is one of the last Latvian-Brazilian Baptist pastors that have
their origins in this community. Accessed August 1, 2020.
https://rionovo.wordpress.com/2013/06/29/a-mao-de-deus-nossa-historia-por-joaoreinaldo-purin/.
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congregation for an extended time of fellowship and hymn singing.86 “In Cantor Cristão
we have many beautiful hymns,” he continued, and “I have always used it in the liturgy,
in preparing the service; it has a great variety of subjects.”87 He shared that no matter the
theme on which he would choose to preach, he could always find hymns in Cantor
Cristão on the subject: grace, love, God’s mercy. He added that he appreciates hymn
texts because they have a “beginning, middle, and end,”88 The logical, well-developed
design of many hymns has been useful to him even in the preparation of his sermons. He
continued: “I developed this practice of preparing a well-structured sermon, with an
introduction, first point, second point, third point, and conclusion, and I used Cantor
Cristão [as a guide]; everything is so well-delineated” there.89
Recalling the rise of “louvorzão,” in the 1990s, Pastor Paegle said the “the church
was visited by a very strong trend outside of Cantor Cristão. I believe the church knew
how to navigate these raging waves, with much tenderness. ‘Let’s have a little patience,’
I said many times.”90 In addition to deacons and deaconesses, many church members
86

One of the many groups of European immigrants who came to Brazil in the late
nineteenth century, “[t]he Latvians, from the first, intentionally integrated into the already
established Baptist work.” Justice C. Anderson, An Evangelical Saga: Baptists and Their
Precursors in Latin America (N.p.: Xulon Press, 2005), 147.
In Portuguese: “No Cantor Cristão nós temos muitos hinos bonitos,” and
“sempre usei na liturgia, na preparação do culto; tem uma variedade muito grande de
assuntos.”
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In Portuguese: “Os hinos têm começo, meio, e fim.”

In Portuguese: “Eu desenvolvi essa prática de preparar um sermão bem
sedimentado, com introdução, primeiro ponto, segundo ponto, terceiro ponto, e
conclusão, e eu usava o Cantor Cristão;” [. . .] “Tudo é tão bem delineado.”
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In Portuguese: “A igreja foi visitada por uma tendência muito forte fora do
Cantor Cristão. Eu acho que a igreja soube navegar nessas ondas revoltas, com muito
carinho. ‘Vamos ter um pouco de paciência,’ eu disse muitas vezes.”
90
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came to him with complaints, especially regarding the noise level of these youth-led
services on Saturday nights. People from the neighborhood were unhappy as well, and
some even threatened to file an official complaint with the city authorities. It was during
this period that Miriam Feliciano founded “Coro Adoração,”91 as an act of resistance, he
said, perplexed at his own words: “to have a choir of resistance.”92 Pastor Paegle also
expressed his appreciation for the work of Jorge Arruda: “[The church] has Jorge, who
shows very good leadership in the area of music.”93
Around the same time Casa Amarela was facing these challenges, Pr. Paegle had
the opportunity to travel to Chile. He was in Santiago and attended a worship service at
one of the main Baptist churches in the Chilean capital; he was shocked by what he saw
and heard, especially the music: he recounted that the music was very loud, there was no
choir, and he found the style very strange. This experience seems to have inspired him
even more to stand firm in the face of pressures to adopt the new worship style back
home. “It was a very strong trend, but we prevailed,” he concluded,94 meaning the
traditional side, in this Brazilian instance of worship wars.
Pastor Paegle explains some of the reasons why he has taken this position. First,
he believes that we all have a deep need for ritual and mysticism: “Life is so materialistic.

“Coro Adoração” specializes in the traditional Baptist choral repertoire of the
1950s through 1980s. “A gente só canta hino de crente” (“we only sing believers’
hymns”), Miriam told me during our interview, only half-jokingly.
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In Portuguese: “Ter um coral de resistência . . .”
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In Portuguese: “Tem o Jorge, que é uma liderança muito boa no campo da

música.”
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In Portuguese: “Foi uma tendência fortíssima, mas nós vencemos.”
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I find that the day is coming when people, in general, will seek a more liturgical
experience [in worship].” The church can supply this need by staying away from
“worldly” models.
Second, he considers Cantor Cristão to be a source of unity in our Baptists
communities: “We have a hymnal, this hymnal brings us together.”95 This observation is
doubly meaningful: it recognizes the value of a shared song repertoire in the building of a
faith community and, in the case of Casa Amarela, implies that Cantor Cristão has been
the primary source for such repertoire. Furthermore, even though Pastor Paegle did not
use the Portuguese word for “hymnal” in this statement (he actually used the word
cantor), it was clear to me that he was referring to a collection, a body of hymns in
general, not to the hymns of Cantor Cristão per se. This fairly common practice among
Brazilian Baptists from past generations, the practice of using cantor as a synonym for
hinário—is true in my own experience and context growing up in Recife and is yet
another demonstration of Cantor Cristão’s powerful influence on the Brazilian Baptist
identity.96
Third, he is convinced of the importance of hymns in fulfilling the educational
role of the church. He asked, rhetorically, “Where is the teaching?”97 He explained that,
in his view, all areas of the Christian life should pay attention to faith formation and
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In Portuguese: “Nós temos um cantor, esse cantor nos agrupa.”
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In other words, the title of the hymnal, Cantor, is sometimes used as a generic
term for hymnal, a phenomenon similar to calling an object by its successful trademark
(just like someone might say Clorox when referring to chlorine bleach, Xerox instead of
copying machine, and Kleenex for paper tissues).
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In Portuguese: “Onde é que está o ensino?”
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education, including church music. “Musical taste is learned,” he affirms; “it’s up to the
church to educate.”98
When asked to list some of his favorite hymns, Pastor Paegle mentioned three,
first by number, and then by title: number 407, “Ditoso o Dia;” number 283, “Mais Perto
Quero Estar;” and number 476, “Brilho Celeste.”99 As peculiar as it may sound, Pastor
Ademar is not alone in his practice of referring to hymns by their number. Indeed, this
practice is still fairly common among Brazilian Baptists of certain generations and
analogous to the custom of citing scripture passages by chapter and verse, common
among devout Christians, which in many cases makes the actual reciting of the words of
the Bible unnecessary since it is assumed that those involved in the conversation are
already familiar with the contents of passage. Thus, I consider Pastor Ademar’s response
as one more indication of the continuing importance of Cantor Cristão; given that I too
am familiar with this body of hymns, in this context, a hymn number is all that is needed.
In the message he wrote in January 2019 informing Casa Amarela of his decision
to retire, Pastor Ademar stated that he would continue to be a member of the church and
that he would be looking for new ways to participate in the life of the congregation after
stepping down from his position as senior pastor. At the end of our interview, in
December of the same year, Pastor Ademar mentioned that he was both excited and a bit
nervous about his new area of service in the church: he had just joined the men’s choir
98

In Portuguese: “O gosto musical é aprendido;” [. . .] “Cabe à igreja também

educar.”
Portuguese translations of “O Happy Day that Fixed My Choice,” text by Philip
Doddridge and tune (HAPPY DAYS) by Edward Francis Rimbault; “Nearer, My God, to
Thee,” text by Sarah Flower Adam, tune (BETHANY) by Lowell Mason; and “Walking
in Sunlight,” text by H. T. Zelley, tune (SUNLIGHT) by G. H. Cook.
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and would be making his first appearance with the group on the following Sunday.
Considering Casa Amarela’s profile, it is not surprising that he chose to participate in the
church’s outstanding music ministry.

Conclusion
In Casa Amarela, when Sunday school is over people begin to come into the
sanctuary. The room becomes noisy, with folks moving around, friends and family
members greeting each other, and musicians getting ready for the service.
On any given Sunday, someone would strike up a conversation with me. A few
people recognized me from previous visits100 and were glad to see me again; others
welcomed me into their community as an unknown guest; sometimes I met people who
were visiting the church themselves. On more than one occasion, these conversations
were very fruitful for my research, as described in the following paragraph.
One Sunday morning, this elderly man whom I had seen several times before, sat
on the pew next to mine, across a narrow aisle. While we both waited for the service to
start, after Sunday school was already over, we started to chat. I asked if he was a
member of the church and for how long. He told me he had been a member for many
years (he was not sure how many), and proceeded to tell me his “testimony,” in other
words, how he had become a Christian and what had brought him to Casa Amarela. He
told me how he had always been curious about God and religion in general, having
visited a variety of churches including some that were part of traditions outside orthodox
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My husband spent his teenage years at Casa Amarela. My mother-in-law is
still a member of the church’s deacon body although, due to age and illness, she has not
been actively involved in the life of the congregation for several years.
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Christianity. One day a customer came into his store looking to buy a large amount of
rope. Curious, he asked the purpose of such purchase. The buyer explained that he was
helping his church set up for an outdoor event, a revival, and invited him. He went, and at
the end of the service he accepted the preacher’s invitation to become a believer in Christ.
The man told me that he was not sure which community of faith he wanted to
join. After searching for a little while (he did not feel comfortable joining the church that
had hosted the revival), he found Casa Amarela. One of the first things he did when he
joined the church was to purchase a Bible and a Cantor Cristão. As a new convert, he
realized that these were the essential materials from which he needed to learn in order to
“grow in faith.” He would study the Bible and, unfamiliar with hymn tunes, simply read
the hymn texts, finding the contents of both books equally valuable resources for the
strengthening of his new faith.101
Among the tangible materials I collected during my ethnographic research in the
last months of 2019 in Recife are interview recordings, field notes, pictures of buildings,
artifacts, and people, copies of church bulletins and other church documents, and
recordings of the singing of the choirs and the congregation of Casa Amarela Baptist
Church. In addition, I have my own memories of events I attended, sermons I heard,
people I observed, people with whom I had conversations, songs that I heard, and many
that I sang as well. As I revisit this rich assortment of all kinds of information, I marvel at
the stunning diversity of experiences they represent.
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Later I had the opportunity to meet his wife and family, all very active
members of the congregation.
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Above all else, what binds all these experiences together is the choice to belong to
a Christian community; more specifically, the choice to belong to this present-day Baptist
church in Northeast Brazil. Since its inception in 1964 by a group of dedicated Christians
willing to start over, building a church from the ground up, Casa Amarela has counted
among its membership hundreds of residents from the neighborhood and surrounding
areas, renowned Brazilian pastors, seminary professors, American missionaries
(including a newly-ordained musician who would rather sing than preach), numerous
seminarians who would serve the congregation while also learning how to lead a church,
and a descendant of Latvian immigrants from Santa Catarina who came to live and work
in Recife and never looked back.
A shared repertoire of “psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs” is another basic
element that connects the lives of members of a given Christian community. In the case
of Casa Amarela Baptist Church, as I have shown in this chapter, Cantor Cristão has
played a particularly influential role in shaping the identity of its members, providing
them with a source of spiritual and doctrinal nourishment second only to the Bible.
This unique hymnal has been used as training manual for musicians, a template
for sermon-writing, a reliable source of religious instruction, a preaching tool for
evangelists, a source of comfort, a symbol of resistance, a repository of meaningful
memories, a badge of denominational identity and pride, and, of course, the primary book
of hymns sung in Brazilian Baptist churches for over one hundred years.
As I verify in my own copy of Cantor Cristão the information about writers,
composers, and translators of the hymns mentioned on this chapter’s pages, I cannot help
but pause to consider that thousands of people have read, sung, prayed, and memorized
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these words and melodies over the years. Among Baptists in Brazil, this path was
inaugurated in 1891, in Recife, when Solomon Ginsburg published a booklet containing
sixteen hymns titled Cantor Christão.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Music in Missions and Music as Missions in Brazilian Protestantism
“Sossegai,” the Portuguese translation of “Peace, Be Still,” is number 328 in
Cantor Cristão and a favorite of many Brazilian Baptists, past and present.
Commissioned in 1874 by American composer Horatio Richmond Palmer (1834–1907),
the hymn titled “Peace, Be Still” retells the story of Jesus calming the storm, found in
Mark 4:35–41.1 Author Mary Ann Baker (1831–1921) wrote a text in which the facts
contained in the biblical narrative are intertwined with a highly personal expression of
anguish and fear, casting the reader/singer as a character in this dramatic story.2 My

1

John Julian, ed., Dictionary of Hymnology (Grand Rapids, MI: Kregel
Publications, 1985), s.v. “Baker, Mary A.”
This interlacing produces a heightened awareness of the text’s message. The
disciples’ fear (“the sky is o’ershadowed with blackness, no shelter or help is nigh”), is
also the reader’s fear (“torrents of sin and of anguish sweep o’er my sinking soul”). The
disciples’ desperate cry for help (“Carest Thou not that we perish?”) is also the reader’s
desperate cry for help (“And I perish! I perish, dear Master, O hasten and take control!”).
The response to the frightening, anxiety-producing situation—be it the literal storm
described in the Bible or the metaphorical tempest raging in the reader’s life—is given in
the refrain, when Jesus speaks commandingly: “The winds and the waves shall obey My
will, peace, be still! Whether the wrath of the storm-tossed sea, or demons, or men, or
whatever it be, no water can swallow the ship where lies the Master of ocean and earth
and sky.” The third and final stanza of the hymn describes a tranquil and restful scene
both in nature and in the reader’s heart: “Earth’s sun in the calm lake is mirrored, and
heaven’s within my breast.” As shared by Baker herself, the writing of this hymn text
was inspired by the painful feelings related to the death of her brother and the subsequent
peace she experienced by the assurance of Jesus’ care for her. Palmer’s setting of this text
is very imaginative: both the 6/8 time signature and the “undulating” melodic lines are
effective ways to portray, musically, the rocking of the boat and the surging of the waves.
“Peace, Be Still!” is a typical gospel song, exhibiting relatively simple harmonies, easy
rhythm, catchy melodic lines, and a memorable chorus.
2
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mother’s most precious musical memory is of singing “Sossegai” under the direction of
Maestro Levino Alcântara (1922–2014) during a city-wide evangelistic campaign in the
1950s in Recife, Brazil. She has recounted that story many times, clearly moved by the
power of that memorable experience. I learned to sing “Sossegai” as a child at Primeira
Igreja Batista do Recife (First Baptist Church of Recife) in the 1970s and remember the
pleasure of participating in the congregational singing—especially as we got to the
refrain—when words and music provided us with this exciting picture of Jesus speaking
to the wind and waves. Since I grew up on the coast, this image particularly resonated
with me (Figure 7.1).

Figure 7.1. Cantor Cristão #328, “Sossegai.”
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This hymn was also a favorite of students at Instituto Batista Correntino
(Correntinto Baptist Institute), a K–12 school founded in 1920 by Southern Baptist
Missionaries in Corrente, in the state of Piauí, where I worked for a brief period in the
early 1980s. In this remote region in the interior of Brazil, students attended chapel
services weekly and, in the words of a former chaplain at the school, “when they sang
‘Sossegai’ it felt as if the roof of the school auditorium was going to be lifted up by the
sheer power of the students’ voices. It was an amazing thing.”3
More recently, in November 2019, retired music missionary Fred Spann led the
congregation of Igreja Batista do Cordeiro (Cordeiro Baptist Church), his former
congregation in Recife, in a stirring performance of “Sossegai” during a Sunday morning
worship service. Spann, a man from rural Arkansas who had devoted three decades of his
life to Baptists in Brazil, stood before the 400-strong congregation with a broad smile on
his face. The congregation’s volume and intensity seemed to increase with every verse.”
Spann was in Brazil as an honored guest of Coro Sinfônico, the North Brazil Baptist
Theological Seminary choir he led while serving as a missionary in Recife, from 1963 to
1993.4
These examples illustrate the lasting—and transnational—impact of a nineteenthcentury American gospel hymn.5 The author of the hymn commented, “It is quite a
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Marconi Monteiro served as chaplain and pedagogic director of the Instituto
from 1980 to 1984. I moved to Corrente and worked at the school after we got married, in
1983.
Spann’s career as music missionary in Recife is discussed in detail in chapter
three of this dissertation.
4

5

I have come across this hymn in other non-American hymnals published not too
long ago, such as a bilingual Korean-English hymnal published in 1984 and a Romanian
hymnal published in 1996.
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surprise to me that this humble hymn should have crossed the seas and been sung in far
distant lands to the honor of the Saviour’s name.”6 Baker’s hymn was able to cross seas
and the centuries thanks in great part to the work of missionaries and evangelists who
recognized the power of music to draw people’s attention to the message of the Gospel,
as well as the benefit of using hymns and songs to teach, inspire, and ultimately form
those who would eventually accept the message and join a Protestant community. In the
case of Brazil, in 1891, pioneering missionary Solomon Ginsburg used his printing skills
and emergent knowledge of Portuguese to compile and publish a booklet containing
sixteen hymns he titled “Cantor Christão.” This modest collection eventually became the
first official Brazilian Baptist hymnal, and the only one for the next one hundred years.
For most of the twentieth century, the Bible and Cantor Cristão stood as the two essential
religious artifacts in the lives of devoted Brazilian Baptists, and although only one of
those books had the word “sacred” written on its cover—Bíblia Sagrada (literally, sacred
Bible)—in practice these volumes shared a similar status. This dissertation has traced the
trajectory of this hymnal, paying particular attention to the people connected to its
history, past and present, from its creation as an evangelistic tool to its role in the
development and continued negotiation of a Brazilian Baptist identity.

Music in Missions and Music as Missions
The final verses of the Gospel of Matthew comprise one of those passages many
practicing Christians can quote from memory: “Therefore go and make disciples of all
nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit,
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Sankey, Ira D. My Life and the Story of the Gospel Hymns (New York: Harper &
Brothers Publishers, 1906, 1907), 222.
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and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. And surely I am with
you always, to the very end of the age.”7 Already in the first century, “[w]hen the faith
was taken from Jerusalem to Antioch, Christianity acquired a worldwide cultural and
geographical orientation,”8 and ever after since then Christian men and women have
“embarked on [Christianity’s] consequential world errand”9 as missionaries. Centuries
later, prompted by the same commission, Protestant missionaries arrived in Brazil
bringing with them their version of the Gospel in word, in deed, and in song.
Chapters two and three of this dissertation discussed the work of pioneering
missionaries Robert Reid and Sarah Poulton Kalley, William Buck Bagby and Anne
Luther Bagby, Henry Maxwell Wright, and Solomon Louis Ginsburg, work that placed
Brazil within a global evangelistic movement that spanned Britain, the United States, and
Portugal. The history of Protestant hymnody in Brazil begins with them.
Robert Reid and Sarah Poulton Kalley identified the need for congregational
songs in Portuguese as soon as they started their ministry in Rio de Janeiro in 1855.10
Within six years they had established the first Brazilian Evangelical church, Igreja
Evangélica Fluminense (1858), and published the first Brazilian Evangelical hymnal,
Salmos e Hinos, in 1861.11 For decades, other Protestant groups working in Brazil used
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Matthew 28:19–20, New International Version.
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Lamin Sanneh, Disciples of All Nations: Pillars of World Christianity (Oxford
and New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 3.
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Sanneh, Disciples of All Nations, 10.
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Henriqueta Rosa Fernandes Braga, Música Sacra Evangélica no Brasil:
Contribuição à Sua História (Rio de Janeiro: Livraria Kosmos Editora, 1961), 108.
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Braga, Música Sacra Evangélica no Brasil, 110–11.
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that seminal collection of Portuguese-language songs. Solomon Ginsburg also used hymn
singing as a primary tool in his missionary work, and published Cantor Cristão (1891),
his modest collection of hymns in Portuguese, within a year of his arrival in Brazil.
Although the hymns in that first edition of Cantor Cristão were all translations of
American gospel songs (the popular genre of congregational song at the time), they
served their intended purpose: to generate public interest in listening to the Gospel and to
nurture the faith of those who had decided to follow Jesus, as preached by the
missionaries.
The history I have told of Cantor Cristão—which would eventually become the
official hymnal of Brazilian Baptists—illustrates how Ginsburg and Wright applied this
tool in their vocations as missionary and itinerant evangelist, respectively. Their initiative
to write, translate, teach, publish, and sing hymns in their evangelistic and pastoral efforts
set the stage for the development and use of Cantor Cristão by emerging Baptist
congregations throughout the vast Brazilian territory.
The work of the Foreign Mission Board (now the International Mission Board) of
the Southern Baptist Convention in Brazil bore fruit, and eventually the country hosted
hundreds of North American missionaries, including dozens of professional music
missionaries whose main assignment was to oversee the training of Brazilian church
musicians and the production of resources for Brazilian congregations. The fourth chapter
of the dissertation focused on the work of music missionaries James Frederick (Fred)
Spann (served 1963 to 1993) and Ralph Manuel (served 1980 to 2004) in Northeast
Brazil and their engagement with the repertoire of Cantor Cristão over the course of their
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careers as seminary professors and as musicians actively involved in various dimensions
of church music ministry in the Brazilian congregations where they served.
Although Spann was ordained to pastoral ministry soon after arriving in Recife,
music remained the focus of his long career in Recife, where he taught music at North
Brazil Baptist Theological Seminary, led the seminary choir in tours around the country
and the world, edited collections of choral music in Portuguese, conducted music
workshops, and served as music minister at local congregations. Manuel’s career was
even more focused on music. An accomplished pianist and composer, he saw his role as
contributing to the formation of young Brazilian Baptists who would serve as ministers of
music in congregations across the country. He taught theory, piano, and composition,
accompanied the seminary choir, and was an active member of a local Baptist
congregation in Recife.
Thus, in researching the life and contributions of Spann and Manuel to Brazilian
Baptist life, two points become very clear: first, both men chose to become missionaries
in response to a strong sense of calling, of vocation. Second, they were convinced that the
way they would answer that call was by serving as music missionaries. Any evangelistic
goals connected to their roles as missionaries would be achieved primarily through their
work as musicians.
When Spann arrived in Recife in 1963, Baptist congregations had been using
Cantor Cristão for over fifty years. Other than the language, the contents of the hymnal
were well known to him, and I imagine it served as a strong point of connection between
his church music experiences back home and in the new mission field. In the three
decades he led the seminary choir, Coro Sinfônico, Spann performed works by Brazilian
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composers, both sacred and secular, as well as arrangements of Brazilian folk and
popular music. In his work as music minister of Baptist congregations in Recife,
however, he continued to rely on Cantor Cristão as the source for congregational singing.
In 1980 Manuel arrived in Brazil. While still in language training in São Paulo, he
noticed how familiar the repertoire of Cantor Cristão was to him. But whereas Spann
seemed perfectly at home with this reality, Manuel found it strange that in the last quarter
of the twentieth century, Brazilians were still singing these “old hymns.”12 He had
nothing against the hymns per se, but he thought it would be important for Brazilian
Baptists to sing songs and hymns written by Brazilians. The publication of the second
official Baptist hymnal, Hinário para o Culto Cristão (HCC) in 1991 presented the
perfect opportunity to work towards this change. Chapter five of this dissertation
analyzed the publication and reception of HCC exactly one hundred years after the
publication of the first edition of Cantor Cristão. In addition to expanding the
congregational song repertoire of Brazilian congregations, the editors of that more recent
hymnal attempted to promote a sort of affirmation of Brazilian-made and Braziliansounding music as appropriate for worship. Furthermore, the creators of HCC were
careful to point out that they had no intention of replacing Cantor Cristão, which, given
its high status among Brazilian Baptists at the time, would have been a controversial step.
Thus, HCC entered Baptist life without displacing the centenary hymnal. This enduring
influence of Cantor Cristão is clearly illustrated in chapter six of this dissertation which
comprises an ethnographic study attesting to this hymnal’s importance within a presentday Baptist congregation in Recife, Igreja Evangélica Batista de Casa Amarela.
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Interview with author in Recife, November 2019.
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As I conclude this project, I want to share my final thoughts on two of the
principal themes addressed in this dissertation. First, I offer a general evaluation of the
impact of missions and missionaries on the congregational life of Baptists in Recife from
my position as a product of the missionary enterprise (the missionized perspective).
Second, I emphasize the process of musical localization which I believe explains the
allegiance of so many Brazilian Baptists to the imported hymnody of Cantor Cristão. At
the forefront of my analysis are 1) the importance of the interplay of various forms of
human agency and 2) the unique place of Cantor Cristão on the formation of a distinct
Brazilian Baptist identity, both by preserving a highly stable repertoire and by
functioning as an emblem of the Baptist denomination in Brazil.
Mission Hymnody: Gift or Burden?
As mentioned in chapter five of this dissertation, the editorial board of Hinário
para o Culto Cristão, led by music missionary Joan Sutton, made it clear that
incorporating the work of Brazilian authors and composers was one of the major goals for
this project. It is worth pointing out that, although various committees worked in the
preparation of this hymnal (including a significant number of constituents from various
regions of Brazil), the missionary presence is still quite obvious. Rolando de Nassau
(Roberto Torres de Hollanda’s nom de plume), who has researched and written
extensively on Brazilian hymnody,13 agreed with my observation that without the
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From 1951 through 2018, Nassau was the music critic for O Jornal Batista, and
contributed more than a thousand articles on church music and hymnology. He is the
author of Culto—Celebração e Devoção (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil: JUERP, 2006),
Introdução à Música Sacra (Rio de Janeiro, 1957), and Nassau—Dicionário de Música
Evangélica (Brasília, 1994), and the E-book Solomon Ginsburg, o Hinógrafo (November,
2016). He is a frequent collaborator of the website “Hinologia Cristã.”
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leadership and the direct or indirect support of the International Mission Board it is very
unlikely that this project would have been completed. He wrote,
The North-American music missionaries were essential for the publication of
HCC; including Edith Brock Mulholland (1927–2017), a missionary from the
Conservative Baptist Foreign Mission Society, who compiled a 494-page
monumental hymnological work, published by JUERP in 2001, where she
commented the 441 HCC hymns. The financial and logistic support of the
Richmond Board was indispensable. Correctly said: the HCC project was the
music missionaries “swan song.”14
Thus, one hundred years after missionary Solomon Ginsburg published the first
edition of the first Brazilian Baptist hymnal Cantor Cristão, missionaries continued to
exert their influence in publishing the second, Hinário para o Culto Cristão. The HCC
index of composers and arrangers shows Manuel as the composer with the greatest
number of contributions. Similarly, the index of authors and translators shows Sutton
with the greatest number of contributions.
Brazilian authors and composers do feature significantly in HCC, but their
contributions have not made a decisive impact on the song repertoire of many Brazilian
Baptist congregations. Since HCC’s publication in 1991 I have been to Brazil dozens of
times and visited a number of churches, mostly in Recife, but also in Brasília, Natal, and
São Paulo, but the only two hymns by Brazilian authors and/or composers I have heard
regularly are “Barnabé” (HCC # 496) and “Bendito Seja Sempre o Cordeiro” (HCC #
(http://www.hinologia.org/), and maintains his own website, “Nassau Optics on Topics:
Execução Musical nas Igrejas Evangélicas no Brasil” (http://www.nassau.mus.br/).
In Portuguese: “Os músicos-missionários norte-americanosforam essenciais
para a publicação do HCC; incluiria Edith Brock Mulholland (1927–2017), missionária
da Conservative Baptist Foreign Mission Society, que compilou uma obra hinológica
monumental, com 494 páginas, publicada pela JUERP em 2001, comentando os 441
hinos do HCC. O apoio financeiro e logístico da junta de Richmond foi indispensável.
Exatamente: o projeto do HCC foi o ‘canto de cisne’ dos missionários-músicos.” Rolando
de Nassau, email message, 2020.
14
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80). That is not to say other hymns written and/or composed by Brazilians are never
sung. Donaldo Guedes, music minister at Igreja Batista da Liberdade in São Paulo and
one of the Brazilian musicians I interviewed about HCC’s reception (see chapter five of
this dissertation), mentioned that “Perdoa-me, Senhor” (HCC # 275), by Hiram Rollo
Júnior, has become a favorite in Baptist churches throughout Brazil.15 On the other hand,
Armindo Ferreira, who teaches at STBNB and serves in the music ministry at Casa
Amarela (see chapter six of this dissertation) shared with me that even though he is
familiar with the hymn, he would not describe it as a favorite in his context.
Two issues are at play here that explain the absence of what some would call an
“indigenous” hymnody. First, like the United States, marked historical, cultural, social,
economic, and political characteristics distinguish the various regions of the Brazilian
territory. Thus, the view from São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro may not match the
perspective of those living in Recife, in the northeast of the country. The now-defunct
JUERP (Brazilian Baptist publishing house) was located in Rio de Janeiro and the
STBSB (South Brazil Baptist Theological Seminary) is located in Rio de Janeiro as well.
As discussed in chapter five, these two organizations played a major role in the creation
and publication of HCC. In spite of their efforts to involve leaders and congregations
from various areas of the country, a case could be made that in the end, HCC is viewed as
a product of the Southern contingent of Brazilian Baptists.
Second, within some Brazilian Baptist churches, there seems to be resistance to
the idea that traditional, folk, or popular Brazilian idioms are appropriate for church. As a
result, compositions that exhibit a more explicit association with that repertoire may not
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Donaldo Guedes, email message, 2016.
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receive an enthusiastic welcome from some congregations. Such is the case of Simei
Monteiro’s “Canto o Novo Canto da Terra” (HCC # 549) which is rooted in melodic and
rhythmic elements of Brazilian folk music.16 Although well known in international
Protestant circles, particularly those connected to “global song” networks, congregations
in Brazil do not sing this hymn as frequently as one may expect. As explained by Marissa
Glynias Moore, “music of the global song canon, sung in Euro-American churches to
recognize the musical practices of non-Western Christians, is not generally sung by the
non-Western Christians with whom it is associated. [Simei] Monteiro, for example,
laughed with me about her artistic success in Brazil, saying ‘I compose a lot, but we don’t
sing my music.’17
In any case, whereas in the contemporary Christian music environment the market
and the media can dictate and promote what is sung by congregations in worship
services, hymns contained in a hymnal follow a different path towards acceptance and
popularity. These observations illustrate the extent to which missionaries and missionized
found ways to work together, participating in the building of a Brazilian Baptist identity
through song.
Critics might describe this influential body of mission hymnody as a collection of
sub-par literature dressed in nineteenth-century sentimental melodic garb, and imposed
on unaware masses of missionized peoples who, if they only knew better, would do all
they could to free themselves from this burden. “Have faith, sister,” was the reply I heard

See Simei Monteiro’s description of this hymn in “Hinologia Cristã”
http://www.hinologia.org/a-nova-cancao/. Accessed March, 31, 2021.
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Marissa Glynias Moore, “Voicing the World: Global Song in American
Christian Worship,” (Ph.D. diss, Yale University, 2018), 86.
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when I shared that mission hymns comprise the bulk of the repertoire of my current
congregation. My interlocutor, an outspoken proponent of indigenous hymnody, thought
I needed encouragement, assuming that the mission hymnody I lead week in and week
out is a burden imposed upon my congregation by white colonizers. But there is another
way of hearing this repertoire that is more faithful to the lived experience of many of the
“missionized,” who might describe it as a transcendent treasure of poems and melodies
resonating within the hearts and minds of Christian believers worldwide; a repertoire that
inspires personal and communal devotion, a gift that teaches “faith and duty.” In order to
achieve a more nuanced view of this repertoire, it is important to assess mission hymnody
in the context of mission history, and, as noted by Dana L. Robert, “mission history is the
story of those who spread the gospel message, and those who respond to it. The
missionaries and converts are like the two sides of a bridge, the anchors for the span
across which faith travels.”18 Lamin Sanneh’s distinction between proselytes and
converts also highlights local agency in the process of conversion: “Converts were not
cultural orphans or undiscriminating neophytes; rather, by virtue of the choice they made,
converts were involved in judgement and discernment at the same time that they were
involved in appropriation and assimilation.”19 Successive generations of converts as well
as those brought up within the Brazilian Baptist tradition have affirmed again and again
that the hymns contained in Cantor Cristão were eminently useful for their individual
and corporate spiritual lives.
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Dana L. Robert, Christian Mission: How Christianity Became a World Religion
(West Sussex, UK: Wiley-Blackwell, 2009), 177.
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Sanneh, Disciples of All Nations, 12.
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Musical Localization
The adoption of Cantor Cristão as the official Baptist hymnal in 1911 by the
Brazilian Baptist Convention20 created the conditions for this repertoire to become deeply
connected to Baptist life in Brazil. With each new edition, more and more foreign hymns
were introduced to Brazilian congregations who in turn would embrace them as their
own. Even when Brazilian authors did write an original text, it would usually be set to a
readily available American hymn tune.
This phenomenon is explained by the concept of musical localization, a model
that acknowledges that much congregational music that is considered “foreign” or of nonindigenous origins can become locally useful. Musical localization is defined as “the
process whereby Christian communities take a variety of musical practices—some
considered ‘indigenous,’ some ‘foreign,’ some shared across spatial and cultural divides;
some linked to past practices, some innovative—and make them locally meaningful and
useful in the construction of Christian beliefs theology, practice, and identity.”21 Thus
these American hymns were not considered foreign for long; these imported melodies
and translated texts found in the hearts and minds of Brazilian converts an inviting soil to
thrive. “Inviting” is a crucial term here, one that expresses the agency of those who chose

Rolando De Nassau, “As edições do Cantor Cristão,” accessed on July 3, 2017.
http://www.hinologia.org/as-edicoes-do-cantor-cristao-em-ordem-cronologica-rolandode-nassau/.
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Monique M. Ingalls, Muriel Swijghuisen Reigersberg, and Zoe C. Sherinian,
“Introduction: Music as Local and Global Positioning: How Congregational MusicMaking Produces the Local in Christian Communities Worldwide,” in Making
Congregational Music Local in Christian Communities Worldwide, ed. Monique M.
Ingalls, Muriel Swijghuisen Reigersberg, and Zoe C. Sherinian (London, UK, and New
York, NY: Routledge, 2018), 35.
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to embrace this repertoire and much more. For, along with gospel hymns they chose to
accept behaviors, vocabularies, schedules, and the priorities involved in becoming a
Protestant, a “nova seita” (literally, “new sect”), a “Bibleman,” or even a “goat,” as some
have been called at different times and places.22
Ethnomusicologist Timothy Rommen’s complementary notions of “negotiation of
proximity” and his framework of “the ethics of style” are also connected to the process of
musical localization, and offer valuable insight into the possible reasons for the ready
acceptance of this imported repertoire by Brazilian Baptists. To explain the widespread
appeal of North American gospel music among Protestants in Trinidad, Rommen
describes the “negotiation of proximity” as “an exercise in deflection and disfiguration
whereby the near is made far and the far becomes immanent and useful.”23 Styles that are
local have problematic associations that lead to division within and among churches, who
do not agree on local styles’ acceptability or appropriateness for worship; however,
Christian styles and songs coming from a geographical and cultural distance are
embraced because they lack these problematic associations. Similarly, the North
American origin (far) of the predominantly gospel hymnody that comprises the repertoire

As a child in elementary school, I was asked once by the “lunch lady” if it were
true that I was a “goat.” Since I was unaware that “goat” was a slur used to identify
Protestants, I did not get offended; I was simply confused by the strange question which I
interpreted literally. There are various theories suggesting the origin of these pejorative
expressions, insinuating that Protestants are somehow related to Satan. For further
discussion on this fascinating topic, see Micheline Reinaux de Vasconcelos, “Os NovaSeitas: A Presença Protestante na Perpsectiva da Literatura de Cordel – Pernambuco e
Paraíba (1893–1936)” (Master’s thesis, Pontifícia Universidade Católica de São Paulo,
2005).
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of Cantor Cristão made it automatically “superior” to, or “holier” than, any indigenous
songs produced locally (near). Because missionaries, evangelists, and pastors were the
ones introducing this repertoire in the context of a worship service, Bible study meeting,
or an evangelistic campaign, the only association Brazilians had with this repertoire was
exactly that. As missionaries, evangelists, and pastors baptized believers into Protestant
communities, their songs were “baptized” as well.
In addition, according to Rommen “[s]tyle […] is an important vehicle through
which individuals reaffirm or change (articulate) the status of their relationship to
community. The ethics of style is thus intended to focus attention on the process by
which style becomes the vehicle for the multifaceted discourse about value and meaning,
but also about identity formation.”24 The appeal to make a decision to accept Christ’s
salvation, the “altar call,” so characteristic of Baptist services, included the understanding
that in order to follow Jesus one needed to abandon the “things of this world” (coisas
mundanas), adopting a radically different way of living. Among the most obvious
changes in behavior would be the allegiance to a close-knit congregation, consistent
church attendance, the serious study of scriptures, hymn singing, and the rejection of
drinking, smoking, and dancing. Witnessing would also be encouraged and one of the
simplest ways to do so would be to adopt the visible signs of carrying a Bible—and
frequently a copy of Cantor Cristão—in public.
The immensely popular nineteenth-century North American hymnody, already
embraced by both Maxwell Wright and Ginsburg even before their arrival in Brazil from
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England via Portugal (thanks to the Moody-Sankey evangelistic campaigns), represented
the preferred style to which Baptists would subscribe as yet another sign of their distinct
religious identity. That this music came from afar lent it this “otherworldly” quality and
set it apart from the “secular” music of the predominantly Catholic social context from
which Baptist converts walked away. Consequently, it is essential that anyone attempting
to evaluate this particular repertoire consider, in addition to any of its textual-musicaltheological features, the specific religious minority context in which it has been used in
Brazil for over 130 years.

Further Research
While my research has uncovered much information about the intertwining of
missionary and local agency embedded in the history of this late-nineteenth century
hymnal, it has also identified other topics that exhibit potential for additional study. The
following prospective research themes are not presented in a hierarchical order of
importance.
First, it would be worth investigating the use of Cantor Cristão by Portuguesespeaking immigrant communities in the United States. There is one such community in
New England who sang from Cantor Cristão in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. According to Rolando de Nassau, already in 1892 a few dozen copies of the
second edition of Cantor Cristão were brought to the United States to be used by the
Portuguese immigrant community in New Bedford, Massachusetts.25 Such investigations

Rolando De Nassau, “As Edições do Cantor Cristão.” Accessed on July 3,
2017, http://www.hinologia.org/as-edicoes-do-cantor-cristao-em-ordem-cronologicarolando-de-nassau/.
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might reveal very different meanings and uses for the hymns, since the gospel hymnody
musical styles of Cantor Cristão would not be foreign but rather would have been the
reigning style of music within popular American Protestantism at the time.
Second, researching the practices of missionized-turned-missionary Brazilian
Baptists appointed by the International Mission Board of the Brazilian Baptist
Convention could prove useful to scholars of World Christianity. Just as early Protestant
missionaries brought their songs with them to Brazil, I suspect that Brazilian Baptist
missionaries serving in Portugal, in former Portuguese colonies in Africa (Angola,
Mozambique, Cabo Verde, Guinea-Bissau, São Tomé e Príncipe), and in present-day
Portuguese-speaking congregations in North America (United States and Canada) have
used or still use Cantor Cristão as a tool in their work. 26 If confirmed, that information
would strengthen the transnational influence of this historical hymnal and provide
additional case studies for considering the songs’ meaning within differing local contexts.
Third, Cantor Cristão includes contributions by numerous Brazilian authors about
whom very little is known. Studying the life and work of some of these writers would
enrich our understanding not only of Brazilian hymnody, but also of the neglected but
influential lives of these figures who have shaped mission history and contemporary
Protestantism in Latin America and beyond.

See Rolando De Nassau, “As Edições do Cantor Cristão.” Accessed on July 3,
2017, http://www.hinologia.org/as-edicoes-do-cantor-cristao-em-ordem-cronologicarolando-de-nassau/.
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Concluding Reflection
In my research on the changing nature and history of Cantor Cristão, I engaged
with a variety of sources and perspectives, considering rationales and processes that
assured the production and distribution of various editions of Cantor Cristão over a
period of more than a century, including the role of publishing houses, missionarysending agencies, national and international initiatives and institutions. However, facts
and events, along with places and dates, only tell part of the story. The influence and
significance of the hymnal in Brazilian Baptist life must be interpreted through a
particular lens. I selected the lens of the interplay of human agency, looking to identify
the people—including both missionaries and missionized—connected to this history.
I began by learning about the actors whose names are printed on the pages of the
hymnal, be it in the preface or in a specific index towards the end of the book; full names
under the title of a hymn giving credit to the authorship of music, original text or
translation, or simply the initials of the contributors. But I also considered the people who
cherish their own copy of Cantor Cristão for, as noted by Christopher N. Philips,
personal copies of a hymnal could “have a talismanic power for many owners, creating a
bond through hand, eye, and voice to God, to worshiping communities, to friends and
neighbors, and to family and departed loved ones.”27
My research has confirmed the significance of personally owned copies of Cantor
Cristão that hold great value for their owners, where names of family members and dates
of significant events are recorded, lovely dedicatory notes are handwritten, and pictures
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are kept, so that the book itself functions as a keepsake box. My own well-worn copy was
a gift from my mother on the day of my baptism. In addition to the practical aspect of the
gift—Baptist churches in Brazil never had hymnals in the pews, so everyone would need
to bring his or her own copy—this book has great sentimental value to me.
Ultimately this dissertation has brought to light the experiences, choices, and
contributions of those whose stories were or continue to be intertwined with Cantor
Cristão. It has also identified “a great cloud of witnesses” comprised of people who
treasure the faith lessons and lasting memories the singing of these hymns provided them,
including many to whom Cantor Cristão carries a weight that is a close second to that of
the Bible itself.
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APPENDIX A
Chapter Five Documents Associated with Hinário para o Culto Cristão (HCC)
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Manuel’s comment

Figure A.1. Ralph Manuel’s notes related to the publication of HCC.
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Questions about Hinário para o Culto Cristão

1. What do you remember about the publication of HCC? Would you say
that, at the time, Baptists in Brazil were excited about the prospect of a new
hymnal?
2. In general, what kind of comments/reactions did you hear/notice, once the
hymnal was published?
3. What do you think about the hymns included in HCC that were composed
or written by Brazilians?
4. In your opinion, how have the Baptist congregations, in general, received
these hymns/songs written in a “Brazilian style”?
5. What would you list as the most positive aspects of HCC?
6. What would you consider as the least positive aspects of HCC?
7. Now, over two decades have passed since the publication of HCC. Would
you say that HCC has become the preferred hymnal for the majority of
Baptist churches, at least in your specific context?
8. Please add any information you would like to share about HCC.

Figure A.2. Questionnaire used in interviews of Brazilian church musicians regarding HCC.
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Chapter Six Documents
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Figure B.1. Sample of a Sunday bulletin at Casa Amarela Evangelical Baptist Church.
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Ao Pr. André Paegle e Dc. Plínio Sóstenes
Prezados Irmãos,
Meu nome é Maria Julia Monteiro. Sou doutoranda pela Universidade de Baylor, no
Texas, e estou no Brasil realizando parte de minha pesquisa na área de Música Sacra e
Etnomusicologia.
A minha pesquisa diz respeito à criação, ao desenvolvimento e à influência do Cantor
Cristão na formação da identidade dos batistas brasileiros. A minha proposta de tese inclui um
componente etnográfico, através do qual, pretendo observar, anotar e analisar o uso, nos dias de
hoje, do repertório de canto congregacional contido no Cantor Cristão.
Visito a IEBCA sempre que venho ao Recife/Olinda para rever parentes e amigos (sou
esposa de Marconi Monteiro; moramos nos EUA há mais de trinta anos), e sei do valor dado à
música sacra, em geral, e ao canto congregacional, em particular, por esta igreja. Considero,
então, a IEBCA como a igreja ideal para tal estudo.
Estarei no Brasil até o dia 30 de dezembro e gostaria de ter a permissão da igreja para
entrevistar alguns dos seus membros. Meu propósito é escutar testemunhos de irmãos e irmãs
desta congregação acerca do papel dos hinos do Cantor Cristão no seu crescimento espiritual,
suas práticas devocionais e até na própria formação da sua identidade batista. Se for possível,
também gostaria de fazer algumas filmagens da congregação cantando durante os cultos
dominicais (umas duas our tres vezes).
Não pretendo interferir de maneira alguma nas atividades da igreja nem tão pouco na
vida pessoal dos seus membros. Pelo contrário, meu interesse está em observar a rotina e o diaa-dia da vida congregacional da IEBCA.
Gostaria de ter a oportunidade de conversar com os senhores sobre o meu projeto.
Estou à disposição para encontrá-los quando lhes for conveniente.

Muito obrigada pela atenção,
Maria Julia
E-mail
WhatsApp
Telefone local

Figure B.2. Copy of author’s e-mail sent on November 11, 2019 to IEBCA’s pastor and church moderator
requesting permission to conduct her ethnographic observations and interviews with church members.
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Table B.1. Hymns sung at IEBCA June-December 2019

Hymn
(N=119)
A Cruz de Cristo

CC
(N=42)

Both*
(N=35)



A Ti, ó Deus, Fiel, e Bom Senhor/Antífona




Castelo Forte

1

Coro Santo







1
1
1
3



1






Cristo, Só Cristo
Dá-me Tua Visão, Senhor
Deixa o Salvador Te Ajudar



1
1
1
1
1



1


Deus dos Antigos



Doxologia/Adoração

2
2



Descansando no Poder de Deus/Estou Seguro

1
2

Cristo Satisfaz Minha Alma

Deus Cuidará de Ti

1




Crer e Observar/Em Jesus Confiar
Cristo Me Amou e Me Livrou

2
1

Como Agradecer a Jesus

Consagrar Tudo

1



Com a Minha Voz Clamo ao Senhor

Consagração

2





Cantam Anjos Harmonias/Natal

2
1



Cantai que o Salvador Chegou!/Rei Excelso

Confiar em Cristo

4




Brilho Celeste

Companheiro

2



Benditos Laços São/Laços Benditos

1
1

Barnabé, Homem de Deus

Ceifando

2



Jesus, Pastor Amado/Amor Fraternal

Cada Momento

1



Aleluia! Gratos Hinos Entoai
Jesus Sempre Te Amo/Amor a Jesus

Number of
Times Sung
(N=161)
1




A Minha Fé e o Meu Amor/Firmeza

Amor sem Igual

HCC
(N=42)

1
1

É a Bíblia Nossa Luz



2

Eu Não Posso Fugir do Teu Espírito



1

Eu Quero o Pão do Céu



2
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Table B.1. Hymns sung at IEBCA June-December 2019 (cont’d)

Hymn
(N=119)

CC
(N=42)

Both*
(N=35)

HCC
(N=42)

Number of
Times Sung
(N=161)

Exultação



1

Eu Sou de Jesus



1




Firme nas Promessas
Foi na Cruz/Cegueira e Vista
Glória ao Senhor

1






Graça de Deus, Infinito Amor
Grandioso És Tu
Haja Paz na Terra
Jesus Bondoso
Jesus como Guia
Jesus Me Transformou
Jesus, Teu Nome É Santo







Manso e Suave
Maravilhas Divinas

1

Minha Aspiração

1

1
1
1
1



1




1
1




3
2




No Serviço do Meu Rei/Felicidade no Serviço
Noite de Paz! Noite de Amor!/Noite de Paz

1
1




Não Sou Meu/Reconhecimento
Nasceu o Redentor

2





Minha Pátria para Cristo/Oração pela Pátria
Nasceu Jesus

1



Meu Senhor, Sou Teu/Perto de Jesus

1

2



Meu Senhor, de Tudo Sabe

2

2

Louve, Meu Ser, ao Grandioso Senhor
Lutar

2

1



Louvamos-Te, ó Deus/Louvor

2

1



Justo És, Senhor
Louvamos

1



Glorioso és Tu, Senhor!

Igreja, Alerta

1

1
1

Nome que Inspira o Meu Louvor



2

Nós Te Louvamos, ó Senhor Jesus



1

Nossa Gente Quer Viver em Seguranca



1

Nosso Pai que Estás no Céu



1

O Canto Angelical



1
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Table B.1. Hymns sung at IEBCA June-December 2019 (cont’d)

Hymn
(N=119)
O Estandarte

CC
(N=42)

Both*
(N=35)






Oh, Olhai, Pois, e Vivei!/Aleluia

1

Oh! Vinde Adorar!
Pai Faz-nos Um



Que Estou Fazendo se Sou Cristão?





Santifica a Tua Igreja
Santo, Santo, Pai Bondoso!

Só por Jesus





2





Trabalho Cristão



1
1
1
2



1
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1
3



Tempo de Ser Santo
Terás Vida em Olhar pra Jesus/Vida por um
Olhar
Teu Santo Amor, Jesus

1

1

Somos Um pelos Laços do Amor
Temos por Lutas PassadoVitória nas Lutas

1

1



Sou Feliz com Jesus/Sou Feliz

1
1

Remido

Saudai o Nome de Jesus

1
1



Saudação/Saudamo-vos, Irmãos, em Cristo

1

1



Santo! Santo! Santo!/Santo

1

1




Que a Pátria Inteira Cante em Teu Louvor
Que Segurança! Sou de Jesus/Segurança

3

1




Quando Deus Fizer Chamada/Chamada Final

1

1




Qual Adorno Desta Vida?/Amor

2

1

Preciosa Graça

Refúgio Verdadeiro

2




Porque Vivo Está
Precioso É Jesus para Mim

2





Oh, Vem, oh, Vem, Emanuel

Por Mim

1
1




O Segredo do Viver

Perto do Senhor

1



O Meu Pastor é o Bom Jesus
O Poder do Sangue

Number of
Times Sung
(N=161)
2



O Meu Coração Sofredor/Cantai
O Novo Nascimento

HCC
(N=42)

1
2

Table B.1. Hymns sung at IEBCA June-December 2019 (cont’d)

HCC
(N=42)

Number of
Times Sung
(N=161)

Tu És Digno



2

Tua Vontade Faze, ó Senhor



1

Tua Voz Escuto a Convocar-me



1

Hymn
(N=119)

Tudo Entregarei

CC
(N=42)

Both*
(N=35)



1





Um Só Rebanho
Uma Bênção Antiga
Usa, Senhor
Vamos à Igreja
Vem, Jesus, Habitar Comigo/Lugar para
Cristo
Vem, Visita a Tua Igreja
Vida Eterna



Vinde, Meninos
Voz de Ternura

2

2




1
1





1
3



Vinde, Cristãos Cantai!

1

2
1
1

*The church bulletins identified these hymns as from HCC, but they are also found in Cantor Cristão (CC),
usually with minor text discrepancies and are easily identified by anyone familiar with the CC version.
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